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CHAPTER I
THE PURPOSE IN WRITING THE DISSERTATION AND THE METHOD EMPLOYED
One can not read far in the life of the Apostle Paul without
becoming conscious of the importance which he attached to the
1
use and meaning of prayer. In the spirit of prayer the first
2
missionary projects were conceived and executed. While in
5
prison at Philippi Paul and Barnabas prayed and sang hymns.
On two other occasions we are told of Paul's use of prayer while
at Philippi, once when he met Lydia and again when he came across
4
the girl possessed with a spirit of divination. At Miletus
5
he prayed with the visiting elders from Ephesus. At Tyre he
assembled his followers on the sea shore and knelt in prayer with
them before bidding farewell. The return from his third missionary
6
venture to Jerusalem was celebrated by the glorification of God.
In his defense before the Roman officer at Jerusalem, Paul tells
7
of his praying in the temple. Still later while drifting in a
leaky ship through the sea of Adria, Paul asks divine aid for
8
the safety of his fellow passengers. While detained on the
1 Acts 9:11*
2 Acts 15:2,5; 15:40-41.
5 Acts 16:25.
4 Acts 16: l4;l6.
5 Acts 20: 56.
6 Acts 21:20.
7 Acts 22:17.
8 Acts 27:25-25.
.‘
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2on the island of Malta on his way to Rome, he prayed over and
1
healed the father of Publius, the governor. And finally, when
almost within sight of Rome itself, we are told how Paul “thanked
2
God and took courage."
In the Pauline epistles there are many references to the
matter of prayer and numerous prayers are interspersed throughout
them. Each letter begins with and concludes with a short blessing
5
of some kind. Moreover, there are longer prayers within the
epistles themselves which Faul offers in behalf of his converts.
Re prays that the Thessalonians "might perfect that which is
4
lacking" in their faith. He prays that the Ephesians may have
5
the spirit of wisdom and revelation. He offers prayers in
6
behalf of the Corinthians that they may “do no evil." He tells
7
the Romans of his prayers for the salvation of Israel. There
is scarcely a letter but that some form of intercessory prayer
8
is to be found within it.
9
Quite frequently, Paul asks that others pray for him.
1 Acts 28:8.
2 Acts 28:15.
5
Rom. 1:7; 16:27; 1 Cor. 1:5; 25;24; 2 Cor. 1:2; 1:14; Gal.
1:5; 5:18; Eph. 1:2; 6:24; Phil. 1:2; 4:25; Col. 1:2; 4:18;
1 These. 1:1; 5:28; 2 These. 1:2; 5*1; 1 Tim. 1:2; 6:1; 2 Tim.
1:2; 4:22; Titus 1:4; 5*15; Phm. 1:5; 25.
4 1 Thess. 5*10.
5 Eph. 1:17.
6 2 Cor. 15:7-
7 Rom. 11:1.
8 Rom. 1:8; 9 ; 10:1; 1 Cor. 1:5-5; 2 Cor. 15*7; Gal. 1:5-5;
Eph. 1:15-18; 5:14-19; Phil. 1:5; Col. 1:5-5; 4:12; 1 Thess.
5*9-10; 2 Tim. 1:5; 1*16-18; 4:16; Phm. 1:4-6.
9 Rom. 15:50-52; Eph. 6:17-19; Col. 4:2-5; 1 Thess. 5:25; 2 Thess.
5*15.
..
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He tells of some of the private prayers which he has made. He
tells the Romans of his prayer for a safe journey that he might
1
visit them, and enlists their prayers in his behalf. In his
letter to the church at Corinth he tells of his three prayers
2
for the removal of the thorn in his flesh. His epistle to the
Thessalonians reveals his prayers that he might return to them
5
so as to help? strengthen their faith. He tells Timothy and
4
Philemon of his constant mention of them in his prayers.
There are also several occasions in the epistles when
Paul offers instructions regarding the matter of prayer. He urges
the Corinthians to give themselves to “fasting and prayer,” and
5
in eating and drinking to "do all to the glory of God." He
6
discusses the inadvisability of prayers in an unknown tongue.
He praises the ministration of charity as a means of invoking
7
prayers of divine gratitude from those thus helped. He opposes
8
the practice of women praying with uncovered heads. He urges
9
the continual use of prayer at all times. In one of his epistles
he encourages the use of prayers for those in positions of civil
10
authority. Consequently, these prayers and instructions give
1 Rom. 1:10; 15:50-51.
2 2 Cor. 12:9.
5
1 Thess.
4 2 Tim. 1:5} Phm. 1:4.
5 1 Cor. 7:5; 10:51.
6 1 Cor. 14:15-18.
7 2 Cor. 9:12.
8 1 Cor. 11:15*
9 1 Thess. 5:17*
10
1 Tim. 2:1.
'-
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4 .
us insight into the prayer life of the Apostle Paul. As Brown
has pointed out, they shed "priceless sidelights ... upon
his theology. There is not an epistle that does not begin with
a prayer; not one but which before it ends has brought all that
1
it contains to the test of prayer."
Paul not only made extensive use of prayer himself but he
contributed much toward shaping the prayer life of Christianity.
Heiler and others, in fact, maintain that it was Paul "who
on the foundation-stone laid by Jesus reared the cathedral of
2
the Christian life of prayer." It was Paul who put intercessory
prayer at the very center of the Christian life. A master at
the art of intercessory prayer himself, he instilled its very
spirit into the lives of his converts. Because he had known
only the Risen Christ and because at Damascus he had rediscovered
God through the mediatorship of this Christ, the custom of praying
to God through Christ became an integral part of Paul's own devotion-
al life. As the mantle of his religious spirit fell upon others
the practice of praying to God through Christ steadily increased.
Moreover, much of Paul's style and many of his phrases have found
their way into the prayer life of the Christian church. Several
5
of his benedictions are widely used today.
1 Brown, William Adams, The Life of Prayer in A World of Science .
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1927, p. 71»
2 Heiler, Friedrich, Prayer
,
A Study in the History and Psychology
of Religion (tr. Samuel McComb.) London: Oxford University Press,
1952, p. 124; cf. Paterson, W. P., and Russell, David, The
Power of Prayer . London: Macmillan and Co., 1920, p. 126;
Weinel, H., St. Paul the Man and His Work (tr. G.A. Bienemann.)
New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1906, p. 150.
5 Phil. 4:25; 4:7; 2 These. 5:16; 2 Cor. 15:14.
.-
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In view of the importance of Paul for the prayer life of
Christianity, it is strange that so little work has been done
on the subject. There has been no real attempt to treat the
prayer life of Paul in its entirely, showing the factors that
shaped it, the extensive use which he made of it, his objectives,
and the contributions Which he made to the general prayer life
of the Christian church. To be sure there have been many excellent
1 2
works on the subject of prayer itself. Both Heiler and Puglisi
have given very complete and detailed study to the matter. In
the course of their work they have drawn attention to Paul’s
significance in its general development, and they have pointed
out some of the contributions which he made, but aside from this
use of Paul for illustrative purposes in support of their general
subject, they have scarcely touched upon his prayer life. Others
5 4 5
like Buttrick, Mylne, and Paterson and Russell have paid
even less attention to him in their work on prayer. In his book
on The Place of Prayer in the Christian Religion
,
Campbell has
made some mention of Paul, but for the moat part it is concerned
6
only with a few of the more significant prayers in his life.
1 Heiler, F., o£. clt
.
,
2 Puglisi, Mario, Prayer (tr. Bernard McAllen.) New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1929.
5 Buttrick, George A., Prayer . New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury
Press, 1942.
4 Mylne, G. W.
,
Intercessory Prayer . Boston: E. P. Dutton and
and Co.
,
1861.
5 Paterson W. P., and Russell, David, op . cit .
6 Campbell, James M.
,
The Place of Prayer in the Christian Religion .
New York: The Methodist Book Concern, 1915.
• 1
. .
. .
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Thomas and Chadwick have given rather detailed atudy to a few
of the better known prayers of Paul and as 9uch have been of some
help. Cabrol also, has been of great value in showing the great
contribution which the Apostle made to the liturgical prayers
5
of the church.
The biographies of Paul have proven less helpful. Coney-
4 5 6 7 8
beare and Howson, Deissmann, Holmes, Lowstuter, Ramsay,
9
10 11
Robinson, Robertson, Spencer and others have done commendable
work on the life of Paul, but have scarcely mentioned his use
of prayer or his teaching upon the subject. From his knowledge
of the Jewish religious and social customs of the period. Bird
has tried to reconstruct two or three of the possible prayer
practices of Paul as a boy, but these are for the most part
1 Chadwick, W., Edward, The Pastoral Teaching of St . Paul .
Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1907*
2 Thomas, W. H. Griffith, The Prayers of St . Paul. New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1914.
5
Cabrol, Fernand, Liturgical Prayer, Its History and Spirit.
London: Bums, Oates, and Washbourne Ltd. 1922,
4 Coneybeare A. J., and Howson J.S., The Life and Epistles of
St. Paul . 2 Vols.; New York: Charles Scribner's, 1855.
5 Deissmann, Adolf, Paul
,
A Study in Social and Religious History .
New York: George H. Loren Co., 1926.
6 Holmes, Arthur, The Mind of St. Paul . New York: The Macmillan
Co., 1929.
7 Lowstuter, W. J., Paul , Campaigner for Christ . New York:
Methodist Book Concern, 1915.
8 Ramsay, William M,
,
St. Paul the Traveller and the Roman
Citizen
.
New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1896.
9 Robertson, A. T., Epochs in the Life of St. Paul . London:
Hodder and Stoughton, 1909.
10 Robinson, Benjamin Willard, The Life of Paul . Chicago: The
Chicago University Press, 1918.
11 Spencer, F. A., Beyond Damascus . New York: Harper and Brothers
Publishers, 195^.
I'
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7fragmentary and scattered, and furnish no complete picture of
1
the prayer life of the time. In his life of Paul, Weinel has
devoted six pages to a brief synopsis of some of the general
principles behind the Apostle's practice and teachings on the
matter of prayer, but he has given only a very limited and partial
2
treatment of the subject. No attempt has been made to study the
prayers of Paul in detail, their specific influence upon later
Christians, nor the part which his own religious and social back-
ground played in shaping them.
It is the purpose of this dissertation to show the early
environment of prayer in which Paul grew up, his use of prayer
as an Apostle, his objectives in the matter, and his contribution
to its development in Christianity in order to reveal that largely
through the influence of the Apostle Paul Christianity was able
to free itself from the legalistic mechanical prayer life of
Judaism. During the time of Paul there were two streams of prayer
life within Judaism. On the one hand, there was that spirit of
idealism which had come down from the prophets, which stressed
as the primary need of all that a man set his heart right with
God. Along with this prophetic idealism, however, there had
grown up a legalistic spirit which had been fostered by Pharisaism.
That both of these spiritual aspects of life were prevalent in
the prayer life of the Jews during the period in which Paul lived
1 Bird, Robert, Paul of Tarsus . New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1910.
2 Weinel, H., o£. clt .
—'
_ 4 *
.
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8is very apparent from the Talmud itself which shows a conflict
of these two elements. While men are cautioned not to let their
prayers become routine and mechanical, still the numerous rules
and regulations governing one's prayer life by their very nature
tended to stifle the spirit of spontaneous prayer. This conflict
of these two elements seems to have been present in the life of
Paul as it was in the lives of so many of his contemporaries.
With his conversion experience at Damascus, however, the
idealistic aspect of Paul's prayer life won out over the legalistic,
and henceforth the stamp of this triumph was manifested in the
Apostle' s prayers and his teachings upon the matter. To be sure,
there were many prayer customs and practices of Judaism which Paul
continued to observe, but from the date of his conversion they
were always secondary to the spirit of prayer itself. Henceforth
Paul breathed his own religious experience into them. Through
Paul and other Jewish Christians many of these customs came over
into the Christian church. That they did not result in Christianity's
succumbing to the same legalistic spirit of Judaism was largely
due to the efforts of Paul. As Champion of the Gospel of Freedom
it was Paul who breathed into the church the freshness of his own
prayer life and made the spirit behind the prayer rather than the
manner in which it was said the all-important thing.
Various attempts have been made to define the term prayer.
In his article upon the subject in the Encyclopaedia Britannica ,
,.
.
'
9 .
Marett defines it as u a term used more generally for any humble
petition, but more technically in religion, for that mode of
addressing a divine or sacred power in which there predominates
1
the mood and intention of reverent entreaty." Such a definition
however, seems too limiting, reducing prayer to a mere matter of
asking. As such it fails to take account of those prayers of
thanksgiving and praise as well as those which but seek fellowship
with the divine. According to Slattery prayer is talking with
the Unseen, whether the Unseen be conceived of a3 a personal God
2
or as a vague something outside of oneself. This definition
also seems insufficient for our purposes. By its very nature it
seems to imply that language expression is essential to prayer,
although there are prayers in which there are no words. Liddon
looks upon prayer as “the action whereby we menj in all our frailty
and defilement, associate ourselves with our Divine Advocate
on high and realize the sublime bond which is in Him, the One
Mediator between God and man unites us in our utter unworthiness
5
to the Strong and All-holy God." Although a good description
of Christian prayer, this definition is unsatisfactory for the
term prayer in general, since it defines too particularly the
1 Marett, Robert Randolph, "Prayer," Encyclopaedia Britannica
,
Walter Yust, editor. 24 Vols.; Chicago: The University of
Chicago, 1945, Vol. 18, p. 419.
2 Slattery, Charles Lewis, Why Men Pray . New York: The Macmillan
Co., 1916, p. 5.
5 Liddon, Henry Parry, Some Elements in Religion . London: Riving-
tons, 1872, p. 164.
*.
-
.
.
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10
nature of the Being who is thus addressed. As Coats says, "Not
all prayer attributes holinees to God, or defilement to man, or
1
feel the need of an advocate art mediator on account of sin."
For the purposes of this dissertation the definition of
prayer given by William James seems the most acceptable. Accord-
ing to him, prayer is "every kind of inward communion or conver-
2
sation with the power recognized as divine." Mahoney points out, that
the "first part of the definition covers every kind of prayer
attitude from the most primitive to the most advanced and from
the simplest outflow of religious desire to the most elaborate
5
form of prayer expression." Accordingly, when the term prayer
i9 used in this study of Paul's prayer life it will denote an
inward communion or conversation" with that divine supreme power
which Paul felt to be God. Before his conversion it was the God
of Israel. After his Damascus experience it was the God who had
revealed Himself to him through Christ.
Because of the wide meaning attached to prayer, both baptism
and the eucharist will be included as forms of prayer. Our primary
concern, however, is with the subject of prayer only as it applies
to the Apostle Paul and as a result both of these sacraments will
be analyzed only as they have a direct bearing upon this matter.
1 Coats, R. H.
,
The Realm of Prayer . London: Macmillan and Co.,
1920, p. 16.
2 James, William, The Varities of Religious Experience . New York:
Longmans, Green and Co., 1902, p. 464.
5 Mahoney, C. K., The Philosophy of Religion . New York: Abingdon
Press, 1922, p. 50.
£5
,
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.
.
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Consequently, no attempt will be made to exhaust their meaning
nor to probe into the difficult and complex history of their develop-
ment.
The matter of authorship of several of the Pauline epistles
has always been a source of contention. While those letters
addressed to the Romans, Corinthians, Galatians, and Thessalonians
have for the most part been accepted by scholars as genuine, there
have been some who have doubted the authenticity of Colossians,
1
Ephesians, Philippians, and Philemon. There has been even greater
opposition to the belief that Paul was the author of the pastoral
2
epistles, which are addressed to Timothy and Titus. Baur,
Holtzmann, von Soden, Hamack, Pfleiderer, Rovers, Bourquin,
Bruckner, McGiffert, Schmiedel, Jtilicher, R. Scott, and Koehler
5
dispute the authenticity of these letters.
For the most part such objections are concerned largely
with modifications in style and vocabulary, the change in personal
attitude of the writer, the revelation of a more highly organized
church than is thought possible for the time in which Paul lived.
1 Lake, Kirsopp, and Lake, Silva, An Introduction to the New
Testament . New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1957*
p. 101.
Dodd, C. K.
,
"Ephesians," The Abingdon Bible Commentary
,
Frederick C. Eiselen, Edwin Lewis and David G. Douney, editors,
1 Vol.; New York: The Abingdon Press, 1929* p. 1222.
Robertson, James Alex., "Philippians," The Abingdon Bible
Commentary
, p. 1258.
Dodd, C. H., “Colossians, " The Abingdon Bible Commentary,
p. 1250.
Moffatt, James, An Introduction to the Literature of the New
Testament . New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1911, pp. 595”59^»
2 Lake, K., and Lake,S., op . cit .
,
p. 101.
5 Moffatt, James, o£. cit., pp. 597-598.

12
and the question of the possibility of later visits of the Apostle
to some of the churches after his first imprisonment at Rome,
Lowstuter, however, feels that none of these objections raise
serious difficulties. The change in literary style may largely
be due to the differences in the character of the subject matter
discussed and to the fact that Paul is an older men at the date
of their composition. The personal attitude of the writer toward
Timothy and Titus reveals that of an older man corresponding
with some of his younger assistants, but there need be nothing
strange about this fact since in all probability Paul was older
than either of the two. The lateness of the letters help explain
the degree of organization in the church which in all likelihood
could have existed near the end of Paul’s life. Finally, the late
visits to such churches are indeed possible if we accept the
tradition of two Roman imprisonments for Paul, the last of which
ended with his death. Too much emphasis has been placed upon the
fact that the Acts of the Apostles ends with Paul in prison at
Rome. There is no reason for disbelieving that Paul was released
at this time, that he did further missionary work, and that he
was again imprisoned at a later late, during which time he wrote
1
letters to Timothy and Titus. In view of these facts the author
feels justified in accepting all of the epistles traditionally
ascribed to Paul, with the exception, of course, of Hebrews, as
1 Lowstuter, W. J., "The Pastoral Epistles: First and Second
Timothy and Titus," The Abingdon Bible Commentary
,
p. 127^.
*-
*
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genuine, and he will make use of such material in them as pertains
to the subject of the prayer life of the Apostle Paul.
Although Paul stands as one of the greatest contributors
to the development of prayer within the Christian church, strangely
enough there has been no real attempt to treat the subject of
his prayer life in its entirety. In attempting a study of this
nature, the author is well aware of the limitations before him.
It is not his purpose to give a complete and exhaustive analysis
of the matter. To do so would involve years of patient research
and the work of many scholars. Rather is it his purpose to give
some insight into the matter of Paul's prayer life in order to
show that largely through his efforts Christianity was able to free
itself of much of that legalistic spirit of Pharisaic Judaism
which tended so much to smother the prayer life of the Jewish
people. In order to accomplish this purpose an attempt will bd
made to show the early Hellenistic and Judaistic influences
affecting Paul's prayer life, the instances of prayer in his life
as an Apostle, his objectives in the matter, and lastly his
contributions to Christian prayer itself.
..
.
-
CHAPTER II
THE BEQUEST OF THE PAGAN WORLD TO THE PRAYER LEGACY OF THE APOSTLE PAUL
There can be no doubt at all that prayer is the heart and
centre of all religion. "Not in dogmas and institutions, not in
rites and ethical ideals but in prayer do we grasp the peculiar
quality of the religious life. In the words of a prayer we can
penetrate into the deepest and the most intimate movements of the
1
religious soul." It is in the prayer life of Paul that we catch
a glimpse into the inner soul of the great Apostle, and yet like
all men, Paul was a child of his own times and environment.
Consequently, in order to understand fully his prayer life there
must be some understanding of the attitude of the various currents
of the religious life of his day toward the matter of prayer.
Strabo, the geographer who lived from 54 B.C. to 24 A.D.,
tells us that Tarsus, the birthplace and home of Paul, ranked
2
even above Alexandria as a center of philosophy. In such an
environment, even as the son of a Pharisee Paul could not escape
the Hellenistic influence. As Pfleiderer has pointed out, he
did not have to visit "the lecture-rooms of the Stoic teachers
in order to become acquainted with the Stoic philosophy of life."
This, in the practical form in which we know it "from Seneca and
Epictetus, was daily set forth in the streets and markets of the
1 Heiler, Friederich, 0£. cit . , p. xv.
2 Robinson, Benjamin W.
,
0£. cit . , p. 26 .
..
.
*
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town by the popular orators, who called themselves Philosophers
1
. . .
Soul-doctors, Messengers of Truth."
In general there were three types of Hellenistic religions
influencing Paul. First of all there were the old national
religions which already were showing evidences of decay. Almost
all events of importance in life such as peace, war, harvests,
mourning and the like were accompanied by and directed by religious
rites. Individual as well as social welfare was believed to depend
upon the proper observance of such ceremonies. Such old
polytheistic religions, however, were on the decline because
they could not stand the test of reason; they failed to meet the
test of the growing moral sense; and they were unable to meet the
needs of men in their desire for deliverance from sorrow, sin,
and death. The second type of Hellenistic religion was that of
Grecian philosophy, which for the most part was religious, ethical,
and monotheistic and which because of its very nature appealed
only to the strong and wise, providing the ideal, but not the
power to attain it. Thirdly, there were the mystery religions,
which furnished more satisfaction to the common man, but because
the writers of both Greece and Rome held little respect for them,
information about them is somewhat scarce. Nevertheless, these
mystery religions were to become the real competitors with
- - i - .. 1 — «
1 Pfleiderer, Otto, Primitive Christianity
,
(tr. W. Montgomery).
New York: G. P. Putnam's Sobs, 1906, Vol. I, p. 4l.
/ ' I ...
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Christianity for they were like it in many respects. They were
founded on the story of a god's dying and his resurrection. They
were universal, not national in scope. They were marked by
ceremonies and sacraments. And the basic idea behind them was
that of redemption through a union with the god and a deliverance
from death. Unlike Christianity, however, their salvation was
not an ethical one, but a kind based upon rites and magic, and
while Christianity was based on an historical fact, they were
based on myth. All of these three religious groups were to have
1
some influence upon the prayer life of Paul.
In the old Greek polytheistic religion prayer and sacrifice
were the only forms of worship in which the Homeric heroes had
held intercourse with the gods. Prayers were used on almost every
important occasion, as a regular part of private home life, before
beginning classes of instruction, at the opening of a wine cask,
before each meal, and in early morning and evening sacrifice.
Meals were always preceded by or followed by a prayer and this
blessing was often accompanied by the drinking of wine. Moreover,
prayer was employed at the opening of all public meetings.
Festivals of thanksgiving were established for happy political
2
occasions and prayers and hymns were used at such times.
The prayer of the Greek polytheistic religion never sank
into mere ritualistic formula because of the very spirit of
1 Rail, Harris Franklin, New Testament History . New York: The
Abingdon Press, 191^, pp» 1^-19*
2 Heiler, F. P., 0£. cit . , pp. 7^-78.
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vitality that lay at its root. To be sure there were some fixed
forms of prayer used for public worship, but as in the Roman religion
the answer to prayer was never dependent upon complete adherence
to the letter . Moreover, when the civilization of Greece was
at its height, petition for moral values was at the center of
all prayer. Unlike primitive religions, that of the Greeks sought
1
more than material blessings and worldly prosperity.
Furthermore, this form of Greek religion was very social
in character as may be seen from its prayers of intercession.
The beauty of such prayers of intercession is shown in the prayer
by which the dying Alcestis leaves her son and daughter to the
care of Hestia, who was the goddess of the domestic hearth.
Queen, for I pass beneath the earth, I fall
Before thee now, and nevermore, and pray:
Be mother to my orphans: mate with him
A loving wife, with her a noble husband.
Nor, as their mother dieth, so may they
My children, die untimely, but with weal
In the homeland fill up a life of bliss. 2
It was not infrequent that in such prayers of intercession the
petitioner asked that he might live a moral life so that he might
bequeath a good name to his children, as is seen in one of Pindar's
prayer8 to Zeus:
Grant me, C Jovei each crooked path to shun.
Simple and straight my honest race to run!
So may mine be
No name to tinge with shame my children's cheekj
Gold, lands, let others seek;
1 Ibid
., p. 78.
2 Buttrick, George A., o£. cit
.
, pp. 100-101.
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I ask an honored grave, the good to adorn.
And load the vile with scorn. 1
The very moral nature of the Greek religion can also be seen in
prayers that were used to make curses upon evil doers, a far cry
2
from the Christian ideal of blessing them that curse you.
Being polytheistic the Greek felt that respective tasks
were assigned to the respective gods, and prayers were directed
to them accordingly, but over and above all there stood Zeus.
Because the gods were anthropomorphic according to the Greek's
conception, it was felt that men could enter into personal
relations with them for this very reason. In prayer there thus
took place an intimate fellowship with a present god. The relation
of the Greek to his god was not that of serf to master, not as son
to father, but rather as friend to friend. As Heiler points
out, "This is expressed in the physical attitude. The Greek
neither kneels nor lies prostrate; he stands and lifts up his hands
5
to the gods he has invoked." The Greek, however, condemned anyone
who tried to seek equality with the god. The state religion
was "primitive religion, though, of course, in its noblest and
purest form, but in dying it gave birth to a religion above all
nations and civilizations, the mystical neo-Platonic religion of
4
redemption." By Paul's time it was the mystery and philosophical
religions which were predominant.
1 Morice, F. D., Pindar . Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co.,
1878, p. 215.
2 Heiler, F., o£. clt
.
, pp. 78-85.
5 Ibid ., p. 85.
4 Ibid
.
,
p. 86.
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Prayer was very prominent in the world into which Paul was
born. As has been seen it constituted a vital part of the old
state religions and in “the records of this period no subject
was discussed more frequently than that of Prayer, which may be
1
fegarded as an index of its importance." Aristotle ( "Alcibiades"
II), Perseus (“Sat" 2), Juvenal (“Sat" X), and Maximus of Tyre
("Dia" XI) all mentioned prayer in their works as did also such
moralists as Cicero, Seneca, Epictetus, Lucian, and others.
Such men opposed prayer for immoral objects or for asking help
of the deities when their own conduct was unworthy of such
assistance. They also opposed prayers for self-advancement, for
wealth, for ambition, or for revenge, and taught that men were to
2
pray openly and loudly that all might hear them. In his directions
to Lucilius Seneca urges that he not ask the gods for what he can
attain himself.
You are doing an excellent thing, one
which will be wholesome for you, if, as you
write me, you are persisting in your effort
to attain sound understanding; it is foolish
to pray for this when you can acquire it from
yourself. We do not need to uplift our hands
toward heaven, or to beg the keeper of a temple
to let us approach his idol's ear, as if iiS
this way our prayers were more likely to be
heard. God is near you, he is with you, he is
within you. This is what I mean, Lucilius a
holy spirit indwells within us; one marks our
good and bad deeds, and is our guardian. As
we treat this spirit, so are we treated by it.
1 Angus, S., The Environment of Early Christianity . New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1915, p. 12^1
2 Ibid
., pp. 124-125.
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Indeed no man can be good without
the help of God. 1
Commenting upon Seneca, Pfleiderer says that the importance
of his sayings consists precisely in the fact that they are not
dependent on the Christian Gospel, and are therefore of the more
significance "as witnesses of a widespread ethico-religious mode
of thought and feeling in the Graeco-Roman world of that period,
which from its close affinity with the Christian view had, among
the heathen, prepared the soil for the Gospel." There was here
2
"a morality which led a man to look into his heart
. . . .
"
Epictetus, a contemporary of Paul, expresses sentiments similar
to those of Seneca: "Therefore when you close your doors and make
darkness within, remember . .
.
you are not alone, God is within,
5
and your genius." Moreover, Epictetus felt that "If we had sense
we ought to do nothing else in public and in private than praise
4
and bless God and pay Him due thanks."
The Epicureans, however, felt that prayer could not force
the gods to change the affairs of men since the gods wished not
to be troubled by human problems. Epicurus, himself, had said
that if "God listened to the prayers of men, all men would quickly
have perished: for they are for ever praying for evil against one
1 Seneca, Moral Essays to Lucillus (tr. Richard M. Gunmere.)
New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1917* p. 275*
2 Pfleiderer, Otto, op . cit
. ,
5fol. I, pp. 58-59.
5 Epictetus, Discourses (tr. F. E. Matheson, The Stoic and
Epicurean Philosophies, J. Whitney Oates, editor. ) Nw York:
Random House, 1940, Book I, ch. 14.
4 Ibid.
,
Book I, ch. 16.
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1
another." Maximus of Tyre believed that the gods could not
be changed by prayer, for it was inconsistent with Providence.
Thus according to him the wise man prayed not that he might gain
something from God which he did not have, but to establish a
communion and conversation with God. According to Plato, God
heard only the prayers of the good and would not accept gifts
offered by the wicked, and the lives of men like Socrates and
Pythagoras were looked upon as continuous prayers, not for gifts
but for power and strength. Like all wise men they felt that the
gods knew what was best for them, and they thought the wicked to
be unable to know what to ask, while wise men could trust the deity
2
to do what was best for them.
The deep spirituality of the prayers of paganism is evident
in some of these prayers which we still have and in the statements
of early pagan writers concerning the matter. The prelude to
the Hymn to Zeus of Cleahthes is one of deep praise:
0
God most glorious, called by many a name;
Nature's great King, through endless years the same;
Omnipotence, who by thy just decree
Controlled all, hail, 3eus, for unto thee
Behoves thy creatures in all lands to call
We are thy children, we alone of all
On earth's broad ways that wander to and fro.
Bearing thine image wheresoe'er thy power I will shew. 5
In the fifth century, prominent Christian leaders destroyed
1 Epicurus, Fragments (tr. C. Bailey, The Stoic and Epicurean
Philosophies
,
J. Whitney Oates, editor. ) New York: Random
House, 19^0, p. 58.
2 Angus, S., 0£. cit .
,
p. 125.
5 Cleanthes, Hymn to Zeus (tr. James Adam, in The Vitality of
Platonism
. ) Cambridge: University Press, 19H> P» 119.
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most of the works of Porphyry because of his criticism of Christianity.
Porphyry was born in 255 A. D. but he is still representative
of the pagan beliefs that had preceded him for centuries. In
his letter to his wife, ^rcella, we can catch a glimpse of the
pagan's attitude toward prayer:
Prayer accompanied by vicious deeds is
unclean, and therefore not acceptable to God}
prayer with good works is both clean and
acceptable. In our relations to God let there
be four things be made strong as the foundation —
faith, trust, love, hope. Faith we must have that
there is no salvation except conversion to God,
and believing, we must use all possible diligence
to know the truth about Him, and, when we know,
we must love Him who is known, and having come
to love Him, we must nourish the soul throughout
life by good hopes, for it is by good hopes
that good men are superior to base men. These
are the foundations, the A. 3. C. and let
these things be made strong. 1
From one of the last prayers of paganism, that which
Simplicius, the Aristotelian commentator, uses to conclude his
commentary in the school of Epictetus, there is revealed some
of the sincere piety and rich feeling of the dying paganism:
I beseech Thee, 0 Lord, our Father
and Guide of our reason, make us mindful of the
dignity of which Thou hast deemed us worthy.
Grant unto us moral freedom, that we may be
cleansed from contagion of the body and of
all irrational passions; may we overcome and
master them, and, as i3 fitting, use them
properly as our instruments. Assist us to a
proper direction of reason within us and its
harmony with all Reality by means of the light
of Truth. Thirdly, I beseech Thee, my Saviour,
remove completely the mist from our eyes
1 Angus, S.
,
The Religious Quests of the Graeco-Roman World.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1929» p. S.
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that, as Homer says, we may know God
and man. 1
As has been shown above prayer played an integral part
in Greek and Roman pagan religious thought and it was inevitable
that as a native of the intellectual and cultural center of
Tarsus, Paul, perhaps consciously, perhaps unconsciously, absorbed
some of the pagan ideas of prayer, which he mixed in his religious
cauldron with his Pharisaical Judaistic inheritance. The
friendliness of God, the prayers of intercession for other persons,
the petitions for moral rather than material blessings, the
glorious adoration of the divine, a belief in the intimate relation-
ship with the deity, the conviction of an indwelling of the holy
spirit, the great regard for the value of the human personality
in the sight of God, and the belief that men did not obey God
but assented with him, —— all such ideas within the pagan
stream of religious consciousness flowed into the mighty stream
of hi3 Jewish religious life. Here and there many of the currents
were the same, but for the most part these pagan religions helped
to create the general prayerful atmosphere of the age which Paul
breathed and lived. As a child of that age it was inevitable that
Paul should be a man of prayer.
At the dawn of Christianity, there was a yearning in all
men for some form of salvation, and paganism manifested this spirit
in two ways. For one thing it equated the emperors with the
deities, giving to them such titles as saviour and benefactor.
1 Ibid
. ,p. 9
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claiming for them divine descent, while it built temples to them,
bestowing upon them divine rank. Secondly, it directed some of
its prayers to the emperor as the god-manifest. Although not
favored for his kindness Tiberius was referred to as “the common
Benefactor of the world", while Claudius wa9 called "savior of
World" and "God-visible." Caligula is praised on an inscription
of Assos in A. D. 57 in these terms: "The world knows no limit
to its joy and every State and people has turned eagerly to
gaze on the face of the God as if now the happiest age had dawned
for mankind." Even Nero came in for such praise and an altar
dedicated to him in A. D. 67 reads: “To Nero God the deliverer
1
for ever." It is thus apparent that the extensive use which
Paul made of praying in and through the name of Jesus, had its
roots not only in the teachings of Jesus, but in the general at-
mosphere of his own environment where there was a prevailing
belief that certain men were god-manifest.
The whole quality of prayer was raised by the numerous
expressions of opposition to unworthy praying. For the most part
the prayers were of a deeply spiritual nature, seeking conversation
with the deity, and with the world facing one of the greatest
moral crises in history the cry was "Teach us to pray". The
great emotionalism of the period, the spread of Eastern religions
with their regular services of prayer, the need felt for spiritual
support, the feeling that religion was an inward matter, stimulated
1 Ibid. ,pp. 27-28,
1 f .
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the practice of prayer. As Angus has pointed out, “The
ubiquitous Jew, always a man of prayer, with his synagogue and its
services, and its influential following of the 'God-fearing
1
heathen, was a living example of the power of prayer. “ He goes
on to say that while the Jew may have taught the pagan to pray,
“the pagans were willing to learn. The frequent treatises on
prayer by early Christian writers are an answer to the pagan
1
interest in prayer, and a continuation of the Jewish practice."
The prayers of Greek and Roman religions contributed toward the
prayer life of Paul, but as a Pharisee of Pharisees, Paul's life
2
was naturally shaped most by the religion of Judaism. Consequently,
it is to this stream of religious thought that we now must turn.
1 Angus, S., od. cit
. ,p. 126.
2 Acts 22:5; 26:5.
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CHAPTER III
THE JUDAISTIC PRAYER INHERITANCE OF PAUL
While the Greek and Roman world contributed to the develop-
ment of Paul's spiritual life, still primarily, Paul was a "Jew,
bom in Tarsus . . . brought up ... at the feet of Gamaliel,
instructed according to the strict manner of the law of our fathers."
To be sure, it "was among those Jews who lived outside of Palestine
that the positive influences of Graeco-Roman civilization are
2
mostly seen. 11 Nevertheless, as soon as Paul was able to speak,
"his mother taught him to kneel with his face turned towards
far-away Jerusalem, and, placing his upraised hands together,
to say the little morning and evening prayers which she had
5
learned from her own mother when a child like him."
Within Judaism itself there seemed to have been two great
currents of religious consciousness. On the one hand there was
the strict legalism of the Pharisees, where a premium was placed
upon observance of the letter rather than the spirit of the
law, and on the other hand there was the high idealism and spiritual
vitality of the prophetic side of Jewish life. As Mathews points
out, in spite of their truly Jewish spirit, the members of the
Dispersion were less narrow than the Palestinian Jews, and at
1 Acts 22:
2 Mathews, Shailer, A History of the New Testament Times in
Palestine
.
New York: The Mammillan Co., 1910, p. 157*
5 Bird, Robert, Paul of Tarsus . New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1910, p. 9»
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times anti-Pharisaical. “So far from wishing to set limits to
Judaism, by proselyting, by interpreting their sacred books accord-
ing to the spirit of various Greek philosophers, they endeavored
1
to bring about a universal Mosaism. " Nevertheless, as Mathews
goes on to show, however much a Jew might be influenced by the
Hellenistic life of Alexandria or Tarsus still “the sight of so
many thousand men and women indifferent to Jehovah and the Law;
of idolatry with all its attendant customs; of contempt for the
Sabbath and Jewish rites . . . conspired to make the Pharisee
2
and his devoted disciples the more zealous for their faith. H Thus
while it was true that the Hellenistic environment of Tarsus
somewhat tempered the Pharisaism of the Jewish colony there by
its own cultural and religious ideas, still it also had an opposite
effect upon the Pharisees who were there by impressing upon them
the need for more rigid adherence to the principles and laws
of their own faith, lest they be watered down by the Grecian
influences. Consequently, within many Pharisees of the Dispersion
there was this conflict of legalistic Judaism with the more liberal
views of Hellenism and it is to be expected that they found
expression in the religious life of the pre-Christian Paul,
Moreover, the legalism of Judaism could not extinguish the
flame of ideelism that lay in the prophetic side of Jewish life.
From the learned to the ignorant, from the gentle to the fanatic.
1 Mathews, S., ojd. cit .
,
p. 158.
2 Ibid
.
,
p. 158.
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every Jew believed that the future held promise of a universal
empire for his nation, a kingdom of God. Other nations of antiquity
had had their ideals, but they had been either fond memories of
a past Golden Age or some dream of a philosophical Utopia that for
many men seemed impossible of attainment. For the Jew the kingdom
of God wes God's promise spoken through religiously inspired
men and it had an inspiration for all. Within the prayer life
of Paul these three trends the Graeco-Roman, the legalistic, and
the prophetic were to be manifest.
From earliest Biblical times there is the record of men
praying either in times of distress or in times of great exalta-
tion, and most often such prayers are those of petition or thanks-
giving. Aside from the Fsslter, which is itself a prayer book
within the Bible, prayers are interspersed through the Pentateuch,
the Prophets, and the Hagiographia, and at least one prayer is
l
attributed to every prominent character of the Scriptures.
Such prayers are spontaneous, not ritualistic, but with the build-
ing of the temple public prayer begins to be used. At the dedication
of the temple the prayer of Solomon includes prayers of adoration,
2
thanksgiving, petition, and confession. Nevertheless real
liturgical prayer is scarcely apparent until the time when Israel
and Judah became separated from each other.
The first real ritual prayers appear in the book of Deuteronomy,
1 Gen. 20:7; 1 Sam. 7:5; 2 Sam. 7:27; Ezra 6:10; Job 21:15 etc
2 1 Kings 8:12-55.
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where there are two such prayers, one to be used in bringing the
first fruits to the temple and the second one for after giving
1
tithes. There is an account of the Atonement sacrifice in
Leviticus where Aaron as priest lays his hands on the head of the
2
goat and confesses over it all of Israel's sins. Most sacrifices
were accompanied by prayers, and prayers were usually offered
5
at the erection of altars. The command for Aaron and his sons
to bless the Israelites is set forth in a specified prayer-formula
4
the threefold priestly blessing. But the most outstanding
5
example of liturgical prayer was in the Shema.
By the time of Paul the two chief prayers used privately
were the Shema and the Shemoneh Esreh. The first was recited
twice a day and as SchArer says, it was "not a prayer properly
6
speaking, but a confession of the God of Israel . . . . " The
Shemoneh Esreh was the daily prayer that was to be recited morning,
noon, and evening. Both of thes® prayers were the subject of
much rabbinical discussion, although it is questionable whether
7
the Shemoneh Esreh had already attained a settled form.
The authorship and compilation of the prayers of Judaism,
at least of the Shema and its benedictions and also of the Shemoneh
1 Deut. 26:5-10; 15-15.
2 Lev. 26:21.
5
Gen. 2:8; 15:4.
4 Nub. 6:22-27.
5 Deut. 6:4-9.
6 SchArer, Emil, A History of the Jewish People In the Time of
Jesus Christ (tr. Sophia Taylor, and Peter Christie.) 5 Vols.;
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1891» Second Division, Vol.
II, p. 115.
7 Ibid ., p. 115.
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Esreh, are credited to the 120 elders, among them more than 80
1
prophets. The Shema itself consisted of three passages from
the Pentateuch: (1) the "Shema Israel", (Deut. vi:4-9); (2) the
Vehayah im shamoa (Deut. xi:15-21); and (5) the vayomer Jehovah
2
el Mosheh (Numb, xv: 37-41) • In the morning two blessings were
said before the Shema, and one after it, and in the evening
two blessings were said before it and two after it, one long and
one short. Moreover, where the sages had said not to lengthen
the prayers no one wrs allowed to lengthen them, "to close, none
is allowed not to close; not to close, none is allowed to close."
The prayers before the Shema during both the morning and
evening were as follows:
Blessed are thou, 0 Lord, King of
the world, who formest thfe light and
createst everything: who in mercy givest
light to the earth and to those who dwell
upon it, and in thy goodness renewest day
by day, and continually, the works of
creation. Blessed be the Lord our God
for the glory of his handiwork, and for
the light-giving lights which he hath
made for his praise, Selah] Blessed be
the Lord who formed the lights] 4
1 Eisenstein, Judah David, "Prayer", The Jewish Encyclopedia .
Indore Singer, editor, 12 37ols.; New York: Funk and Wagiall’s
Co., 1905, vol. x, p. 169*
2 Pick, B., “Shema", Cyclopaedia of Biblical , Theological and
Ecclesiastical Literature . John M'Clintock and James Strong,
editors, 12 vols.; New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers,
1885, ix, p. 650.
3 Barclay, Joseph, The Talmud (compilation of excerps from The
Talmud translated into English). London: John Murray, Alber-
marle St., 1878* p. 50.
4 Pick, B.
,
o£. cit
.
,
p. 650.
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With great love thou hast loved us,
0 Lord, our God! and with thy
great compassion thou hast abundance
pf pity on us. C our Father! our
King! for the sake of our fathers
who trusted in thee, to whom thou
didst teach the statutes of life,
have compassion on us, and enlighten
our eyes in thy law, and bind our
hearts in thy commandments. 0 unite
our hearts to love and fear thy
name, that we may not be abashed
for evermore. For thou art a
God who preparest salvation, and
us hast thou chosen from among
all nations and tongues, and hast
in truth brought us near to thy
great name, Selah, in order that
we in love may praise thee and
praise thy unity. Blessed be the
Lord who in love chose his people
Israel. 1
After these prayers came the Shema itself:
Hear, 0 Israel: the Lord thy God
is one Lord. And thou shalt love
the Lord thy God with all thine
heart, and with all thy soul, and
with all thy might, and these words,
which I command thee this day,
shall be in thine heart. And thou
shalt teach them diligently unto
thy children, and shalt talk of
them when thou sittest in thine
house, and when thou walkest by
the way, and when thou liest down,
and when thou risest up. And thou
shalt bind them for a sign upon
thine hand, and they shall be as
frontlets between thine eyes.
And thou shalt write them upon the
posts of thy house, and on thy
gates (Deut. vi:4-9)» And it shall
come to pass, if ye shall hearken
diligently unto my commandments
which I commend you this day, to
love the Lord your God, and to
1 Ibid
., p. 650
..
.
.
. -
.
serve him with all your heart
and with all your soul, that I will
give you the rain of your land in
his due season, the first rain
and the latter rain, that thou mayest
gather in thy corn, and thy wine,
and thine oil. And I will send
grass in thy fields for thy cattle,
that thou mayest eat and be full.
Take heed to yourselves that your
heart be not deceived and ye turn
aside and serve other gods, and
worship them: and then the Lord’s
wrath be kindled against you, and
he shut up the heaven, that there
be no rain, and that the land yield
not her friut: and lest ye perish
quickly from off the good land which
the Lord giveth you. Therefore shall
ye lay up these my words in your
heart and in your soul, and bind
them for a sign upon your hand,
that they may be as frontlets between
your eyes. And ye shall teach
them your children, speaking of them
when thou sittest in thine house,
and when thou ^.lkest by the way,
when thou liest down, and when
thou risest up. And thou shalt
write them upon the door-posts of
thine house, and upon thy gates:
that your days may be multiplied,
and the days of your children,
in the land which the Lord sware
unto your father to give them, as
the days of heaven upon the earth
(Deut. xi: 15-21). And the Lord
spake unto Moses, saying. Speak
unto the children of Israel, and
bid them that they make them fringes
in the borders of their garments
throughout their generations, and
that they put upon the fringe of
the borders a ribband of blue:
and it shall be unto you for a
fringe, thst ye may look upon it,
and remember all the commandments
of the Lord, and do them: and that
ye seek not after your own heart,
and your own eyes, after which ye
used to go astray: thst ye may
'.
.
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remember and do all my commandments,
and be holy unto your God. I am
the Lord your God, which brought
you out of the land of Egypt, and
to be your Gpd: I am the Lord your
God (Numb, xv: 57-^1). 1
The morning prayer then ended with a prayer:
It is true that thou art the Lord
our God, and the God of our fathers:
our Redeemer, and the Redeemer of
our father: our Rock, and the Rock
of our salvation. Our Redeemer
and Deliverer: .this is thy name from
everlasting; there is no other God
besides thee. A new song did they
that were delivered sing to thy
name by the seashore, together did
all praise and own thee King, and
say, Jehovah shall reign world
without end] Blessed be the Lord
who saveth Israel. 2
There was also an additional prayer for the evening Shema
0
Lord our God! cause us to lie
down in peace, and raise us up, 0
our King! to a happy life. Oh
spread thy pavilion of peace over us,
and direct us with good counsel
from thy presence; and save us for
the sake of thy name. Oh shield
us, and remove from us the stroke
of the enemy, the pestilence,
sword, famine, and sorrow, and
remove the adversary from before
and behind us, and conceal us under
the shadow of thy wings; for thou,
0 God! art a merciful and gracious
King. Oh guard us at our going
out and coming in, with a Jiappy
and peaceable life, from henceforth
and for evermore. 5
1 Ibid
.
,
p. 650-651.
2 Ibid
., p. 651.
5 Ibid . , p. 651.
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Great care was exercised in determining the time of day
when the evening and morning Shema were to be said. The opinions
as to the correct moment for the recitation of the evening Shema
were many and varied. Rabbi Eleazer said, "From the hour the
priests enter (the temple) to eat their heave offerings, until
the end of the first watch." The sages said "until midnight",
1
while Rabbi Gamaliel said, "until the pillar of the mom ascend."
The question of the morning recitation of the Shema was equally
as much discussed. Some felt the time should be when "one can
discern betwixt blue and white." Rabbi Eleazer said, "between
blue and light green," and it may be finished “until the sun
shine forth." Rabbi Joshua said, "until the third hour for the
royal princes rise at the third hour and he who recites the
Shema afterwards loses nothing for he is like a man reading the
2
Law. "
The stem legalistic aspect of Judaism was also apparent
in the rules and regulations concerning the positions one should
assume in the recitation of the Shema and in the possible reasons
for one not engaging in the prayer. The school of Sharamai said
that all men had to recline when seying the Shema in the evening.
Hillel's school allowed "every man ... to recite it in his own
way
. . . .
" Some believed that anyone reciting the Shema
so as not to be audible to his own ears had fulfilled his duty
while others held that such was not the case, and many agreed
1 Barclay, Joseph, 0£. cit . ,p. 49.
2 Ibid
.
,
p. 50.
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that should a man make a mistake in his recitation of it then he
1
must commence from wherever he had made the error. If one were
riding an ass at the time for saying the Shema, "he must dismount
if he can dismount, he must turn his face, and if he can not turn
his face, he must direct his heart towards the Holy of Holies."
If "one be seated in a ship, or in a carriage, or on a raft,
he must direct his mind towards the Holy of Holies." Rabbi Joshua
said, "if a man travel in dangerous places, let him use this
short prayer: ’Save 0 Lord, thy people, the remnant of Israel,
at every stage of their journey let their wants be before thee.
2
Blessed art thou, 0 Lord, who hearest prayers."
In the Talmud there are listed those who were exempted
from reciting the Shema. Laborers were permitted to say it on
the top of a tree or of a wall, but, they were not allowedthis
privilege with regular prayer. A bridegroom was exempted from
the Shema on the first night of his marriage and even until the
expiration of the Sabbath if the marriage be not completed,
though he could say it if he so desired. Those whose dead lay
before them also were granted exemption from the Shema and from
the phylacteries, which were samll tests of Scri££ure (Exod.
15:2-10; 11-7; Deut. 6 : 4-9; 15-22) written on parchment and
inclosed in small leather boxes, which in turn were bound by thongs
aroung the left arm and forehead. Those not required to assist
with the funeral bier, however, were not exempted. Women, slaves.
1 Ibid
., p. 52-54.
2 Ibid
.
,
p. 54.
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and children were not obliged to say the Shema or the phylacteries,
although they were compelled to observe regular prayer, the mesusa
(the sign on the door post which will be discussed later) and the
blessings after food. A man in a state of legal uncleanliness
was to meditate in his heart on the Shema, but he could not bless
before, or after it. If one had gone down into the water (to
bathe) and could go up, dress, and recite the Shema before the
1
sun shone forth, he was to do so. According to the Mi9hna,
Berachoth III: 5, any one bathing at the time for saying the Shema
had at least to cover himself with water if he could not dress
2
before the time of its recitation. It was not required that
the Shema be said in Hebrew. Any language could be used, and
it was recited by the priests in the temple as well as by the other
This fact suggests that the Shema existed for some time before
A. D. 70, and Josephus would indicate that its origin goes back
5
to Moses.
The Shemoneh Ssreh, the chief prayer which all Israelites
including women, slaves, and children were required to repeat
three times daily, although more recent than the Shema in origin,
still went back very far into antiquity. At the time of Paul
in all probability there were but 18 "berachahs" or blessings,
4
one having since been added. The first benediction in the prayer
1 Ibid
., pp. 52-55.
2 Schttrer, Emil, op . eft., Second Division, Vol. Ill, p. 211.
5 Josephus, Flavius, Works , (tr. William Whiston.) Philadelphia;
Porter and Coates, Antt. iv 8:15«
4 Pick, B., op. cit
.
,
p. 660.
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is called "Birkat Abat"; the second relates to the resurrection;
the third is the Kedushshah. The three last benedictions are:
Rezeh (on the restoration of Zion); Modim (on gratitude to God);
1
and Sim Shalom (a prayer for peace). In his book, dealing with
the history of the Jewish people in the time of Christ, Emil
Schttrer has given the Shemoneh Esreh in its completed form:
1. Blessed art thou, 0 Lord, our God
and the God of our fathers, the God
of Abraham, the God of Isaac, the
God of Jacob, the great God, the
mighty and tremendous, the Most
High God, who bestowest gracious
favours and createst all things,
and rememberest the piety of the
patriarchs, and wilt bring a redeemer
to their posterity, for the sake
of Thy name in love. 0 King, who
bringest help and healing and art
a shield. Blessed are Thou, 0
Lord, the shield of Abraham. 21
Thou art mighty for ever, 0 Lord;
Thou restorest life to the dead.
Thou art mighty to save; who
sustainest the living with beneficience
quickenest the dead with great
mercy, supporting the fallen and
healing the sick, and setting at
liberty those who are bound, and
upholding Thy faithfulness unto
those who sleep in the dust. Who
.
is like unto Thee, Lord, the Al-
mighty One; or who can be compared
unto Thee, 0 King, who killest and
makest alive again, and causest
help to spring forth? And faithful
art fhou to quicken the dead.
Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord, who
restorest the dead. 5* Thou art
holy and Thy name is holy, and the
saints daily praise Thee. Selah.
Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord; the God
most holy. 4. Thou graciously
1 Eisenstein, Judeh David, o£. cit « ,X, p. 169
«*-
.
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impartest to man knowledge, and
teachest to mortals reason. Let
us be favoured from Thee with
knowledge, understanding and wisdom
Blessed are Thou, 0 Lord, who
graciously impartest knowledge.
5. Cause us to turn, 0 our Father,
to Thy law, and draw us near, C
our King, to Thy service, and
restore us in perfect repentance
to Thy presence. Blessed art
Thou, 0 Lord, who delightest in
repentance. 6. Forgive us, our
Father, for we have sinned; pardon
us, our King, for we have trans-
gressed; ready to pardon and
forgive Thou art. Blessed are Thou
0 Lord, most gracious, who dost
abundantly pardon. 7* Look, we
beseech Thee, upon our afflictions,
and plead our cause and redeem us
speedily for the sake of Thy name,
for a mighty Redeemer Thou art.
Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord, the
Redeemer of Israel. 8. Heal us,
0 Lord, and we shall be healed;
save us, and we shall be seved;
for our praise art Thou; and bring
forth a perfect remedy unto all
our infirmities; for a God and
King, a faithful healer, and most
merciful art Thou. Blessed art
Thou, 0 Lord, who healest the
diseases of Thy people Israel.
9. Bless unto us, 0 Lord our God,
this year and grant us an abundant
harvest, and bring a blessing on
our land, and satisfy us with Thy
goodness; and bless our year as the
good years. Blessed art Thou, 0
Lord, who blessest the years.
10. Sound with the great trumpet
to announce our freedom; and set
up a standard to collect our
captives, and gather us together
from the four comers of the earth.
Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord, who
gatherest the outcasts 6f Thy
people Israel. 11. 0 restore our
..
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judges as formerly, and our counsel-
lors as at the beginning; end remove
from us sorrow and sighing; and
reign over us. Thou 0 Lord alone,
in grace and mercy; and justify
us. Blessed art Thou 0 Lord the
Kihg, for Thou lovest Righteousness
and justice. 12. To slanderers
let there be no hope, and let all
workers of wickedness perish as in
a moment; and let all of them speedily
be cut off; and humble them speedily
in our days. Blessed art Thou, 0
Lord, who destroyest enemies and
humblest tyrants. 15» Upon the
just and upon the pious and upon
the elders of Thy people the house
of Israel, and upon the remnant
of their scribes, and upon righteous
strangers, and upon us, bestow, we
beseech Thee, Thy mercy, 0 Lord
our God, and grant a good reward
unto all who confide in Thy name
faithfully; and appoint our portion
with them for ever, and may we never
be put to shame, for our trust
is in Thee. Blessed art Thou, 0
Lord, the support and confidence
of the righteous. 14. And to
Jerusalem Thy city return with
compassion, and dwell therein as
Thou hast promised; and rebuild
her speed ly in our days, a structure
everlasting; and the throne of
David speedily establish therein.
Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord, the builder
of Jerusalem. 15. The offspring
of David Thy servant speedily cause
to flourish, and let his horn be
in Thy salvation; for Thy salvation
do we hope daily. Blessed art Thou,
0 Lord, who causest the horn of
salvation to flourish; 16. Hear
our voice, 0 Lord our God, pity
and have mercy upon us, and accept
with compassion and favour these
our prayers, for Thou art a God
who heereth prayers and supplications;
« and from Thy presence, 0 our King,
send us not empty away, for Thou
..
.
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hearest the prayers of Thy people
Israel in mercy* Blessed art Thou,
0 Lord, who hearest prayer. 17*
Be pleased, 0 Lord, our God, with
Thy people Israel, and with their
prayers; and restore the sacrificial
service to the Holy of Holies of
Thy house; and the offerings of
Israel, and their prayers in love
do Thou accept with favour; and may
the worship of Israel Thy people
be ever pleasing. 0 that our eyes
may behold Thy return to Zion
with mercy. Blessed art Thou, 0
Lord, who restorest Thy glor-y unto
Zion. 18. We praise Thee, for
Thou art the Lord our God and the
God of our fathers for ever and
ever; the Rock of our life, and
Shield of our salvation. Thou art
for ever and ever. We will render
thanks unto Thee, and declare Thy
praise, for our lives which are
delivered into Thy hand, and for
our souls which are deposited with
Thee, and for Thy miracles which
daily are with us; and for Thy wonders
and Thy goodness, which are at all
times, evening and morning and at
noon. Thou art good for Thy mercies
fail not, and compassionste for
Thy loving-kindness never ceaseth;
our hopes are for ever in Thee. And
for all this praised and extolled
be Thy Name, our King, for ever
and ever. And all that live shall
give thanks unto Thee for ever,
Selah, and shall praise Thy name
in truth; the God of our salvation
and our hope for ever. Selah.
Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord, for all-
bountiful is Thy name, and unto
Thee it becometh us to give thanks.
19. Great salvation bring over
Israel Thy people for ever, for
Thou art King, Lord all salvation.
Praised by Thou, Lord, for Thou
blessest Thy people Israel with
salvation. 1
1 Schfl*er, Emil, op . cit
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Like the Shema the Shemoneh Esreh became highly involved
in legalism and degenerated into a stiff liturgical formula.
Certain positions were prescribed for its recitation. From
the Talmud we can see that here, toe, rabbis discussed the rules
and regulations concerning its use. Generally the eighteen prayers
were said while standing, and they were to be recited with a
reverent attitude and in an undertone. According to the opinion
of some, the eyes should look down as in concentration, while
others felt that the eyes should be raised. Still others said,
1
"Eyes down, mind up." While it was not required that hands be
washed before prayer, cautious persons frequently bathed their
hands as an added precaution. Perhaps since the practice of wash-
ing hands was also a heathen custom, Jews were overly conscious
of its desirability before prayer, especially as we later find the
2
practice carried on in the early Christian church.
The morning prayer could be said until noon. Rabbi Judah
said, “until the fourth hour." The afternoon prayer could be
recited any time until evening, although Rabbi Judah felt that it
meant until half of the afternoon. The evening prayer had no
time limit, and additional prayers might be said all day, although
again Rabbi Judah felt that this practice was too lenient, restrict-
5
ing it "until the seventh hour." Rabbi Gamaliel said that "one
1 Newman, Louis J.
,
The Talmudic Anthology . New York: Behrman
House Inc. Publishers^ 1945, pT 5^4*
2 Schftrer, Emil, op . clt . , Second Division., Vol. II, p. 70.
5 Barclay, Joseph, 0£. clt . , p. 54.
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must daily say the 18 prayers," while Rabbi Joshua felt that
"a summary of the eighteen were sufficient, " On the other hand,
Rabbi Alivah felt that "if prayer be fluent in his mouth, he says
1
the eighteen; if not, a summary of the eighteen." The Talmud
plainly stated:
One shall not sit down before the
hair-cutter at the approach of the
time for the afternoon devotion,
before reciting his prayers. Nor
shall he enter a bdth-room or a
tannery ... or sit down to eat,
or start pleading a case ....
But if he has started, he need
not be interrupted. One must quit
his work to read the Shema, but
he need not stop working in order
to pray. 2
The Shema and the Shemoneh Esreh, however, were not the
only requirement of prayers for the Jew of Paul's time. There
were still other legalistic duties to be performed to remind the
Jew of his God: (l) the zizith, (2) the mesusa, and (5) the
tephillin. The first mentioned consisted of tassals or fringes
of hyacinth blue or white wool, which because of scriptural
requirement every Israelite was obliged to wear at the four
comers of his upper garment. These were to be worn "that ye
may look upon them and remember all the commandments of the Lord
5
and do them." The mesusa, an oblong shaped box, was fastened
1 Ibid
., p. 54.
2 Babylonian Talmud (original text, edited corrected, formulated,
and translated by Michael L. Rodkinson) . New York: New Talmud
Publishing Co., 190% Tract Sabbath, I, 2.
5 Num. 15:57; Deut. 22:12.
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to the doors of a dwelling just above the right hand door post,
and in it there was written two scriptural paragraphs from
1
Deuteronomy in twenty-two lines. Thirdly, on every day except
Sabbaths and holy days every male Israelite was obliged to put
on prayer straps called the tephillin. The use of these devotion-
al aids goes back to Exodus 15: 9, 16 and Deut. 6:8. There were
two such kinds of straps. One was for the hand or arm, and this
tephilla was a small square hollow case of parchment, within which
was contained a small roll of parchment, on which had been inscribed
passages from Scripture (Ex. 15:1-10; 15:11-16; Deut. 6:4-9;
11:15-21). The whole thing was fastened by a strap drawn through
it to the upper part of the left arm. The second taphilla was
for the head and differed from the first one mentioned by its
being divided into four compartments, containing four tiny rolls
of parchment, on which the same passages of Scripture were inscrib-
ed as were in the tephilla for the arm or hand. By means of a
2
strap it was fastened to the forehead just below the hair.
Again the spontaneity of prayer was drowned in the sea of
legalistic regulations that surrounded the use of these three
devotional aids. Extreme care was observed in determining the
number of threads which the zizith were to have, their length,
the number of knots to be used in tying them, the method to be
employed in making t’^em, the manner in which the paragraphs of
the mesusa and tephillin were to be written, the size of the cases.
1 Deut. 6:4-9; 11:15-21.
2 Schdrer, Emil, 0£. cit . , Div. I, Vol. II, pp. 115-114
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the length of the straps themselves, the method of fastening them
to the head, and the number of times the straps should be tied
to the head or arm. In fact, as much respect was shown for the
tephillin as for the Scriptures themselves, and like the Scriptures
they too, could be rescued from a fire, even should it occur on
the Sabbath. The tephillin and mesusa "were held in such
superstitious estimation that they were looked upon as preservatives
1
against demonaical powers . . . . “ The Talmud reveals this
legalistic spirit which permeated all Jewish life when it specifies
that if "a man (on Sabbath) find tephillin (on the road), he should
match them and bring them (into the nearest town or village) in
single pairs . . . . " Commenting on this statement Rabbi Gamaliel
said, thst one "may bring in two pair at a time." Rabbi Simeon
2
felt, however, that he "should hand them to his companion."
In Deut. 8:10 it was stated that no food or drink could
be taken without giving thanks to God. Consequently, grace was
said both before and after meals, and women, slaves, and children
were not exempted here as in the case of the Shema. Here, too,
the spontaneity of 3uch prayers was stifled by the numerous rules
and regulations governing their use. Rabbis disputed as to when
a meal could be considered to have begun. Rabbi Rabh said that
"a meal begins from the moment the hands are washed, while Rabbi
Hanina claimed it to be "from the moment one takes off his girdle."
1 Ibid., Div. II, Vol. II, pp. 114-115.
2 Te lmud
,
Erubin X, 1.
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Rabbi Shesheth disagreed, asking, “Is it so much trouble to put
1
on one' 8 girdle? “ Like the Shema and the Shemoneh Esreh bless-
ings at meals could be said in any language; the use of Hebrew
2
was not required.
Great care was exercised as to the correct manner in which
such blessings could be said. If salt food were set before a man
along with bread, the man was required to bless the salt food
alone because in such case the bread was only an appendage. The
general rule seemed to be that where there was a principle food
and with it an appendage, the blessing of the principal freed the
5
appendage from the need for prayer. If several persons sat down
to eat each blessed for himself, but if they reclined together,
one was to bless for all of them. If wine should come to them
during the meal, each was to bless for himself, if it came after
the food, then one person was to bless for all. Three men who had
eaten together were obliged to bless after food, and they could not
separate until they had done so. Six persons, however, could divide
into smaller groups to say the blessing. On the other hand, if
there were ten to twenty persons present they could not so split
up into parties. Moreover, the words opening the blessing varied
according to the number present. If there were three individuals
one man was to say grace for all and he had to begin with the
words "Let us bless . . . . " If four, he was to begin with the
1 Talmud
,
Sabboth I, 2.
2 Schflrer
,
Emil, op . cit
. ,
Div. II, Vol. I, p. 10.
5 Barclay, Joseph, c£. cit . ,p. 57.
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words, “Bless ye .... " If there were eleven present, he also
was to say, “Bless ye .... " Nevertheless if there were one
hundred persona together, then he had to say, “Let us bless the
1
Lord our God . . . . " Shammai held that should anyone eat without
remembering to say grace, he was obliged to return to his place
and say it, while Hillel would gramb him permission to say it at
the point in the meal where he had thought of it. Most, however,
agreed that the obligation to say the blessing lasted until the
2
food was digested.
Such restrictions placed upon prayer naturally did much
to destroy the spontaneity of it. It was of little avail to
recite prayers that were themselves beautiful and artistic if they
were said only as part of fulfilling a duty. Nevertheless, as
Fairweather points out, although “such regulated devotion fre-
quently degenereted into mere f.ormalism, it nevertheless helped
by thrusting the idea of God into everyday life, to raise the
general level of piety in the community."
There was still another form of public prayer, that found
in the worship service of the synagogue, where the recitation of
the Shema, prayer, the reading of the Torah, the reading of the
prophets, the blessing of the priest, and the translation of an
l
explanation of the Scriptures in s sermon or discourse, were
1 Ibid
., pp. 57-59.
2 Sch&rer, Emil, o£. cit . , Div. II, Vol. II pp. 117-118.
5 Fairweather, William, The Background of the Gospels . Edinburgh:
T. and T. Clark, 1911, PP* 28-29.
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regularly practiced. Such services were held every Sabbath
and on first days and wherever ten men of leisure were to be
1
found. As Mathews points out, in the services "of this newer
place of worship we see the prototype of Christian public worship
2
through the prayer and sermon."
Whenever praying the congregation stood facing toward
Jerusalem, and the prayer was said not by the entire number of
people present but by the men of the synagogue, with the con-
gregation making only certain responses which are to be found
in Deut. 27:15; Neh. 8:6; 1 Chron. 16:56. Any adult male could
lead the group in prayer and whoever read the section from the
prophets could lead in prayer. If he were a priest, he could say
the blessings of the priests. If a minor, his father or teacher
5
had to act for him. Moreover, whenever men entered the synagogue
after the prayer was completed, they were not allowed to repeat
the prayer if they were less than ten in number, nor could they
4
lead the service of worship in any way whatsoever.
The importance of the synagogue in the development of
Christian prayer can hardly be overestimated. It nurtured the
prayer life of the Apostle Paul as well as of Jesus himself and
the twelve who followed him. Angus points out that the Jew “taught
the ancient world to pray, and in this way hastened the conversion
1 Angus
,
S.
,
0£^. cit«, p. 152.
2 Mathews, S., 0£. clt . , p. 176.
5 Talmud , Megilla III, 4.
4 Talmud
,
Megilla, III, 2.
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of the Empire. The Jew through the synagogue taught the heathen
to pray both by example and precept: the persistent heroic example
in prayer of a people conspicuous in so many ways proved an untold
1
blessing." This statement, however, must be qualified. As we
have seen above the pagans of this same period were quite conscious
of prayer as seen in the numerous occasions when they practiced it
themselves and in the numerous references to the subject in the
writings of famous pagan writers. But whereas for the most part
the Greeks had stressed the individual in their prayer life, the
Jews placed their emphasis upon the social aspect of it. Moreover,
since the polytheistic national religions were on the wane and a
new type of religion found in philosophy or in the mystery
religions was gaining ascendancy in Grecian life the faithful daily
practice of prayer which was a part of the older religion began
to give way, in the face of this newer atmosphere where one's
devotional life was regulated by himself rather than by the rules
and regulations of a state religion. This situation meant that many
individuals thus freed would inevitably relapse into a rather
haphazard prayer life, and some, of course, would abandon the
practice entirely. Consequently, though conscious of prayer
many pagans were rather slack in their observance of it, and the
regular practice of the Jew in his observance of it kept them
ever conscious of it, constantly reminding them of what they
should be doing.
There is one other form of prayer that must be briefly
1 Angus, S., op . clt
.
,
p. 154.
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mentioned here. Since Paul himself tells us that he studied
at the feet of Gamaliel at Jerusalem, it is unlikely that he would
1
have escaped the influence of the temple prayers. It has mistaken-
ly been held, possibly, because of the report in Acts 2:15;
5:1; 10:5> 9> 50 * that the third, sixth, and ninth hours of the
day (nine, twelve, and three o'clock) were the regular set times
for prayer. The actual times, however, were early in the morning
at the time of morning sacrifice, in the afternoon about the ninth
hour, at the time of evening sacrifice and in the evening at
2
sunset. Moreover, at three periods of the year the priests
were to raise their hands in a blessing upon the people, on fast
5
days, on the fast of the standing men, and on the Day of Atonement.
4
A priest whose hands were deformed could not perform this task.
When one understands the extensiveness of the prayer life
in Judaism where the Shema was recited twice a day; the Shemoneh
Esreh, three times a day; where the zizith, the mesusa, and the
tephillin were used as devotional aids; where great care was used
in the saying of grace before meals; where prayer played a promin-
ent part in both temple and synagogue worship, one can begin to
understand what Paul means when he speaks of praying "without
5
ceasing." Living in a world where prayer played a dominant
part in the religion of his fathers and growing up in a city
1 Acts 22:5*
2 Schflrer, Emil, op . clt . , Div. II, Vol. II, p. 290.
5 Talmud , Taanith IV: 1.
4 Talmud
,
Megilla 111:5.
5 1 Thess. 5:17.
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where so manjr people were conscious of prayer, Paul could not
escape its tremendous influence. From his knowledge of Grecian
thought Paul could catch some of the spontaneity of those who like
Seneca and Epictetus felt that the "holy spirit indwells within
you" and who sought God not for material blessings but for fellow-
ship, for "conversation” with God. From them he received his great
respect for individualism in one's prayer life. From Judaism,
on the other hand, he received a sense of the earnestness of prayer,
the nedd for its regular observance, the compulsion for its daily
practice. From the religion of his fathers he also received a
strong sense of the social aspect of prayer. The pagans could
believe in and practice intercessory prayer to some extent, but
for the most part by the time of Faul, with the decline of the old
national religions, individualism was the dominant note in Greek
society. One, however, could not utter the Shema and Shemoneh
Esreh every day, and follow the rules and regulations for saying
grace before meals and for the practice of synagogue worship and
still remain unconscious of a kinship with one's fellow men. To
be sure, Pharisaism did emphasize the exclusiveness of Judaism
to outsiders, but by this very fact it created a close sense of
brotherliness with Judaism itself. In fact even the ^Talmud
itself said "All are equal before God in prayer. " (Shemot Rabbah
XXI, 4). We are told that he "who prays with the community will
1
have his prayer granted" (Berakot 8a). Surrounded by this
1 Newman, L. J., ojo. cit
. ,p.
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environment during his formative years and growing up in a cos-
mopolitan city such as Tarsus, Paul indeed was to become very
conscious of the social as well as the individual aspect of
religion. God could speak to Gentiles as well as to Jews, and
heard the prayers of both.
While Paul was influenced considerably by his Hellenistic
environment and by the legalistic aspect of the Jewish religion,
there was still another religious stream within Judaism that shaped
his life. The high idealism and religious fervor of the prophets
was not dead. Perhaps Pharisaism had smothered some of its enthusiasm,
but it was very much alive as was to be evidenced in the spiritual
life of Jesus. Even in Paul's own life there was a conflict of
the legalistic and the prophetic during his earlier years until
before the city of Damascus the tension snapped and Paul stepped
out of the chains of legalism forever to breathe the joyous
atmosphere of the freedom of prophetic idealism.
As one peruses the Talmud one can catch glimpses of this
highly spiritual and idealistic aspect of Judaism. Rabbi Judah
says that "if he prayed in public, he would hasten with his prayer
lest it be a hardship upon the public; but if he prayed alone,
he would pray long with many bowings" (Berakot, 51) • Jews were
urged not to let their prayers become “a matter of fixed routine,
but heartfelt supplication for mercy at the Divine footstool"
(KCishnah Berakot,5). Again it is stated that the "essence of
every prayer of supplication is that one should be in unison
with the divine will, to sum up all the wishes of the heart in
.-
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one phrase, *Do that which is good in Thine own eyes, 0 Lord'"
(Berakot, 296). Rabbi Eliezer said: "If a man prays only according
to the exact text of the prayer and add9 nothing from his own
mind, hid prayer is not proper imploration" (Berakot, 28).
Again Jews were admonished to remember that neither “levity nor
indolence, neither austerity nor worldliness, must be in our mood
in prayer, but joy springing from the very love of communion"
(Berakot, 512) . It was stated that if “a man does not feel
devout, he should refrain from prayer for the time being" (Berakot,
1
50b).
That there were many prayers spontaneously uttered by
individuals when alone is also apparent from the Talmud
,
where
we are told that the "heart's cry to God is the highest form of
prayer" (Zohar, II: 20a) j and that the "prayer of the afflicted is
heard first" (Zohar I: 168b) . Jews were told that if "a man sees
that he has prayed without answer he should continue praying"
(Berakot, 52). In fact a man "should not give up prayer in
despair even if a sharp sword be laid at his throat" (Berakot
10). "Nothing can prevent prayer from entering the Gate of Heaven"
(Zohar, I: 24a). “Never has a tearful prayer been uttered in
vain" (Zohar I: 152b) because "Tears break through the gates and
2
doors of heaven" (Zohar, II: 245b).
The Jewish people of Paul's day were also convinced of the
1
.
Ibid
., p. 550-554.
2 Newman, L. J., 0£. cit . , pp. 559-5^2.
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Fatherhood of God. “There is no father except God” (Berakot,
55), they were told and they were constantly reminded that a
"son respects his father and a servant his master, but ye Israel,
are ashamed to proclaim that I am your Father, or that ye are My
servants.
11
' (Zohar, I: 105&) • The rabbis pointed out constantly
that *the proclamation of the Divine might in the Bible is immediately
followed by a declaration of the Divine love" (Megillah Is 51a).
Everyone was reminded that the best way to love God was by "en-
compassing himself with benevolence on every side, by doing
benevolence to all without sparing his strength or his property"
(Zohar V: 267a). Although it was written that "God loveth justice,
the love He bears for His son Israel prevails over His love for
justice" (Zohar, III: 99b). Consequently, this sense of the Father-
1
hood of God did much to stimulate intercessory prayer.
In chapter two it was noticed that the custom of emperor
worship had done much to create a belief in certain men as "god-
manifest", and that this practice quite probably had some effect
upon those Jews of the Dispersion, living in Hellenistic cities.
Inasmuch as Paul's prayers constantly used the name of Jesus
as some kind of an intermediary between God and man, it seems
advisable to see whether use was made of intermediaries in the
prayers of Judaism. Eisenstein has pointed out that the mono-
theistic theory of the Jewish religion would not permit the
existence of such intermediaries between God and the worshiper.
1 Ibia
.
,
p. 1^8-159.
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yet he goea on to show that in the Talmud there were traces of
such mediation as seen in the cry: "Mountains and hills ask mercy
for me.' Heavens and earth . . . sun and moon . . . stars and
1
constellations pray for me" (Ab. Zarah 17b). Moreover, the
Old Testament had numerous stories of the appearance of angels
2
bearing God's message to men. In fact around the time of Paul,
the Alexandrian Jew, Philo, was propounding his doctrine of the
Logos, which set forth the idea that because God was perfect he
could not come directly into contact with matter which was in
itself imperfect. Consequently, Philo, proposed the idea of
intermediate beings between God and the world, and in constructing
his doctrine he made use of the Platonic doctrine of ideas, the
Stoic doctrine of active causes, the Jewish doctrine of angels,
5
and the Greek doctrine of demons. Moreover, the great apocalyptic
hope was for some messiah who would be God's representative on
earth. Consequently, it is evident that the idea of intermediaries
between God and men was present in the religion of Judaism. To
be sure, being monotheistic Judaism did not generally hold to the
idea of a mediator between God and the worshipper, yet there
were times when as Eisenstein points out mountains, hills, sun,
moon, and constellations were called upon to pray for the worshipper.
Belief in angels had always been accepted, and by the time of Paul
there were many Jews like Philo who began thinking along the lines
1 Eisenstein, J. D., ££. cit . , X, p. 169.
2 Gen. 48:16; Exodus 25*25; Ps. 5^*7; Is. 65:9* etc.
# Schflrer, Emil, o£. cit . , Vol. Ill, pp. >69-571.
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of the Logos doctrine. Himself a native of Tarsus which ranked high
with Alexandria as a center of Hellenistic thought, Paul could not
have escaped exposure to these beliefs and they were to have some
formative effect upon his own prayer life. When his Pharisaic
legalism was blasted wide open before the gates of Damascus, Paul
could more easily feel that there had been a mediator between
God and himself, who had opened his eyes to the true light, and
in hi3 prayers henceforth he was to pray through this mediator
to God, his Father in heaven.
It was said near the beginning of the previous chapter
that while prayer is the heart of all religion and in it we are
able to gaze into the innermost recesses of the soul of a religious
man, still Paul, like all other men, was a child of his own times
and environment. Both the pagan world of Hellenism and the
monotheistic religion of Judaism did considerable to shape the
life of Paul, socially, politically, and religiously, and nowhere
more than in his attitude toward prayer. From the Hellenistic
world he inherited a high regard for the worth of the individual
before the sight of God, a sense of inward fellowship with the
divine, a desire to establish communion and "conversation 0 with
God, a sense of the greet value of prayer in obtaining moral
values, and a pious and poetical adoration of the deity. From
Judaism, in turn, he received his sense of social consciousness
in prayer. To be sure, there had been those like Jeremiah who had
stressed the individualistic aspect of religion, but for the most
.
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p&rt the religion of his fathers was concerned with the salvation
of Israel as a people. The recitation of the Sheraa and Shemoneh
Esreh, the use of the zizith, the mesusa, and the tephillin, the
rules for saying grace before meals all contributed to this sense
of a bond of religious fellowship with others and helped to foster
the desire for intercessory prayer. The constant practice of prayer
developed within Paul the habit of continual prayer and awakened
within him a sense of its earnestness. From the prophetic stream
of Jewish religious thought he gained insight into the love and
Fatherhood of God who could be very near in prayer, and there was
developed within his prayer life a spontaneity and freshness which
Pharisaical legalism could not smother. Finally, both Judaism
and Greek thought contributed to his belief in a mediator between
God and man, which in the prayers of Paul was Christ Himself. The
men of his day, both pagans and Jew3, were, very conscious of
prayer and it was natural that surrounded by this atmosphere
Paul himself would have a full and vital life of prayer.
' ;
CHAPTER IV
THE PRAYER LIFE OF PAUL
There is nothing more striking in Paul's life than the
abundant evidence of his habit of prayer:
Paul's life of action and his
argumentative powers have pre-
occupied the attention of many
students; and he has often been
estimated either as a traveling
missionary, or as a controversial
theologian or as both. The fact
is, however, that as peace of mind
lay beneath his tumultuous career,
so within his camazlng activity
of mind there was maintained a
habitual practice of prayer,
restraining his temper and sus-
taining his hope. At almost every
epoch of his experience, Paul
may be discovered at prayer, and
it certainly affords matter for
surprise that this revelation
of his character should have been
so slightly appreciated or even
observed. 1
Paul's prayers are noticeably devoid of formalism. They
are spontaneous and warm. Each of his epistles except the
tempestuous appeal to the "senseless Galatians," begins, not
only with a prayer for grace and peace, but with a prolonged and
searching petition of a more comprehensive nature. Paul prayed
with understanding, but he also knew "those transcendent moments
of prayer when the cry 'Father' burst from his soul and escaped
from his lips; and again those quiet hours, the source of so
1 Peabody, Francis Greenwood, The Apostl e Paul and the Modern
World. New York: The Macmillan Co., 1925* P» 200.
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much strength in which the 'spirit' prayed in his heart in his
stead to God with sighs that could not be uttered." There were
many moments in his life "when filled with the certainty that
he had found the Father, and carried away and uplifted by thoughts
of God, his heart engaged in that speechless communion with God
1
N
• • • •
There is no record of the early prayer life of Paul.
His first appearance in Christian history is at the stoning of
Stephen, yet it is very apparent that like other Jewish boys, Paul
2
had been surrounded almost from birth by an atmosphere of prayer.
As Bird has pointed out a "Jew would rather not go to the synagogue
at all than to go without his prayer shawl." The most important
part of the shawl wa3 "the fringe, which had a tassal at each
comer, made of eight threads of wool dyed a hyacinth blue for
5
. • . God's throne was of that color." We may also be certain
that like all good Pharisees Paul recited the Shema and the
Shemoneh Esreh regularly each day, and that he made constant use
of the zizith, the mesusa, and the tephillin. As was the case
in all orthodox Jewish homes, Paul's household also in all
probability must have observed the customary blessings at their
meals, and at the synagogue and the temple, he, of' course, par-
ticipated in the prayer life of Judaism.
1 Weinel, H.
,
op. cit
.
,
p. 1^0, cf. Gal. 4:6; Rom. 8:26.
2 Acta 7:60.
5 Bird, Robert, 0£. cit . , p. !?•
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Along with this legalistic aspect of Paul’s prayer life,
there had grown up a strain of prophetic idealism which as Spencer
says, had stressed the inward purity and concentration with which
the worshiper prays. “The best of all prayers, he learned, is not
a long and formal one, but a brief one, springing spontaneously
from a heart full of love for God. Especially should the pious
man break out into a doxology on beholding the loveliness of
nature.” Moreover, "Saul would be told in prayers as in all other
matters, we should seek God's pleasure, rather than make demands
1
upon Him, for He orders everything for the best."
It is very apparent that prior to his conversion Paul's
life was filled with conflicts. He was a Jew, yet a citizen of
Rome. He was a scholar, yet, by trade, a laborer who made sails
and tents. Although endowed with an ailing body, his indominable
spirit drove him on to perform feats of great physical endurance.
Humble in some respects, he was also capable of uttering words of
the most majestic self-confidence. Tender and loving at times,
there were moments when Faul could be angry, especially toward his
2
opponents. Not the least of these conflicts was that between
the Pharisaic legalism which he had inherited and the prophetic
idealism with which he wa3 also acquainted. He knew the rigid formal
liturgical prayers of Judaism, but he had also learned something
of the warmth and freshness of spontaneous prayers that were out-
pourings of the soul seeking communion with God. Along with the
1 Spencer, ?. A., o£. cit
. , pp. 9^-95.
2 Deissmann, Adolf, ojd. cit
.
, pp. 60-79.
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daily recitation of the Shema and the Shemoneh Esreh, he had also
learned from his teachers that man could conceive of God's "abode
as the very heavens and yet feel so close to Him that when he prays
to Him it is like a man who talks into the ear of a friend" (Y.
Berakot ix: 15a). Anyone who desired to come nearer to God, said
the Talmud "is helped to do so. He who desires to sanctify him-
1
self has holiness spread over him" (Zohar IV: 126a).
In all probability it was the prayer of Stephen and other
Christians like him that helped prepare Paul for his Damascus
experience. Buttrick, in fact, claims that "Paul was converted,
by the face of the martyr Stephen praying for his murderers."
5 4 5 6
Other scholars like Iss wstuter, Ramsay, Robinson, and Spencer,
similarly feel that the dying Stephen played a prominent part in
Paul's conversion. Without a doubt Stephen's prayer like that of
other persecuted Christians had some effect in making Paul not
only dissatisfied with the Law as a means of salvation, but with
the fixed formalism of the liturgical prayers of Judaism as a means
of satisfying the soul's desire for communion with God. The sight
of a men who in the face of death could still find real comfort
and strength in a free and spontaneous prayer uttered by his
dying lips could not fail to stir the prophetic rather than the
1 Newman, Louis, 0£. cit . , pp. 162-165.
2 Buttrick, George Arthur, 0£. cit . , p. 299»
5 Lowstuter, W. J., o£. cit . , pp. 60-62.
4 Ramsay, William M.
,
op . cit .
, pp. 57-62.
5 Robinson, Benjamin W., 0£. cit . , pp. 45-57.
6 Spencer, F. A., 0£. cit .
,
p. 156 .
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.
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legalistic strain of Paul' life, and in all probability did much,
perhaps almost unconsciously, to plant the conviction in his life
that men came close to God not through the mechanical recitation
of fixed forms of prayer, but in those moments when they cried
aloud from the very depths of their souls, scarcely conscious
of the words thus uttered, but intent upon the thing alone, fellow-
ship with an ever-present God.
Before the gates of Damascus this conflict between the
legalistic and the prophetic elements in Paul's life was finally
resolved. The tremendous change of spirit that came over him at
his conversion is carefully described by Luke in the words: "for
1
behold, he prayeth! " Commenting upon the significance of the
event Stokes says:
Paul had never forgotten his duty
in the matter of the prescribed
round of Jewish devotions; but
now ... he rose above the level
of mere mechanical seying of prayer
to spiritual communion with God
in Christ; now for the first time
he prayed a Christian prayer
through Christ and to Christ;
now for the first time perhaps
he learned one secret of the
spiritual life, which is . . .
that prayer ... is communion
of the spirit with God reconciled
in Christ Jesus. That communion
is often deepest and most comfort-
ing when enjoyed in simple silence. 2
Chadwick likewise feels that Paul's conversion marked a turning
point in hi3 prayer life.
1 Acts 9: 11.
2 Stokes, G. T.
,
The Acts of the Apostles (The Expositor's
Bible). London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1892, p. 62.
.. .
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It would not be right to say that
until his conversion St. Paul's
prayers had been 11 conventional' 1 .
Saul the Pharisee was far too
earnest a man for that to be true
of him. Perhaps the change in
his prayers may be best explained
by remembering his altered views
of 'righteousness' the word
which describes a man '8 conception
of the right attitude to God. 1
In all probability, according £0 Chadwick., Paul now felt for the
first time that he knew what real prayer meant, what it was
intended to be.
The similarity in such fundamental
traits as zeal, earnestness, and
reality of St. Faul's character
after and before his conversion
needs no proof. Indeed many of
the objects of his prayers in
these two very different periods
of his life were probably
identical. It was his spirit
which became changed when his
conceptions of God's nature of
His relation to men (as these were
revealed to him in Jesus Christ)
were so entirely altered. 2
There can be no doubt that the Damascus experience
radically changed the prayer life of the Apostle Paul. Not only
did it me^n that the prophetic stream in Paul's life had finally
conquered his Pharisaic legalism, and that henceforth his prayer
life would be more spontaneous and free, but it opened up a new
meaning to prayer itself. From this moment onward Faul's prayers
1 Chadwick, W. Edward, op . ctt .
,
pp. 272-275*
2 Ibid
.
,
pp. 272-275*
..
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1
are directed to God through Christ.
The Jews had been taught that there was no need for an
archangel to act as mediator between them and God because God
heard all human prayers directly from men themselves, but as we
have seen in the previous chapters there were factors in both
the Hellenistic and Judaistic heritage of Paul that had made
belief in a mediator possible. Already by Paul's time the logos
doctrine of Philo was gaining recognition in many circles of
thought, and the pagan idea that certain men were god-manifest
also must have had some effect upon those Jews living in Hellen-
istic cities. Even in the Scriptures themselves angels had
frequently appeared as God's messengers, and the Jews themselves
had more than once called upon the "mountains and hills", the
"heavens and earth," the "sun and moon" and “stars" to inter-
cede for them. In view of these facts it is not surprising
that Paul came to see in Christ, a mediator between himself
and God.
Furthermore it was as a light from heaven that Paul had
2
seen Christ near Lamascus. Pfleiderer has pointed out that accord,
ing to the Biblical conception, light is everywhere the form in
which "spirit generally and the spirits" manifest themselves,
"just as heaven is their place of abode." When Christ, therefore
"was beheld as a luminous appearance coming from heaven, he
1 Rom. 1:8; 7:25; 8:24; Gal. 1:2; Eph. 6:22; Phil. 1:2; 4:2 2;
Col. 1:2; 2:16-17; 2 These. y.1%1 1 Cor. 1:2; 2 Cor. 1:2;
12:14 etc.
2 Acts 9:2; 22:6; 26:12-
'.
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appeared to b e a celestial spirit in whom the nature of God
was imaged forth. He is therefore called the image of God,
the Son of God ... . " Pfleiderer goes on to say that by
"such conceptions Christ is brought so near to God that we need
feel no surprise when Paul at length calls him without reserve
'God who is over all', in order thereby to indicate his pre-
1
eminent dignity and dominion." In his epistle to the Galatians
Paul himself claims that he learned from no man but through a
revelation from Jesus Christ. The Greek word for "revelation"
is which not only means "a disclosure of
truth . .
.
given to the soul by God himself, or by the ascended
2
Christ," but such revelations "come often by ecstasies and visions."
It is thus apparent that Paul's conversion experience radically
changed his conception of his relation to God through prayer.
Henceforth he was to pray to God through the “Lord Jesus Christ",
for in his vision he had found God through Christ.
1 Pfleiderer, Otto, The Influence of the Apostle Paul
.
New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1885, pp. 45-46.
2 Thayer, J. H.
,
(tr. and ed.) A Greek-English Lexicop of the New
Testament . New York: Harper and Bros., 1887* p. 62.
5 Bernard, E. R. , "Prayer" A Dictionary of the Bible . James
Hastings, editor, 4 vols. ; New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1911* Vol. 4, p. 44.
Burch, Ernest W., "Acts of the Apostles", The Abingdon Bible
Commentary
, p. 1105.
Howson, J. S., and Spence, H. D. M.
,
The Acts of the Apostles
,
(The International Revision Commentary on the New Testament.)
New York: The American Sunday School Union, 1882, p. 117*
Swayne, W. S., St. Paul and His Gospel . London: Wells, Gardner,
Darton and Co., Ltd., 1915, p. 21.
Weinel., 0£. cit .
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Shortly after his conversion, we are told that Paul was
1
baptized. Baptism and the breaking of bread are the only sacra-
ments to be found in the prayer life of Paul. There are only six
times when Paul himself is mentioned as baptizing others although
2
in five of his epistles he talks about the matter of baptism.
Paul is also connected with the breaking of bread on three differ-
5
ent occasions in Acts, and mention is made of the rite in his
4
two epistles to the Corinthians.
The word “baptism", which comes from the Greek word
ft £ nT l (S"jaa
meaning immersion, a cleasing, a purification, was not commonly
used in its Greek form either among Jews or Gentiles in connection
5
with religion or religious washing. Only gradually did it come
into use in Greek-speaking Jewish circles to mean ceremonial or
religious washing. On the other hand, the practice and theory
of baptism had been in existence for some time. The Jews had
almost always practiced washing as a means of removing ritual
impurity and for some time the Eseenes had held it to be a commend-
able religious practice. Whatever the intentions of John the
Baptist, he gave new impetus to the practice. James Orr says:
There was no essential difference
between the baptism of John and the
baptism instituted by Christ;
1 Acts 9:17-18.
2 Acts 16:15; 16:55; 19:6.
5 Rom. 6:5-4; Eph. 4:5; Col. 2:12; Sal. 5:27; 1 Cor. 1:15-17;
10:2; 12 : 15 ; 15:29.
4 1 Cor. 5:8; 10:16-17; 11:25-28; 2 Cor. 9:10.
5 Thayer, J. H.
,
0£. cit . ,p. 94.
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that what the risen Christ did
in Matt. 28:18-20 was merely to
elevate a rite that had previously
been adopted by an order from
above to a permanent institution
of His church and to proclaim
its universal application. 1
Foake3-Jackson and Lake, however, assert that on all
points the evidence of Acts reveals that the command in Matt.
28 to go into the world and baptize all in the name of the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Ghost is late and unhistorical . In the
Gospel, Jesus bids his disciples to wait in Jerusalem until they
are filled with power from on high, and Acts seems to repeat the
same tradition in its opening verses, where it explains that this
means the fulfillment of the prophecy by John the Baptist of
baptism in the Holy Spirit instead of water. Somewhat later
in the narrative, however, several references are made to baptism
in water in the name of the Lord '•'esus as part of a recognized
Christian practice. There is thus the problem of a Christian
rite, not directly ascribed to Jesus, but assumed to be a universal
practice, and the question perplexing many scholars is whether
historical criticism when applied to Acts can throw any light
2
on the origin and development of Christian baptism.
An analysis of Acts reveals three points of view: (1)
1 Orr, James, "Baptism", The International Standard Bible Ency-
clopaedia . James Orr, editor, 5 Vols.; Chicago: Howard
Severance Co., 1915, Vol. I, p. 596.
2 Foakes-Jackson, F. J., and Lake, Kirsopp, The Beginnings of
Christianity
. 5 Vols.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd. 1920,
Vol. I, pp. 552-557.
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baptism in the Holy Spirit was given to Christians instead of the
1
baptism of John in water; (2) baptism in water bestowed the gift
of the Spirit, but only if administered in the name of the Lord
2
Jesus, (5) baptism in water, even in the name of the Lord
Jesus, did not convey the Spirit which was given . only by the
laying on of hands by the Apostles.
On two of the occasions when Paul is associated with baptism
there is no mention made of the method or precedure used. We
are merely told that Lydia was baptized and later it is reported
that the jailer at Philippi "was baptized, he and all his,
4
straightway". In the case of the three men whom Paul tells
us that he baptized, Crispus, Gaius, and Stephanas and his
household, no mention is made of the circumstances under which
the rite was administered. On the other two occasions there is
the laying on of hands and the U3e of the name of the Lord Jesus
5
Christ, although no mention is made of water. In one case it
is Ananias who is baptizing Paul after his conversion; in the
other case it is Paul himself who is rebaptizing the followers
of Apollo3 who had known only the baptism of John.
Foakes-Jackson and Lake offer the suggestion that the
a Seven Hellenistic Jews (Stephen, Philip, Prochorus, Nicanor,
1 Acts 1:4-2: 4; 10:47.
2 Acts 19:4-5.
5 Acts 9:8-19.
4 Acts 16:15; 16:55; 1 Cor. 1:12-18.
5 Acts 9:17; 19:5-6.
..
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Timon, Parmenas, and Nicolads) who had been sent out to superintend
the distribution of food among the non-Palestinian Jews, rather
than the Twelve Apostles themselves, were the first to practice
1
baptism in the name of the Lord Jesus. In trying to preach to
a heathen population like that of Samaria, they quite likely
would have baptized their converts using the formula "in the name
of the Lord Jesus" to show that their converts were not merely
proselytes to Judaism, but to that special sect which recognized
the claims of Jesus. At the time the use of potent names as
magical formulae to effect cures was quite common. Foakes-
Jackson and Lake feel that probably there was no direct connection
between the baptism of John and Christian baptism, which came in
naturally as soon as Gentiles began to be converted, but that
probably as some of the disciples of John were converted to
Christianity, they brought their own baptismal customs with them.
Apollos and those disciples of his whom Paul found at Ephesus
2
probably belonged to this class.
Kopwood on the other hand believes that just as John had
used the rite to show that merely to be born a Jew was not enough
for admission into the imminent kingdom which he was preaching,
so the early Christians likewise used it in a similar sense. The
very intensity of their baptismal experience led them to feel as
if the heavens were opening and the Spirit of God descending upon
1 Acts 6: 1-6.
2 Foakes-Jackson, F. J.
,
and Lake, Kirsopp, 0£. clt . , Vol. I#
pp. ^1- 5^ 5 .
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them. The baptized convert passed into the Spirit-controlled
community and took part in the new life inspired by the Spirit.
As a result baptism became the gateway to inspiration and thus
was very closely associated with the receiving of the Spirit.
Baptism by water was followed by the baptism of the Spirit, but
gradually the primitive church lost sight of this relation and
there developed the doctrine that the gift of the Spirit was
dependent uoon the laying on of hands by the Apostles or those
1
duly ordained by them.
Hopwood goes on to point out that in the ancient world a
name used as a magical formula stood for the person that bore it.
In the case of divine beings a mysterious power was given to a
god's name so that the person invoking it felt himself brought
into a closer relationship with the deity. Moreover, in the Old
Testament the use of names implied a symbol of ownership and
designated God Himself as the owner. Consequently, in Christianity
the convert through baptism felt himself brought into a unique
personal relation with Jesus, and the one administering the rite
was believed to be a representative of Christ into whose name he
was baptizing the convert. Furthermore, the convert felt that
through baptism he was coming into possession of the Messiah and
in turn he was being owned by the Messiah. Because the community
belonged to Jesus, all who came thus to be owned by Jesus through
1 Hopwood, P. G. S., The Religi ous Experience of the Primitive
Church. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1957* p. 280.
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baptism, by the act came also within the ownership of the new
1
community.
Whatever the origin of Christian baptism may have been,
it is very apparent that for Faul it meant the initiation into a
unique and special relationship to Christ. 3oth hi3 Hellenistic
and Jewish backgrounds had prepared him for the belief that the
use of a divine name brought with it a special relationship
to the deity whose name had been thus invoked. Paul himself,
explains in his letter to the Romans that those who "were baptized
into Christ Jesus were baptized into his death. We were buried
therefore with him through baptism into death: that like as Christ
was raised from the dead through the glory of the Father, so we
2
also might walk in newness of life." And in Galatians he speaks
of the removal of all barriers through the act of Christian
baptism. "There can be neither Jew, nor Greek, there can be
neither bond nor free, there can be no male and female; for all
5
ye are one man in Christ Jesus." The same thought is also
4
expressed in his letter to the Corinthians. Paul's "experience
with the law and the sense of sin which it created prepared him
5
for an appreciation of this cleansing rite."
Paul's own conversion had been immediately followed by
his baptism and it set the pattern for those whom he converted.
1 Ibid
.
, pp. 282-285.
2 Romans 6:5-4.
5 Gal. 5:28.
4 1 Cor. 12:15; 15:29.
5 Robinson, B. W., o£. cit
.
,
p. 49.
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Lydia and the jailer were both baptized immediately after their
conversions. In fact, the very willingness of the disciples
of Apollos to be rebaptized in the same of Jesus was a confession
1
that the baptism of John had been merely provisional and preparatory.
3efore the walls of Damascus, Paul had found a new meaning to
prayer through Christ. Through the rite of baptism he found
himself brought into a permanent relationship with the Christ
whom he had seen in his vision. Henceforth when he directed his
prayers to God through Christ he felt himself in closer relationship
to God than ever before.
While baptism had ushered Paul into a new relationship with
God through Christ, there was a constant renewal of this fellowship
through the breaking of bread. Because of this very fact Paul
had said that it was impossible to “drink the cup of the Lord
2
and the cup of demons." To eat that which had been offered to
idols brought one into a unique fellowship with the idol to whom
it had been presented just as partaking of the bread and wine at
the Lord
1
8 Supper brought one into a closer relationship with
Christ. On the other hand, Paul told the Corinthians that whoever
partook of the bread and wine unworthily was thereby “guilty of
5
the body and blood of the Lord." In the eucharist there was a
reciprocal relationship between Christ and His followers.
Paul is four times mentioned in connection with the break-
ing of bread. He seiled from Philippi "after the days of unleavened
1 Howson, J. S., and Spence, H. D. M.
,
op . clt . , p. 276.
2 1 Cor. 10:17,16, 21.
3 1 Cor. 11:27-34.
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1
bread." At Troas he preached to the disciples who had come
together on the first day of the week "to break bread, n and
2
"prolonged his speech until midnight." Later on during the
same evening we are told that after the fall of Eutychus Paul
again came up into the room and when he "had broken bread, and
eaten, and talked a long while, even till break of day," he
5
departed. Then again during the storymy voyage to Rome, we are
told that Paul took bread and "gave thanks to God in presence of
b
all; and he brake it, and began to eat."
It seems very evident that there is a different type of
celebration on each of these occasions. The festival of unleanen-
ed bread was a Jewish event. The meal at Troas seems to have been
that of the Christian eucharist. The event described on the way
to Rome in all probability was a common meal at which it was both
the Jewish and Christian custom to say a blessing.
While it does not say that Paul took part in the festival
of unleavened breed which with the Passover was celebrated to
commemorate the deliverance of the Israelites from Egypt, still
the importance attached to the event reveals that there was some
interest in it. Cook has suggested that Paul remained quietly
at Philippi during the days of unleavened bread "out of respect
for the festival, which, to him and his companions, was doubtless
a commemoration of Christ as the t;rue Paschal Lamb. Absolute
1 Acts 20:6.
2 Acta 20:7.
5 Acts 20:11.
b Acts 27: 55.
..
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non-observance would have given offence to both Jews and Jewish
1
converts." While there may be some truth to this opinion, still,
there seem to be other reasons for Paul's respect for this festival.
In the same chapter in Acts, we are told of Paul's attempt to
reach Jerusalem in time for the day of Pentecost, which was an
event of great importance in Judaism. Pilgrims went up to the
Holy City on the day previous to the beginning of the festival
2
in order to make preparations for its solemn observance. To
be sure Pentecost was regarded as the birth of the Christian
church, yet the fact temains that it, too, was a Jewish festival
which Paul wished to observe. Along with the feasts of Passover
and Tabernacles it was one of the three great annual festivals
on which all Jewish males were required to appear before the Lord
in the national sanctuary. Later on we are told of a purification
5
ceremony which Paul underwent upon his last return to Jerusalem
All of these things suggest that while Paul was a Christian,
feeling himself in a unique relationship to Christ, still there
were many Jewish customs which he continued to observe, and later
on we shall see that though many of Paul's prayers have the
spontaneity of early Christianity, still many of them were
cast in the molds of Judaism. Although feeling himself liberated
1 Cook, F. C.
,
editor. The Bible Commentary . 6 Vols.; New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1880, Vol. II, p. 487.
2 Strong, James, "Pentecost", Cyclopaedia of Biblical , Theological ,
and Ecclesiastical Literature. John M'Clintock and James Strong,
editors, 12 Vols.; New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers,
1877, Vol. VII, pp. 924-950.
5 Acts 21:26.
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from the Law, there were many things of Judaism from which
he like other early Christians was never completely freed.
There is ample evidence that Paul celebrated the eucharist
1
on more than the one occasion at Troas. His instructions in his
epistles concerning the correct observance of the meal furnish
2
testimony to this fact. Even before Faul had become a Christian
himself, in all probability he "must have stumbled upon the common
meal which the Christians celebrated in memory of Christ's ILa3t
Supper," where he found "the poor and the well-to-do gathered round
5
a common table." Such early experiences helped to prepare him
for his later belief that we all "are one bread, one body; for
4
we all partake of the one bread."
The early church knew a double congregational worship.
For one thing there was the general Jewish service which wa6 held
on the Sabbath and festival days in the temple of synagogue, and
secondly, there wa9 the special Christian eucharistic service
for which the disciples gathered in their houses. While the
primitive church at Jerusalem maintained communion in worship
with the Jewish synagogue, the Gentile churches which Paul establish-
ed maintained no relation from the start with the public worship
of Judaism. After the final break of the Palestinian Church
with the synagogue of Judaism, participation in Jewish worship
came to an end. With this complete separation from Judaism
1 Cook, F. C., op . cit
.
,
p. 4S8.
2 1 Cor. 5:8; 1 Cor. 10:16-17; 11:25-28; 2 Cor. 9:10.
5 Robinson, B. W., op . cit ., p. 49.
4 1 Cor. 10:17.
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which had been first accomplished in Paul's Gentile churches
and later in the Mother Church of Jerusalem, there arose a litwrgy
which was distinctively Christian. From the synagogue service
the Christians took over the practice of Scripture reading and
prayer and bound it up with the eucharistic meal. Eventually
at a much later date this fusion of these two heterogeneous
1
elements developed into the Christian mass. «
Public worship in early Christianity as it was observed
in Jerusalem from the beginning of the church on the day of
Pentecost and as it was transplanted by Paul into the Gentile
Christian churches was a mystery in two ways. For one thing,
it was similar to the celebration of the mystery religions in
that it was a sacred drama which was performed before the eyes
of the devout fellowship. This sacred drama represented the
redeeming death of Jesus which was preached everywhere and as
often as the Christian church celebrated the eucharist. Secondly,
this remembrance was no mere symbolic exhibition but an actual
renewal of the act itself. As we have seen Paul felt that the
eucharist was a sacred meal by which those partaking of it actually
came into bodily and spiritual communion with Christ. This
remembrance of the saving act of Jesus and the communion with
Jesus became the center of primitive Christian public worship.
Preyers were grouped around this act, which became the very center
and climax of the service. "By prayer and by the sacred act the
1 Heiler, F.
,
op . cit
.
, p. 500 .
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whole congregation in which the many are but one body came into
1
ultimate communion with God and the exalted Lord."
It wa3 customary for the eucharist meal to take place
in the evening after the day '
9
work was ended; and at the end
of the assembly, after the preaching of the word. The sequence
of events seems to have takenpplace in this order: first the simple
evening meal, after which prayer and preaching followed; and
before separating all broke bread, in compliance with the Master's
2
command the evening of his death. The order of the events
at Troas accordingly seems to fit into this pattern. Moreover
it was the custom among the early communities to meet on the first
day of the week for the breaking of bread and for prayer, and
^ke specifically tells us in Acts that it was the first day
of the week when the Christians at Troas gathered together with Paul
5
for the ceremony. In Acts 2:46 the breaking of bread is referred
to as a daily custom, but as Hopwood suggests it probably signfied
the ordinary family meals rather than the eucharistic meal, and
these meals took on a hallowing quality in the expectation of
4
Christ's return.
On the voyage to Rome, Paul is mentioned as breaking bread
'5
and giving thanks in the company of those on board the ship. This
1 Ibid
.
,
p. 441.
2 Howson and Spence, 0£. cit .
,
p. 295.
5 Plumptre, Edward Hayes, 8t . Paul in Asia Minor . New York:
E. and J. B. Young and Co., 1877» p. 159* cf. Acts 20:6.
4 Hopwood, P. G. S., 0£. cit . , pp. 290-294.
5 Acts 27:54-58.
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1
act was not a celebration of the eucharist, but a common meal.
Most of the two hundred and seventy-six persons aboard were not
Christians, and Paul himself says that they should eat, not for
spiritual strength, but for their “health”. From his Jewish
background Paul had inherited the custom of saying blessings with
his meals, although as we have seen the numerous rules and regula-
tions governing their use tended to destroy their spontaneity.
Since the other Apostles had also come into Christianity by the
door of Judaism, and since Jeaus Himself had attached great value
to the saying of prayers during meal time as was evidenced in »
his own Last Supper, it was natural that this custom should be
carried on by the Christians themselves. Mention is made of it
2
in several of Paul's epistles. The practice had become such a part
of the Apostle's life that even in the confusion and excitement
of a devastating storm at sea "no hurry, no fear of ridicule from
heathen soldiers and sailors, no imminency of peril was allowed
by St. Paul to interfere, in his own practice, with the discharge
3
of an obligation which he enforced in his teaching. 11 And yet
as HowBon and Spence maintain, it is difficult to believe that there
was not at this moment in his mind a reminiscence of the euch-
arist “especially when we observe that the breaking of bread is
4
specified." In all of his prayers he felt a unique fellowship
with God through Christ.
1 Cook, F. C., 0£. cit . , Vol. II, p. 527.
2 Rom. l4:6j 1 Cor. 10:50.
5 Cook, F. C., o£. cit . , Vol. 351, p. 527«
4 Howson and Spence, op . cit
.
,
p. 400.
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The breaking of bread at these common mesls was accompan-
ied by prayers of thankfulness which as Luke tells us was the case
1
on this particulafc occasion on the way to Rome. Aside from
his epistles which abound in words of thankfulness, there is
one other time when Paul is mentioned as expressing gratitude
2
in his prayers. On Paul's arrival in Italy he "thanked God
and took courage" upon seeing some of his fellow Christians.
It is however, not to be thought that these two occasions were the
only times that Luke saw Raul give thanks. In all of his epistles
he constantly expressed his thankfulness as we shall see when we
study the objects for which Paul prayed in the next chapter.
Moreover, it must be remembered that Luke as a historian is very
concise in his reporting. Quite frequently he describes the
events of a whole year or more in but one or two short sentences.
Consequently, the few occasions when Paul is mentioned as offering
up thanks to God must not be regarded as indicative of the in-
frequency with which Paul gave thanks, but rather as representative
descriptions of a practice that was constant in his life. From
Paul's epistle to the Romans (1:11-12) it is apparent that he
had looked forward to visiting the Christians in Rome as a bearer
of some spiritual blessing. His arrival at the Appi Forum in
chains was not the way in which he had hoped to come. But yet
1 Acts 27 : 35.
2 Ac£s 28:15; cf. Rom. 1:8; 7:25; 14:6; 16:4; 1 Cor. 1:4; 1:14;
10:50; 11:24; 14: 17; 14:18; 2 Cor. 1:11; Eph. 1:16} 5:20;
Phil. 1:5; Col. 1:5; 1*12; 5:17; 1 Th. 1:2; 5:18; 2 Th. 1:5;
2:15; Phm. 4.
..
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“here were some of the brethren, and their faith and love were
made manifest by their journey to meet the Apostle, and no doubt
they brought with them the salutations of all the Church. This
1
was somewhat to be thankful for." The sight of a man who could
still offer up prayers of thankfulness when shipwrecked at sea
and when greeted by the ffiends whom he had hoped to visit as a
bearer of spiritual blessings, not as a prisoner in chains facing
trial for his life, made a vivid impression upon Luke. Even as
concise as he was in his history, here were two events that could
not be omitted for they were so representative of the Apostle
Paul himself.
Although an Apostle of Christian freedom, Paul still
observed many of the Jewish prayer customs. This fact is not
surprising inasmuch as Faul and Christianity itself both came
from Judaism, and it wss natural that they could not escape its
influence entirely. In his castle stairs speech Paul himself
' 2
tells of his praying in the Temple. Both Cook and Lumby feel
that Faul mentioned this event in his address to conciliate the
crowd by showing that he was not likely to despise the Jewish
ordinances and religious observances. In all probability such
was the case but it still reveals that Paul, like other early
Christians, made a habit of praying in the temple, otherwise
1 Lumby, J. Rawson, The Acts of the Apostles , (The Cambridge Bible
for Schools.) Cambridge: The University Press, 191^» p. 57^.
2 Acts 22:17.
5 Cook, F. C., 0£. cit . , Vol. II, p. 500.
Lumby, J. R., &£. cit .
, p. 57^.
.'
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he would not have been 90 willing to point to this custom as a
regular practice in his life, when faced by an angry mob.
While at Philippi Paul is mentioned as leaving the city on
the Sabbath to go down to the “river side, where we supposed there
1
was a place of prayer." Then again still later we are told while
on the way to prayer, the Apostle and his companions were met by
2
"a certain maid having a spirit of divination." At Tyre Paul
5
knelt "down on the beach" and prayed. These episodes reveal
the importance attached to the water's edge as a place of prayer.
The Jews had always had a partiality for proximity to water.
Such prophets as Ezekiel and Daniel had attached great significance
4
to the banks of a river. Josephus makes mention of a place of
of worship for the Jews that was generally erected outside of the
walls of a city just as the synagogue was within. Such proseuchae
were built by the water's edge wherever possible for Jewish
ceremonial washings, and quite frequently were large edifices
5
"capable of receiving a great number of people." Very often such
structures were open to the sky. From what information we have
it is apparent that there was evidently but a very small colony
of Jews at Philippi, owing no doubt to the fact that it, was a
military rather than a commercial city. "This accounts for the
1 Acts 16:15.
2 Acts 16:16.
5 Acts 21:5-6.
4 Ezekiel 1:1; JL25; Dan. 10:4.
5 Josephus, Flnvius, Work9, (tr. William Y/histon) . Philadelphia:
Porter and Coates, p. 54.
prayer called the proseucha, which was a place
'<
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being no regular synagogue there; the proseucha, or place of prayer
1
by the river-side was the substitute for the synagogue. 11 In other
cities where there were synagogues Paul frequently attended them
as houses of prayer and often used them to expound his own Christian
2
doctrines.
At Tyre, however, it is apparent that Paul prayed out
in the open air rather than in a proseucha. Schdrer says that
“on their fast days the Jews did not offer their public prayers
in the synagogue, but in an open space ... at the sea-shore. "5
The proximity to water was desirable for the purpose of ceremonial
4
worship. Paul's prayer by the sea-shore at Tyre, however, seems
to have had no connection with a Jewish custom. Luke plainly
describes it as a scene of farewell: "And kneeling down on the
beach, we prayed, and bade each other farewell; and we went on
5
board the ship, bit they returned home again." It thus seems
apparent that the entire company "simply went together to the
beach, where the vessel was to start, and there took leave of one
another. The scene was a natural one and has been repeated in the
6
experience of many a modem foreign missionary."
Both at Tyre and at Miletus, Paul knelt and prayed with
7
those whom he was leaving. Generally, Jews stood while praying.
1 Howson and Bpence, op. cit., p. 255»
2 Acts 1^:5; 15:14; 15:42; 14:1; 17:1} 17:17; 18:4; 18:19; 18:26;
19:8; 22:19;24:12.
5
Schdrer, Emil, op . cit
. ,
Second Division, Vol. II, pp. 71-72.
4 Lumby, J. R.
,
o£. cit
.
,
p. 206.
5 Acts 21:6.
6 Howson and Spence, op . cit. ,p. 512.
7 Acts 20:56; 21:6.
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although in times of sorrow it was customary for them to fall
1
upon their knees. The early Christians frequently knelt in prayer
on ordinary occasions, but considered standing in prayer to be
the posture most fitting for praise and thanksgiving. On the first
2
day of the week, the Lord's Day, they usually prayed standing.
Lumby feels that the kneeling posture on both of these occasions
5
“marks the special character and solemnity of the prayer.”
In his book on prayer, Puglisi says that “the religious man, in
the act of kneeling and prostrating himself during prayer, feels
that he is in the presence of something that is infinitely greater
than those earthly authorities to whom these acts of social origin
4
are ordinarily directed." He goes on to say thet “there is no
doubt that a man, when praying, tries instinctively to find the
position which aids his mediation or exaltation or which expresses
his emotion, without thinking of the resemblance which this position
may have to others of a social or magical character because for him,
5
this position has quite another meaning." At Tyre and Miletus
there seems to have been both Jewish and Christian elements in
Paul's prayers. As a Jew he had associated kneeling in prayer
with sorrow and as a Christian he had become accustomed to frequent
use of the posture in his prayer life. Consequently, on both of
these times moved by the sadness of the occasion, Paul knelt in
1 Cook, F. C., op . cit
. ,
Vol. II, p. 492.
2 Howson and Spence, oo. cit .
, p. 507.
5 Lumby, J. R,, ojd. cit .
,
p. 285*
4 Puglisi, Mario, 0£. cit . ,p. 84.
5 Ibid
.
,
p. 85.
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prayer because aa a Jew it best expressed his emotion and as a
Christian it seemed the most appropriate posture for prayer for
the moment. What wa3 said at this time we do not know, but there
are some who feel that "Ephesians 5:14-21 will enable the thoughtful
reader to represent to himself its substance, perhaps even its
1
very thoughts and words.
"
In addition to kneeling, the laying on of hands is fre-
quently associated with the prayer life of the Apostle Paul.
Immediately after Paul's conversion, Ananias had conferred the
power of the Holy Spirit upon him by the laying on of hands and
2
Paul had regained his sight. At the beginning of the first
missionary journey we are told that when the Church at Antioch
"had fasted and prayed, and laid their hands on" Paul and Barnabas
5
"they sent them away." Then again the disciples of Apollos
were rebaptized in the name of the Lord Jesus by the laying on
4
of hands. At a still later date Paul heals the father of Pub-
5
lius by praying over him and laying his hands upon him.
The laying on of hands in connection with baptism has
already been discussed. The imposition of hands has its origin
in antiquity. It was the form by which benediction had been
expressed for centuries, representing an act of one superior,
either by age or spiritual position toward some one inferior.
1 Howson and Spence, op . cit
.
, p. 507.
2 Acts 9:17.
5 Acts 15:5* *
4 Acts 19:6.
5 Acts 28:8.
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By its form it suggests the bestowal of some gift. In the Old
Testament, Jacob gives his blessing to Ephraim and Manasseh by
1 2
the imposition of hands. Moses ordains Joshua by the same method.
5
The prophets effect cures by the laying on of hands. Similarly,
in giving his solemn benediction to the people the high priest
4
stretched out his hands over their heads. In the New Testament
we find Jesus likewise using the same form in blessing and heal-
ing the people, and at the end of Mark's Gospel a promise is
given that the followers of Christ should cure the sick by the
5
laying on of hands.
Strong says that the New Testament imposition of hands
is symbolical of the transmission of spirit and life:
Here, as in the Old Testament, we
find three uses: (l) the spiritual-
patriarchal imposition of hands
by our Lord and the apostles;
(2) the spiritual-legal, or official
imposition of hands; (5) the healing
imposition of hands. Christ lays
his hands on the sufferers and they
are cured. But the bodily gifts
he thus transmits are joined to
spiritual gifts; he cures under
the condition of faith (Mark
6:5). The more the people become
imbued with the idea that the
curative effects are connected
with the material imposition
of hands, the more he operates
without it (Mark 5:25, 4lj 7:52).
Sometimes he healed only by a word.
The full grant of his Spirit and
1 Gen. 48: 14.
2 Numb. 27:18; Deut. 54:9.
5 2 Kings 5:11.
4 Lev. 9:22.
5 Mark 16:18.
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and of his calling he represented
in a real, but symbolical manner,
when he extended his hands over
his apostles in blessing at the
Mount of Olives (Luke 24:50).
This imposition of the hands of the
Lord on his apostles, in connection
with the imparting of his spirit,
is the source of the apostolical
imposition of hands. It was
also originally a blending of the
symbol and its fulfillment . . •
as well as of the bodily and spiritual
imparting of life .... From
this general imposition of hands,
under which Christians received
the baptism of the Spirit, came
the official, apostolic imposition
of hands .... At the same time,
the example of Cornelius . . . shows
that the apostolic imparting of the
Holy Spirit was not restricted to
the forms of official or even general
imposition of hands. 1
In light of these facts it is not surprising for us
to find Paul using the laying on of hands in conjunction with
healing and baptism. Believing himself an Apostle he used this
Apostolic right, deferring to the healing of the father of
Fublius, Bdrnard says that "there is a distinct mention of
prayer, as though to show that those who use the form are not
in possession of the gift so as to transfer it at their will,
2
but rather have authority to ask for it to be given. Howson
and Spence likewise draw attention to the fact that it was
1 Strong, James, "Imposition of Hands", Cyclopaedia of Biblice
1
,
Theological and Ecclesiastical Literature . Vol. IV, pp. 522.
2 Bernard, E. R., "Prayer", A Dictionary of the Bible, Vol.
V, p. 44.
I....
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’’exercised in conjunction with prayer, in virtue of that faith
1
which removes mountains."
Several times Paul is mentioned as confirming some of
2
,
the churches which he had established. The word
means to confirm in the sense of strengthening or establishing.
It does not refer to the later Christian practice of the laying
on of hands as a method of admitting new members who had been
baptized into the Christian church. The churches which Paul
confirmed were those which he had planted by himself "at an
earlier period, and he now gives them such regulations as are
necessary for their welfare, ordaining elders, imparting
4
miraculous gifts . . . . " At this time however, we are told
that some were ordained as elders. In all probability Stokes
is right in saying that the "elders .... had been all ordained
by St. Paul himself with the imposition of hands, a rite . . .
esteemed essential to ordination." In the laying on of hands
Paul felt that he was "but an instrument of a higher power and
that the imposition of hands was the sign and symbol to the
ordained that the Holy Ghost had chosen them and appointed them
5
to feed the flock of God." On the occasions when Paul is mentioned
as confirming the churches, however, reference is not made to a
1 Howson and Spence, 0£. cit., p. 409.
2 Acts 14:22; 15:4l.
5 Theyer, op . cit . , p. 24j.
4 Strong, James, "Confirmation", Cyclopaedia of Biblical ,
Theological and Ecclesiastica l Literature
,
Vol. II, pp. 468-469.
5 Stokes, G. T., 0£. cit . , pp. 4l4-4l5.
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practice of the imposition of hands in the modem sense of the
word as a rite connected with church membership, but rather does
it mean that the churches were confirmed in the sense of being
1
11 strengthened by further organization and teaching."
Fasting is also associated with praying in Paul's life,
both at the beginning of the first missionary journey and in the
2
return trip through Galatia. In his epistle to the Corinthians
he also urges that his readers give themselves "to fasting and
5
prayer.
“
Jews frequently associated fasting with prayer, and Jesus
4
himself had discussed the two together along with almsgiving.
The origin of fasting goes back to antiquity to the ancient
belief that the deity is propitiated by voluntary sufferings
on the part of his creatures. Frequent mention is made of it in
5
the Old Testament. The Jewish fasts were observed with varying
degrees of strictness. Sometimes there was complete abstinence
6
from food. On other occasions there appears to have been but
7
a restriction to a very plain diet. The Talmud (Yoma and
Taanith) contain various descriptions as to the mode in which
fasting is to be observed on particular occasions. According
1 Burch, E. W.
,
o£. cit .
,
p. 1116.
2 Acts 15:5; 14:25.
5
1 Cor. 7:5.
4 Fairweather, W., The Background of the Gospels . Edinburgh:
T. and T. Clark, 1911, p. 20. cf. f.!att. 6:1-18.
5 2 Sam. 12:16; 1 Kings 21:9-12; Ezra 8:21; Isa. 58:6; Joel 1:14;
2:15; Zech. 8:19 etc.
6 Esther 4: 16.
7 Dan. 10: 5.
..
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1
to Jesephus the fast of the day was considered to end at sunset.
Moreover, fasts were not observed on the sabbaths, the new moons,
2
the great festivals, or the feasts of Purim and Dedication.
Persons fasting often dressed in sackcloth or rent their clothes,
5
covered their heads with a3hes and went barefooted. Various
rabbinical directions for the ceremonies to be observed in public
4
fasts, and the prayers to be used in them are given in the (Ealmud .
By the time of Jesus fasting twice a week had become
5
fairly common, and was for the most part voluntary and private.
Jesus himself had abstained from designating any fast as a part
of his own religion. While in his sermon on the mount he corrected
the self-righteous austerity of Pharisaic fasting, still he
clearly allowed the practice itself, leaving, however, the fre-
quency, extent, and occasion of its performance to the personal
6
conscience and circumstances of each individual. It is apparent
that the practice of fasting in conjunction with prayer was observed
in the early church not so much because Jesus had urged it as
because so many of the early Christians were pews and they brought
the custom over with them. Men are never able to free themselves
completely from the influences of their early environments. Al-
though Paul was a Christian it is not very likely that at Antioch
1 Josephus, oj3. cit
. ,
Ant. Ill, 10:5*
2 Talmud
,
op . cii.. ,Taanith 2:10.
5 1 Kings 21:27i Neh. 9:1; Psa. 55:15.
4 Talmud, op. cit
. ,
Taanith 2L1-4.
5 Matt. 9: l**; Luke 18:9*
6 Matt. 6:17.
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"there was any reference to the weekly fasts of the Jews on days
1
corresponding to our Monday and Thursday." Instead as Lumby
suggests it was probably "a solemn act of devotion in the prospect
2
of the work which was before them." Later <sn when Paul prayed
and fasted with the Galatian churches where they ordained elders,
they were "using the same solemn service at the dedication of these
men to their duties which had been used when they were themselves
5
sent forth from Antioch for their present labor."
While in prison at Philippi Luke tells us that "Paul and
4
Silas were praying and singing hymns unto God." Later on when
discussing the wonderful things which God had done among the
Gentiles, Paul and the Apostles at Jerusalem, "glorified God
5
. . . .
" Words of divine praise appear quite frequently in the
6
epistles. In writing to the Corinthians Paul tells of his prayer
for the removal of the "thorn in my flesh", and of the answer to
his prayer that through his weakness he might better be able to
7
acknowledge the loving power of God. He asks the Thessalonians
to Dray for him "that the word of the Lord may run, and be
8
glorified, even also as it is with you." And again he urges the
9
Romans to "glorify the God and Father of our Lord ^esus Christ."
1 Cook, F. C., 0£. cit . , Vol. II, p. 4^8.
2 Lumby, J. R.
,
op . cit .
,
p. 156.
5
Ibid
. ,p. 132.
4 Acts 16:25.
5 Acts 21:20.
6 Rom. 15:6; 15:9; 1 Cor. 6:20; 2 Cor. 9:15; Gal. 1:24; 2 Thess.
5 : 1 .
7 2 Cor. 12:9.
8 2 Thess. 5:1*
9 Romans 15:6.
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In fact, "few more striking instances can be found of the way
in which he managed to rejoice always, and to foster his happy
disposition by thanksgiving for all things, even misfortune, than
his prayer at the beginning of the second epistle to the Corin-
1
thians." The Pauline epistles are filled with words of praise
and thanksgiving and the two "are very closely akin to each other.
Outwardly it is not possible to draw a clear line of demarcation
between them. Both consist in giving glory to God." Praise
nevertheless "lies on a higher plane than thanksgiving. " When one
gives thanks his thoughts still circle about himself to some extent
2 ,
but in praise his "soul ascends to self-forgetting adoration."
Praise and prayer commonly constituted a part of the
service of the early Christians. In 1 Cor. 14:26 Paul speaks
of praise and the word which he uses is y ^ x ^ o £> .
From the manner in which he speaks of the term McGiffert feels
that such praise took the form ordinarily of a psalm, which was
sung or spoken "by this or that individual believer," under the
impulse of the spirit. The psalm of praise might be unintelligible
constituting simply a form of the speaking with tongues, or it
might promote the edification of those present, just as prophecy
and teaching did. "In either case it was the utterance of a man
spiritually endowed, and it formed his contribution to the service.
1 Weinel, H., op . cit .
,
p. 126.
2 Hallesby, 0., Prayer . Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House,
1940, p. 140.
5 McGiffert, Arthur C. , A History of Christianity in the Apostolic
Age . New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1900, pp. 5^0-551.
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Paul does not indicate whether the psalm was ordinarily-
sung or simply spoken. From the description of what took place
1
in the jail at Philippi, it seems that both ways were employed.
Paul is somewhat reticent on the conduct of public worship and he
says little about the ordinances of baptism and the breaking of
bread, but concerning prayer "he is emphatic insisting that it
ought to be the practice of every Christian followed not because
it is enjoined, but as the simple, constant outpouring . . .
2
expression of a child's life for its Father." Consequently, in
moments of greet emotion such as that at Philippi when Paul and
Silas were under the strain of suffering from mistreatment and
at Jerusalem when filled with joy over the knowledge of the
success of the Gentile churches, it was natural for Paul to burst
out into words and songs of praise. In all probability while at
Philippi the prisoners may have been singing one of the prayer-
psalms of David, or one of the hymns which Pliny says the Christians
5
used to sing at their meetings before sunrise. The Greek word
</
designating their singing praises, ~\J aa w 0~OV , is in
the imperfect tense which in itself implies that the prayers
4
and singing were continued for some time during the night.
Thus after "shameful treatment, bruised, bleeding, and in a posture
which must have denied sleep, they were able not only to pray.
1 Acts 16:25.
2 Holmes, Arthur, The Mind of St. Paul . New York: The Macmillan
Co., 1929, pp. 250-251.
5 Howson and Spence, 0£. c-it . , p. 2^6.
4 Lumby, J. R., 0£. cit . , p. 210.
. . .
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1
but to offer thanksgiving to Him who giveth songs in the #ight."
Paul not only urged his churches to "glorify God", but his own
prayer life was ceaseless in its praise of God as he knew Him through
Christ.
The constant feeling of fellowship with God which Paul
felt is clearly revealed in the number of visions which he had,
through which he felt himself to receive divine guidance. His
2
conversion had be n accompanied by such a vision. At Troas a
similar experience had convinced him of the need for his help
5
in Macedonia. At Corinth through a vision he received divine
4
reassurance that he would not be harmed. In his castle stairs
speech he tells of a trance into which he fell while praying at
the temple, in which Jesus told him to go "make haste and get thee
quickly out of Jerusalem; because they will not receive of thee
5
the testimony concerning me." Then again while on the storm-
tossed ship bound for Rome, Paul tells of a vision in which an
angel of God told him to be unafraid of the tempest for "thou
6
must stand before Caesar." Moreover, there are other occasions
when Paul feels himself to be instructed by the Holy Spirit and
by the Spirit of Jesus. He is forbidden by the Holy Spirit to
7
preach the word in Asia or to enter Bithynia. At Caesarea after
1 <J7ook, E. C., op . cit . , Vol. II, p. 464.
2 Acts 9:12.
5 Acts 16:9.
4 Acts 18:9.
5 Acts 22:17-18.
6 Acts 27:2^-25.
7 Acts 16:6-7.
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his trial before the chief priests and rulers of the Jews, Paul
felt that "the Lord stood by him, and said, 3e of good cheer: for
as thou hast testified concerning me at Jerusalem, so must thou
1
bear witness also at Rome."
It is thus apparent that in his prayer life Paul felt
himself constantly receiving divine guidance. Steward says that
the word guidance is not used by Jesus, but that the fact and
promise of guidance was often on his lips a9 seen especially
2
in his telling of the coming of the Paraclete. This guidance
5
explains Steward "was experienced by the early Church. " Moreover
as Hastings points out "the guidance of God was manifest the
three different ways - the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of Jesus, and
4
the Vision." As we have already seen through his conversion
experience, Paul, felt himself to have entered into a new relation
ship to God through Christ. It was natural that hereafter God
should apeak to him through Christ and the Holy Spirit. Paul
never completely differentiated between Christ and the Holy Spirit
and in this new relationship to God he felt that God spoke to
him through these mediators. Moreover, as a Jew Paul still
believed in the power of visions as a means of God's revealing his
1 Acts 25:11.
2 John 14: 16; 14:26; 15:26; 16: 7-
5 Stewart, George S. , The Lower Levels of Prayer . Nashville:
Cokesbury Press; 1940, p. 178.
4 Hastings, James, The Great Texts of the Bible. James Hastings
editor. 19 Vols.; New York: Charles Scribner
1
s Sons, 1911,
Vol. XIII, p. 121.
5 Spencer, S. A., o£. ait., p. 144.
I.
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will. Consequently, it is not surprising for us to find Paul
feeling himself to be receiving divine guidance through these
three agencies, and sometimes as in the case of the trance in the
temple, Christ, as God's messenger, appeared in the form of a vision.
Ramsay has suggested that the man in Paul's Macedonian vision was
1
none other than Luke himself. With this belief Robertson doe3
not agree. According to him the "vision was clearly a call of
God to Paul. What should he do?" Robertson feels that "Paul
took the brethren into his confidence. He told Silas, Timothy,
2
and Luke," and than made up his own mind. Whatever the case
may have been, one thing is certain. At Troas as elsewhere Paul
felt that God spoke to him through a vision, and he sought to act
as nearly as possible in accordance with what he felt to be the
divine will.
Without a doubt intercessory prayers occupied a very important
place in the prayer life of Paul. At various times we hear of others
5
commending him to "the grace of God." On several occasions
4
Paul is mentioned as praying for others. In his epistles there
are numerous times when he prays for others, and asks that they
5
in turn do the same for him. In fact it seems that Paul's
1 Ramsay, W., 0£. cit . ,p. 201-205.
2 Robertson, A. T., Epochs in the Life of St. Paul . London:
Hodder and Stoughton, 1909* pp. l46-l5T»
5 Acts 15:2-5; 15L40-41.
4 Acts 20:52; 20:56; 28:8.
5 Rom. 1:9-10; 10U; 15:50-52; 2 Cor. 15:7; 1 Thess. 5:9-12;
5:25; 5:25; 2 Thess. 1:12; 5:1; Eph. 1:15-17; Phil. 1:5-5;
1:9-11; Col. 1:5-5; 1:9-15; 4:2-5; 4:12; Phm. 1:4-6.
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“only way of experiencing religion is to enter into a great fellow-
ship with others, and to recognize that in all of his fellows the
same power is at work, and that everyone of them realises this
*
power in that particular way which makes his life to be of especial
1
value to the whole." The social consciousness of Judaism as well
as the cosmopolitan atmosphere of Tarsus had done much to prepare
Paul for the spirit of intercessory prayer. The Roman empire did
much to break "down the old barriers that divided race from race.
The oneness of the empire prepared the way for that great conception
2
of one brotherhood and one Father that Paul proclaimed. 11 More-
5
over, Jesus himself had made prayers of intercession. The spirit
of intercessory prayer had been strong in Judaism as seen in the
fact that the Jews had even prayed for outsiders such as the great
4
Persian kings and it was strong in the early church. Consequently
in view of all of these facts, it is not surprising that it played
such a large part in Paul’s own prayer life.
Surrounded by a prayerful atmosphere both as a Jew and as
a citizen of the Hellenistic city of Tarsus, Paul, had absorbed
the spirit of prayer into his very being. At Damascus the prophetic
strain of his religious life had triumphed over his Pharisaic
legalism, and he sensed a new union with God through Christ which
was ever afterwards to shape the course of his prayer life.
1 Weinel, H., o£. c it.
,
p. 1J2.
2 Rail, Harris Franklin, New Testament History . New York:
The Abingdon Press, 1914, p. 15.
5 Luke 2}:^} John 17:1-26.
4 Heiler, F., op . cit
.
,
pp. 228-250.
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Beneath it all, however, Paul was still a Jew, and it was natural
that he should continue many of the forms of his old Jewish
prayer life, but in so doing he infused new life into them.
First and foremost he was a Christian. Although he might still
continue to "fast and pray" and to observe Pentecost and the
Passover, as a Christian he never allowed the pattern of such
things to dominate the spirit of his aew prayer life. From now
on in all that he did he was guided by God through Christ, and
this fact is to become even more apparent as we study his epistles
in order to discover the real meaning which prayer held for him.
.,
CHAPTER V
THE MEANING OF PRAYER FOR PAUL
As in the case of all great men of religion, it is
difficult to gain a thorough understanding of the prayer life of
the Apostle Paul either from his own writings or from what others
have said about him. As Heiler says such persons have for the
most part uttered their most heartfelt prayers when completely
alone:
Seldom has the ear of man heard
or his pen recorded that which
they have poured out in prayer
to God in such hours of solitude.
They have indeed spoken of their
devotional life to their disciples
and have taught them how and for
what they ought to pray, but hardly
ever have they opened their mouths
in the presence of others to hold
intimate converse with their God.
Paul often exhorts to prayer in his
letters, and at times he discloses
something of his own way of praying,
and of his wonderful and mysterious
experiences in the prayer state,
but in "his religious chastity he"
shrinks from praying a written
prayer, even in confidential letters
to his churches. 1
Weinel has also expressed a similar opinion in his
biography of Paul:
Of course even the longer thanks-
givings at the beginnings of the
letters do not give a full and
perfect picture of the way in which
Faul prayed; too much attention
is paid to the style for that, and
1 Heiler, 0£. cit .
,
p. xvii.
'.
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then after the first few words
addressed to God they pass very
quietly into an exhortation to
the congregations. Paul, in fact,
is not the man to wear his heart
upon his sleeve; he shrinks even
in the most confidential letters
from appearing to pray a written
prayer before his congregations
in the resl sense of the word. 1
Weinel goes on to say that Paul's peculiar phraseology
has been copied by so many that through the years we have lost
some of the freshness and spontaneity of his early prayers:
His language has been fossilised
in liturgies, or worn away by such
frequent use, that we no longer
feel the force and the originality
with which these words once came
pouring forth from the lips of one
whose heart was filled with the
living God. For though you can
tell that St. Paul was born and
bred among a people that has been
in the habit of using psalms and
liturgies for many hundred years,
yet there is something quite his
own in these prayers of his. So
characteristic are they supposed
to be, even in the early days of
Christianity, of Paill and of no one
else that almost all who afterwards
wrote letters in his name imitated
this peculiarity. 2
In spite of the many limitations it is thus possible
to gain some insight into Paul's use and conception of prayer
from his numerous references to the matter in his epistles. Paul
"never lsys down an actual model of prayer" for the churches.
1 Weinel, op . cit
.
,
p. 126
2 Ibid
.
,
p. 12^7"
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"though he exhorts them frequently to the practice of devotion
1
and tells them something of his own inner experiences." Con-
sequently, there "are few more precious subjects for meditation
and imitation than the prayers and intercessions of the great
Apostle. He was a man of action because he was first and fcremest
2
a man of prayer.
“
Although Paul had probably never known the historical
Jesus very intimately, still in his prayer life he reveals himself
to be a true disciple of the fialilean. In contrast to Jesus,
himself a man of the hills and fields, Paul was a city dweller.
While the former spent his life in Galilee and Judea, Paul
had grown up in the Hellenistic city of Tarsus and had received
a major part of his education at the feet of Gamaliel in Jerusalem.
Moreover, the temperaments of the two men seem to have been different.
As Cone has pointed out, to "Paul was lacking the poetic soul of
5
Jesus." The results of these differences were to be manifested
in the prayer life of each. Paul tried to express the revolutionary
4
thought of Christ in terms of a conservative religious theology.
McGiffert says:
Paul's conceptions . . . bore a very
different form from the conceptions
1 Stoddard, Jane T., Private Prayer in Christian Story. London:
Hodder and Stoughton Publishers, 1927, p. 21.
2 Thomas, W. H. G., 0£. cit . , p.
5 Cone, Orello, Paul , the Man , the Missionary , and the Teacher .
New York: The Macmillan Co., 1898* p. 6.
4 Anson, Harold, "Prayer as Understanding," Concerning Prayer
,
Harold Anson, Edwyn Sevan, and others, editors. 1 Vol.;
London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd. 1916* p. 90
•
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to which Jesus himself gave utterance
and yet they were in the main in
harmony with the Master’s spirit
and tendency. Paul's pre-Christian
experience had been just such as to
prepare him for that complete
renunciation of personal merit and
personal pride and that complete
dependence upon God which were
fundamental with Christ. Though
with his more abstract conception
of God and man, and with his sharp
contrast between flesh and spirit,
Paul held views in many respects
different from Christ's and much
less simple and popular than his, he
was in sympathy with the spirit
of the Master, and he must be
recognized as the disciple who most
fully understood him, and most
truly carried on his work. 1
Primarily all Christian prayer is based upon the Lord's
Prayer, although its spirit is guided by the prayer of Jesus in
Gathsemane and by his long intercessory prayer which has been
2
recorded in the seventeenth chapter of John. The first it the
comprehensive type of the simplest and the most universal prayer;
the second justifies prayers for special blessings of this life,
while it limits them by perfect resignation to God's will; the
last dwelling as it does on the knowledge and glorification of
God, and the communion of man with him, as the one object of prayer
and life, is the type of the highest and most spiritual devotion.
The Lord's Prayer has given the form and tone of all ordinary
Christian prayer. It has fixed, as its leading principles, sim-
licity and confidence in our Father, community of sympathy with
1 McGiffert, op . cit
.
,
p. 149.
2 Matt. 6:9-15; 26:59-46; Luke 11:2-4; 22:41-46; John 17:1-26
..
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with all men and practical reference to our own life. It has
shown as its true objects, first the glory of God, and next the
needs of man. To the prayer of intercession we may trace up its
transcendental element, its desire of that communion through love
with the nature of God which is the secret of all individual holiness
1
and of all community with men. As we study the prayers and
instructions regarding prayer in Paul's epistles, we shall see
how closely the prayer life of Paul followed these general
patterns.
Significantly enough the petition for daily bread occupies
but a very small space in Paul's prayers. The few occasions where
he prays for bodily or material wants are almost all made when
he wishes to help others. He prays for a successful journey that
2
he might help the Thessalonians strengthen their own faith.
5
He thanks God for being delivered from danger. He asks that a
4
step in his missionary procedure be not misunderstood. All
through his prayers the dominant note is help and guidance for
others. To the Philippians he writes: "God is my witness . . .
and this I pray that your love may abound yet more and more in
knowledge and all discernment; so that ye may approve the things
that are excellent; that ye may be sincere and void of offence
5
. . . .
" His thanksgivings also show this same characteristic:
1 Smith, J., "Prayer", Cyclopaedia of Biblical , Theological , and
Ecclesiastical Literature . Vol. VIILj p. 474.
2 1 Thess. 5:9-10.
5 2 Cor. 1-10.
4 1 Cor. 1:14.
5 Phil. 1:9.
.'
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"We give thanks to God always for you all making mention of you
1
in our prayers
. . . .
"
In his letter to the Corinthians, however, Paul does make
mention of one occasion when he prayed for material help for
himself. Three times, in fact, he prayed for the removal of a
source of pain that continually plagued him, and three times
2
this petition for physical help was refused. But though the
thorn in his fle3h had not been removed Paul felt that his prayer
had been answered, even though the suffering remained God had
given him the grace to bear it. The prayer had been answered
because behind Paul's prayer "was the deeper desire that God's
will be done." In order to "secure the highest goal to hie children
the heavenly Father does not hesitate to deny the lower for the
5
higher.
"
Faul ' s early environment had contributed immensely to
this spirit of utter resignation to the will of God. The Stoics
had long felt that it was senseless to try to force God to do
anything against his will. "Suppose He that gave takes away,"
said Epictetus. "Why then do I resist? I shall not merely be
silly'* if I try to compel Him that is stronger; first of all I
shall be doing wrong." "Why then do I fight against God? Why
4
do I will what is not for me to will . . . . " Again and again
1 1 Thess. 1:2.
2 2 Cor. 12:7-9.
5 Campbell, James M. , op. cit . , p. 169.
4 Epictetus, F ragmentsTTtr. C. Bailey in The Stoic and Epicurean
Philosophers, J. Whitney Oates, editor.) 1 Vol.; New York:
Random House, 1946, Book IV, ch.l.
,.
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the rabbis had taught that the “essence of every prayer . . .
is that one should be in unison with the divine will .... "
1
(Berakot, 296). And the very same spirit had been experienced
2
by Jesus himself at Gethsemane: "Not my will, but thine be done."
Born into an Hellenistic as well as a Judaistic environment, and
holding himself to be an Apostle of the "Lord Jesus Christ,"
it was natural that Paul should catch this spirit. But in addition
to these influences we must recognize in thi6 attitude what Weinel
calls "that most perfect form of faith which trusts in God and
5
doubts not, even though sufferings and necessities abound.
"
It is this victory of the mind over the body, of the soul over
suffering, thet reveals a spiritual life, the roots of which
go down into the invisible and eternal world. It speaks "of
immortality through prayer; pain, though in itself an evil, is
4
transmuted into good."
If Paul did not pray very much for material blessings
there were other things for which he did ask. He had urged the
5
Philippians to "let your requests be made known unto God."
He had told the Ephesians that God "is able to do exceeding
abundantly above all that we ask or think, according to the power
6
that worketh in us." Much that men did was accomplished by
1 Newman, L. J.
,
0£. cit .
, pp. 550“x5^.
2 Matt . 26:59; Luke 227^2.
5 Weinel, op . cit . , p. 128.
4 Paterson, ?/. P. and Russell, David, The Power of Praye r.
London: Macmillan and Co., 1920, p. 78.
5 Philippian 9 4:6.
6 Ephesians 5 ‘-20.
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the power working within them, but it was also true that in
"every realm of life power comes, not merely from within the
1
man, but from beyond the m?n. " In all of Paul s prayers his
real object like that of Jesus was to do the will of God for
without this power man was helpless.
In his epistle to the Colossians Paul prays that his
readers might be filled with the knowledge of God's will:
For this cause we also, since the
day we heard of it, do not cease
to pray and make request for you,
that ye may be filled with the
knowledge of his will in all
spiritual wisdom and understanding,
to walk worthily of the Lord unto
all pleasing, bearing fruit in
every good work, and increasing
in the knowledge of God; strength-
ened with all power, according to
the might of his glory, unto all
patience and longsuffering with
joy; giving thanks unto the Father,
who made us meet to be partakers
of the inheritance of the saints
in light; 2
According to Thayer the Greek word for knowledge,
> . 5
C ft l y \/ O’ i k" means, "precise and correct knowledge."
Chadwick points out that this prayer reveals five needs regarding
such knowledge: (l) the need for knowing the exact will of God
because right conduct is dependent upon adequate knowledge;
(2) the need for using this knowledge with wisdom and spiritual
understanding; (5) the need for the Christian life being a
1 Buttrick, George Arthur, ojc. cit
.
,
p. 168.
2 Col. 1:9-12.
5 Thayer, 0£. cit . , p. 257.
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process of growth, always acquiring new knowledge; (4) the need
for patience and longsuffering since knowing and doing is not
enough; and (5) the need for the Christian life being one of
1
thankfulness for the blessings given to it. If one has knowledge
of the will of God then right conduct, spiritual strength, patience,
longsuffering and thankfulness will follow.
In addition to being a prayer for knowledge, it gives us
further insights into Paul's attitude toward prayer. For one thing
it shows its urgency as seen in Paul's remark that he did not cease
praying from the day he heard of the situation at Colossae. Like-
wise it reveals his belief that prayer should be incessant. More-
over, prayer for Paul was intense. He earnestly desired that they
be filled with the knowledge of God's will. As Thomas says, "It
was no mere lip service, but his heart was stirred." Finally,
as in so many of Paul's prayers this one was offered in fellowship
with others. In the unitea prayer of all real power was to be
found. There are times when group prayers are much better than
2
those of a single individual alone.
In his epistle to the Ephesians Faul also prays for wisdom
and revelation:
For this cause I also, having
heard of the faith in the Lord
Jesus which i3 among you, and the
love which ye show toward all the
saints, cease not to give thanks
for you, making mention of you
1 Chadwick, W. ^dward, oj>. cit .
,
pp. 297-500.
2 Thomas, 'V .H.G., op . cit .
,
pp. 67-71*
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in my prayers; that the God of
our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father
of glory, may give unto you a spirit
of wisdom and revelation in the
knowledge of him; having the eyes
of your heart enlightened, that ye
may know what is the hope of his
calling, what the riches of the glory
of his inheritance in the saints
and what the exceeding greatness
of his power to us-ward who believe,
according to that working of the
strength of his might. 1
Unlike many of his prayers this one does not follow immediately
after the personal greetings. A long paragraph intervenes instead,
and the prayer does not come until after fourteen verses of
spiritual teaching. These verses, however, form a kind of
foundation for the prayer, in which Paul praises God for the
blessings bestowed upon them. These blessings had been eternally
purposed in God the Father; and spiritually applied by God the
Spirit (vs. 12-14). It is at this point that the prayer itself
begins. Paul could "be certain of an answer to his prayer because
God had so completely blessed them in Christ by His Spirit, and this
2
blessing was intended to be used to praise and glorify God.
"
The prayer itself opens with a thanksgiving in which Paul
addresses himself to “the God of our Lord Jesus Christ." This
title suggests the highest point of power and grace for as the God
of Christ, God is the basic source of every blessing. Moreover,
as lithe Father of Glory," it is He to whom all glory belongs because
1 Eph. 1:15-19.
2 Thomas W.H.G., op.
.
cit
.
,
p. 95«
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1
of its Divine source.
It is at this point that we come to the petition of the
prayer, a plea for wisdom and understanding. For Paul, the
Christian must be an instrument through which every work of the
Spirit is accomplished. This particular work is the efficient
2
revelation of Christ through whom God is known. Paul then asks
that his converts may be so enlightened that they may be able to
know what is the hope of God's calling. Spiritual truths
can be understood only by those who possess in some measure the
Spirit. Christians must not only try to teach men, but they must
impart the Spirit to them. The Spirit is given to man by God,
5
though often through spiritually endowed men. Finally, this
prayer which began with a petition for wisdom now ends with a
prayer for power. Men need more than a mere philosophy or ethic
alone; they need the power to realize it.
The prayer in Ephesians 5 : 14-19 is closely related to the
previous prayer in the same epistle, and is generally held to
be complimentary to it. Both seek after knowledge and poier,
but there are differences between the two. In the first prayer,
personal enlightenment leads to a living consciousness of the
divine power. This procedure is reversed in the second one
where the need for divine power comes first:
For this cause I bow my knees
‘ unto the Father, from whom every
family in heaven and on earth
1 Ibid
.
,
p. 96.
2 Chadwick, W. E.
,
0£. cit . , p. 255.
5 Ibid ., pp. 286-287.
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is named, that he would grant you,
according to the riches of his glory,
that ye may be strengthened with
power through his Spirit in the
inward man; that Christ may dwell
in your hearts through faith; to
the end that ye, being rooted
and grounded in love, may be strong
to apprehend with all the saints
what is the breadth and length
and height and depth, and to know
the love of Christ which passeth
knowledge, that ye may be filled
unto all the fulness of God. 1
As can be noticed the prayer opens in a tone of deep reverence.
We have already seen that standing was a common position in
prayer both among Jews and Christians, and the bending of the.
knee reveals complete humility. The term Father, however,
suggests a less awesome aspect of God. Bod is the Father from whom
every family is named. Thus the use of prayer for selfish purposes
is to be excluded. We do not pray merely as individuals, but
2
as a family, the Father of which is God. Paul's desire for the
salvation of his kinsmen found expression in his prayers, and as
Campbell says, “he believed in its final fulfillment because
5
God had given him the heart to pray for it."
.
This complete
dependence of men upon God can further be seen in the words,
"That He would grant you." God is the giver and men can only
receive. Men must look away from their own poverty and in-
completeness to the infinite riches of God's glory.
1 Sph. 5:14-19.
2 Andrews, C. F.
,
Christ and Prayer .
Brothers Publishers, 1957* P«
5 Campbell, J. M. , 0£. cit . , p. 171.
New York: Harper and
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In the petitions of this prayer we are able to gain further
insights into the spiritual life of Paul. He asks for that
strength which comes from the Holy Spirit, which is the agent
of God's enabling grace. Such strength, however, is not of body,
but of the "inward man." Moreover, it is faith that enables
Christ to enter into the heart, into the very inward man, and the
same faith enables him to remain. As we have seen in haul's own
case this faith is the total response of the soul to the Lordship
of Christ. Furthermore, Paul's desire that his converts Lbe "root-
ed and grounded in love" reveals his own belief that like Jesus he
felt that love is the basic root of fellowship with God. In fact,
one of the most fruitful studies of the New Testament is to trace
out in Paul ' s"epistles how love to God and love for man, became
1
the cdntre of his prayers . . . . "
It is apparent to Paul that mere intellect alone is not
enough to comprehend spiritual ideas. Strength is needed, and
the ability to understand and feel the divine love is greatest
when in company with all the saints. While one saint can com-
prehend some of it and another saint some more, the wider the
fellowship of srints the more completely is it comprehended.
Moreover, the love of Christ is best known by a personal experience
of fellowship with Kira. As great as knowledge may be, love sur-
passes it. Strength, indwelling love, and knowledge are the
2
result of our being filled with the fulness of God.
1 Andrews, C. F., .cit
.
,
p. 145.
2 Thomas, W.H.G., op . cit . , pp. 116-122.
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The social aspect of thi3 prayer is very strong. The
keynote is struck in the words g*. cr c\. tl a. r fa
(whole family) which emphasizes the common relation of all men
to each other through the common Father of all. Again the use
of tOV r T&Y (the Christ) suggests far more than had Paul
used the word
^
;
g- t\ \S _alone. The use of the definite
article implies that those to whom he writes are in the Messianic
society. Consequently, the conduct of each must befit that of
a citizen in the kingdom. Once more, the social aspect is stressed
in the words *£ y/ tfs
y a r*
v\ (in love) . The ideal state is based
upon that love from which all true life originates and it is the
condition essential for social stability. Finally, the social
idea is again apparent in the last petition, which Chadwick feels
is best rendered, “that ye may severally be so fulfilled that
the Divine fulfillment is realised." Here Paul expresses his
hope for the realization of the ideal society of Christ in which
God's purpose is fulfilled because there is the embodiment of
1
God's righteousness in a universal society.
This spirit of love was predominant in Paul's life as we
can see in his letter to the Philippians where he again prays
for love and spiritual discernment:
And this I pray, that your love may
abound yet more and more in know-
ledge and all discernment; so that
ye may approve the things that are
excellent, that ye may be sincere
and void of offence unto the day of
1 Chadwick, W. E.
,
on. eft., p. >02.
..
.
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unto the day of Christ; being
filled with the fruits of right-
eousness, which are through
Jesus Christ, unto the glory
and praise of God. 1
This prayer sets forth the beautiful ideal of the Christian
life, in which again Paul seems to reveal an aim he had placed
2
before himself. The keynote of the petition is again a desire
for love. His hope is that the lives of the Philippians might
be expressed in love. This love, however, is more than mere
emotion. It is the "outgoing of the entire nature in self-sacrificing
x
y
service." The object of all prayer, for Paul, according to
Holmes is the "expression of a child
1
s love for its Father,
All . . . 'works' in the church or out, wer° to be quite natural
expression of the motives of the heart, aimed at the achievement
of definite ends, and none of them done for the sake of mere
4
legality or conformity to mechanical practices." Thus Paul felt
that an expression of love was the best proof of the Christian
life of the Philippians.
Mere love alone was not enough. Paul prayed for an over-
flowing and dynamic love. More than that, it must be continually
increasing, for real lotfe can not remain stationary. Moreover, it
must be discerning. In other words as our love grows we become
5
more and more sensitive to the wise and searching eyes of God.
1 Phil. 1:9-11.
2 Chadwick, W. E.
,
op . cit .
,
pp. 289-295.
5 Thomas, W.H.G., 0£. cit . , pp. 128-129*
4 Holmes, A., oj3. cit
.
,
pp. 250-251.
5 Robertson, James, "Philippians," The Abingdon Bible Commentary .
p. 1242.
..
.
.
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Full knowledge i.3 an indication of a growing Christian life and is
revealed by spiritual and moral perception and discernment.
To be of value knowledge must be directed along spiritual lines.
Real love "is endowed with a spiritual discernment which can
distinguish not only between good and bad, but between good and
1
better, and better and best."
The prayer also reveals certain permanent results hoped
for. The desire for sincerity is expressed: "that ye may be sin-
cere." Paul also wishes them to be "without offence." According
to Clarke the "soul that is sincere, is the soul that is without
2
sin." Character ia another quality that is sought in order that
the Philippians may be "filled with the fruits of righteousness."
We must be not only inwardly true, but outwardly sure. Character
i3 the fruit of a Christian life, and Paul hopes that the Philippians
will thus reflect God's splendor unto "the day of Christ" so that
4
others will be led to praise and glorify God. Paul believed that
prayer was efficacious to affect other people and to change the
course of history, if not of natural events. Though we may not
know how to pray as we ought (Rom. §:28), the Apostle frequently
5
prays for others and admonishes his followers to do the same.
1 Thomas, W.H.G., o£. cit .
,
p. 132.
2 Clarke, Adam, k Commentary and Critics 1 Notes on the Holy Bible .
4 Vols.; Cincinnati: Applegate and Co., 1859* Vol. IV, p. 504.
3 Thomas, W.H G., op . cit . , p. 135*
4 Ibid
.
,
p. 137.
5 Holmes, A., op . cit .
,
p. 251, cf. 2 Cor. 1
3
: 7 5 Phil. 1:9; Col.
1:9; 1 Thess. 5:23,25; 2 Thess. 3:1.
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In his letter to the Thessalonians Paul offers up
a prayer of thanksgiving and again asks for love:
For what thanksgiving can we render
again unto God for you, for all the
joy wherewith we joy for your
sakes before our God; night and day
praying exceedingly that we may see
your face, and may perfect that which
is lacking in your faith?
Now may our God and Father
himself, and our Lord Jesus, direct
our way unto you: and the Lord
make you to increase and abound
in love one toward another, and
toward all men, even as we also do
toward you; to the end he may
establish your hearts unblameable
in holiness before our God and
Father, at the coming of our Lord
Jesus with all his saints. 1
Like so many of Paul's thanksgivings this one is occasioned
by the lives and activities of some of his converts. It was
“not enough fur him that he preached so often, labored so hard,
suffered so much; what were all these if souls were not converted?
And what were all conversions, if those who embraced the Gospel
2
did not work steadily in the way to heaven; and persevere?
“
Thankful over the joy which the Thessalonians have occasioned
him, Paul goes on to express his longing to visit them that he
might complete their instruction in the Christian way of life, and
he offers up a prayer that they may increase and abound in Christian
graces and be morally blameless in readiness for “the coming of
our Lord Jesus Christ."
Here as in all of the previous prayers which we have
1 Thess. 5:9-15.
2 Clarke, A., op, cit
.
, p. 562
.
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analyzed, Paul is offering prayers of intercession in behalf of
those to whom he is writing, and as in his epistle to the Philippians
his concern is that those for whom he is praying may perfect them-
selves as nearly as possible in preparation for the coming of the
Lord.
The increase in love for which he asits is concerned with
their inner life, and the "abounding" has to do with "their outward
1
life, and points to the overflow of that love towards others."
Such a love was to be shown toward those both within and without
the Christian fellowship, end according to Paul, it was to be ex-
pressed in holiness. The Greek word for holiness^
^
|
c^>cr V H >
means that which is separated from common condition and use, hence
2
a life separated unto God. ^reover, such holiness is to be in
"your hearts" which term in the New iestament includes the intellect,
emotions and will. Thus it is to be in "the centre of our moral
and spiritual being; and when this is understood we can see at
once the point and importance of the heart being holy; for it is
only another way of saying that our entire being is to be separated
5
from all else in order to be possessed by and consecrated to God."
Moreover, Paul prays that the Thessalonians may be steadfast,
not uncertain in this holiness, for hearts that are steadfast
are unblameable. Being unblameable does not mean that one is free
from blemish. A man may commit many errors while trying to do his
1 Thomas, W.H.G., o£. cit., p. 9.
2 Thayer, J.H.
,
0£. cit .
,
p. 51.
5 Thomas, W.H.G., op. cit. , p. 10.
..
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best. He is not unblemished, but he is unblameable, and in similar
fashion while the believer may not be free from such stains, still
he may live a life free of blame. In summing up such a prayer,
Lodgson says:
If the life of man is lived in so
close and intimate a connection
with the life of God, there must
surely be a complete confidence
between the soul of man and the
God in whom he lives. This
companionship and union with God
is based upon the love of God;
the love of God is the ground
of our creation and of God's
indwelling within us. He enters
into tender and intimate relations
with us: we are in vital union
with a loving Father. 1
In Paul' 8 second letter th the Thessalonians there are
also prayers for love and peace:
And the lord direct your hearts
into the love of God, and into the
patience of Christ. 2
Now the Lord of peace himself give
you peace at all times in all ways.
The Lord be with you all. 5
In the first prayer Paul again asks that the “hlaarts,
"
the whole being, of his converts be given over completely to the
love of God. In the second one he speaks of the complete and
perfect gift of peace of God in Christ. Such peace comes from
Christ and is to be had “Both in their consciences and among
1 Hodgson, Leonard, "Intercession," Concerning Prayer . Harold
Anson, &dwyn Bevan, and others, editors. 1 Vol.llondon:
Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1916* P» 225*
2 2 Thess. 3 : ^.
5 2 Thess. 5 : 16.
-
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themselves, for the Christian life is lived in association with
1
others.
"
As can be seen in the above prayers the heart of Faul's
prayers was devoted to asking for spiritual blessings for others.
The petition for daily bread occupies but a small space in his
petitions. Like the Lord's Prayer itself, the prayers of Faul
are concerned first with the glory of God and then with the needs
of men, for out of a knowledge of God's will came right conduct.
Moreover, Paul prayed for love because he saw that it was basic
to life. Love of God would be manifested in love of men, which
0
was at the very root of the Christian message. Spiritual power
was another object of his prayers, for men needed it to rellize
the ideals of their faith, and there is constant mention of the need
for divine help to attain and maintain righteousness and character.
Intercessory prayers played a large part in Paul's spiritual
2
life. In all of the above prayers the petition is not for Paul
himself but for his converts, although as a member of the fereat
Christian family Paul would indirectly benefit from the blessings
which he asks for others. In one of his prayers in his letter to
the Colossians, Paul asks that they might have spiritual strength,
5
spiritual unity, spiritual certitude, and spiritual knowledge.
1 Clark, A.
2 Rom. 1:9;
Col. 1:5;
2 Thess.
,
op.
.
cit
.
,
p. 594.
15:50; 2 Cor. 1:11; 9:14; Eph. 1:16; Phil. 1:9;
1:9; 4:5; 4:12; L Thess. 1:2; 2:1; 5:5; 5:25;
1:11; 5:1; 2 Tim. 1:5; Phin. 1:4; 1:19; 1:22.
5 Col. 2:1-2.
-< ;*
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Although he had never seen the Romans he tells them that "uncease-
1
ingly I make mention of you, always in my prayers." He tells
2
the Corinthians of his prayers "to God that ye do no evil."
He in turn invokes the prayers of the Thessalonians for himself
5
with the words: "Brethren, pray for us." He informs^the Ephesians
of his constant "making mention of you in my prayers."
Paul's list of those for whom he prayed was long, and as
we have seen the things which he asked for them were spiritual
things. He asked that they might increase in the knowledge of
the divine will, and that they might abound in love and in spiritual
discernment. Paul "had no doubt whatever that prayer sets in
motion influences by which other lives are affected. He believed
5
that he could be helped by having others pray for him."
In his book on Prayer
,
Heiler says that men in a primitive
society are united by a strong tribal instinct and as a result
the social consciousness of the group is expressed not only in
prayers which ask for help in a common need, but there are also
6
mutual intercessory prayers for one another. As a Jew, Paul had
known what it meant to belong to a closely knit society, for Judaism
was a racial as well as a religious community. Moreover, the early
church also had this same feeling of unity within itself largely
because it was a srrall community and because of the growing
1 Rom. 1 : 9.
2 2 Cor. 1): 7*
5 1 Thess. 5:25; 2 Thess. 1
•
4 Eph. 1:16.
5 Campbell, J. M.
,
0£. cit .
,
p. 174.
6 Heiler, J.
,
op . cit .
,
p. 5.
.-
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opposition to it, first by the Jews and later by Rome itself.
As a result, in many respects the early church had the same feeling
of kinship that exists in a primitive society. To be sure, those
within the fold did not always live harmoniously with one another.
There is ample evidence in the New Testament to the fact that they
1
did not. But for the most part the smallness of their size,
the newness of their movement, and the growing opposition to them
all conspired to force them into closer unity with each other.
Consequently, this feeling of kinship was to express itself in the
desire for and practice of mutual intercessory prayers. Paul
recognized his oneness with the whole body of believers and looked
upon them as constituting a great household of which he was a
member. For this reason he identified their interest with his
2
own.
Nevertheless the same universal spirit of Jesus himself
was to be found in Paul. While the intercessory prayers of Paul,
for the most part, are concerned with those who are Christians,
still he mentions occasions when he prayed for those outside of
the fold. He tells the Romans that his prayer to God for Israel
5
is “that they might be s<-ved." Then again in his first letter to
Timothy he urges that prayer b~ offered up for "kinL s and
4
all that are in high places." His feeling of kinship with those
1 Acts 6:1-2; 15:1-2; 56 ; 1 Cor. 1:1-17; 11:55-54; 2 Cor. 10:
1-15; 10; Gal. 5:1-5; 2 Thess. 5:6-15, etc.
2 Campbell, J.M.
,
££. clt . , p. 192.
5 Rom. 10:1.
"
4 1 Tim. 2:1.
,
V
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who were brothers in Christ did not narrow his outlook so as to
exclude those who were without. On the contrary, his missionary
spirit drove him to desire the inclusion of all within the Christian
community.
From Judaism Paul had inherited a tendency to pray for others,
even for government rulers. The Talmud urged all Jews to pray
“always for the welfare of the government; were it not for fear
1
of it, men would swallow each other alive." In fact, we are told
how Cyrus ordered that material and help for certain sacrifices
be provided for out of the royal exchequer, and in return the
2
Jews were to pray for the life of the king and his sons. Paul’s
Jewish background had firmly planted within him a sense of the need
and help to be found in prayers of intercession. It was natural
that such prsyers should form so large a part of his spiritual
life.
First and foremost, however, Paul was a man of God. From
his Damascus experienee he had found a new sense of union with
God through Christ. As Stewart says, “Intercession is communion
with God about others, seeking to learn God's will for them and
to cooperate with it." Wisdom in asking and eagerness in desire
come from this communion with God,“&nd from it also come confidence
in asking, and assurance that our prayers have real value and are
5
active forces in the lives of those for whom we pray." Paul s
1 Talmud, op . cit . , Aboth IV: B.
2 Ezra ^:1?7
5 Stewart, George S., The Lower Levels of Prayer . Nashville:
Cokesburh Press, 19^0 p. 85.
11
.
*
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early Jewish environment and the closely knit feeling of kinship
of the early Christian community had done much to shape his prayer
life along the linfes of intercession. The primary reason, however,
why Paul prayed so much in behalf of others was his belief that
here as elsewhere in his life it wa3 the will of his God that he
should. It "is not only in times of special difficulty or temptation
that the Lord’s people ought to pray for one another. They are
never able to stand on their own strength ... and therefore, they
1
can never be above the necessity of our prayers." Through his
prayers of intercession Paul himself grew in spiritual strength.
The intercessor who prays for others "becomes a noble man. His
night becomes day: he steps with the assurance of those who forget
themselves in the remembrance of their neighbors and God." Con-
sequently, his "weakness becomes power; he is strong, not in the
pseudo power which slays an enemy, but in the real power which
2
slays- the enmity and turns the enemy into a friend."
Praise and prayer were closely associated in Paul's prayer
life. In the prayers studied thus far we have seen how the desire
to do the will of God lay at the very heart of them all and we
have seen how much of them were concerned with praising Godi
While in jail at Philippi Paul and Silas had prayed and offered
$
up praises to God. Then again at Jerusalem, Paul and the Apostles
1 Mylne, G. W.
,
o£. cit., p. 120.
2.Buttrick, G. A., oo. cit .
,
p. 99*
5 Acts 16:25.
•.
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1 2
had glorified God. Divine praises are prominent in the epistles.
Paul tells the Corinthians that whenever "ye eat, or drink, ofc
5
whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God. 11 He urges that
the Fhilippians be "filled with the fruits of righteousness
4
. . . unto the glory and praise of God." In his letter to the
Philippians he prsys that "unto God and our Father be glory forever
5
and ever." Again in his letter to the Colossians he exhorts
his converts to teach and admonish one another "with psalms and
hymns and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts unto
6
God." The same thought is also expressed in his epistle to the
7
church at Ephesus. The "apostle admonishes us to oraise God
8
individually as well as collectively . . . . “
In praising God through prayer, Paul felt that prayers
that were understood were better than those spoken merely
in unintelligible "tongues." He tells the Corinthians that "if
I pray in a tongue, my spirit prayeth, but my understanding is
9 10
unfruitful." It is better to "pray with understanding also."
In these verses, Hoyle says, Paul permits us to see his own state
of mind;
1 Acta 21:20.
2 Rom. 2:29; 4:20; 5:2; 1 Cor. 4:5; 10:^1; 14:26; 2 Cor. 1:20;
4:15; Gal. 1:5; 1:6; 1:12; 1:14; 5:19; Phil. 1:11; 2:11;
4:20; Col. 1:11; 5:l6; 4:20; 2 Thess. 2:14; 1 Tim. 1:17;
2 Tim. 4:18.
5
1 Cor. 10:51.
4 Phil. 1:11.
5 Phil. 4:20.
6 Col. 5:16.
7 Eph. 5:19.
8 Hallesby, 0. 0£. cit . , p. 142.
9 1 Cor. 14:14.
10
1 Cor. 14:15.
*
-
-
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When praying with a "tongue" the
regulative reason is in abeyance.
The mental state is not unlike that
of reverie, or, using his own
illustration, the musician’s
allowing his instrument to carry
him off (v. 7f ) • In such a state
the reins have slipped from the
hands of the will, so to speak,
and the mind is yielded up to the
sway of impulses which, in prayer
and praise, are thought to proceed
from the spiritl The mind is not
unconscious when in that state,
but it is not at work sorting-out
and valuing the impressions which it
receives; it is not "plucking
fruit" . . . and therefore giving
to others. Yet the subject has some
gain; he is filled with emotional
delight and, in that sense, "edifieth
himself" .... Hence Paul
will use it, but will keep hold of
the re in 8; with his mind as well
as with the free-soaring spifcit
he will pray and praise. 1
It is thus very apparent that Paul felt that religion "must speak
the language of the community and not a private dialect, or its
prayers will become incantations, its ritual magic ... which,
as St. Paul said, may edify the speaker, but cannot enlighten the
2
congregation.
"
From the above prayers it is also apparent that thanksgiving
played a very prominent part in the prayer life of Paul. He urges
1 Hoyle, R. Birch, The Holy S p i ri
t
in St. Paul . London: Hodder
and Stoughton, 1927, pp. 58-59.
2 Turner, Arthur, Charlewood, "Faith, Prayer, and the World's
Order," Concerning Prayer . Harold Anson, Edwyn Bevan, and
others, editors, 1 Vol.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.
1916, p. 590.
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’’that the grace, being multiplied through the many, may cause
1
the thanksgiving to abound unto the glory of God." He commends
acts of charity because "the ministration of this service not
only filleth up the measure of the wants of the saints, but
2
aboundeth also, through many thanksgivings unto God." He tells
the Thessalonians that he is "bound to give thanks to God always
5
for you . . . . " The spirit of thankfulness pervades his
4
letters.
In this aspect of his prayer life, Paul again breathed
the spirit of Jesus. Thanksgiving had held an important place
in the communion of Jesus with God. So clear is this from the
Gospels "that on the comparatively few occasions when our Lord
prayed, in the presence of His disciples the words ’He gave
thanks’ or their equivalent are almost always present. It is als
noticeable that this act of thanksgiving is united with the -name
5
and praise of the Father." This same spirit of thankfulness per-
vades the prayer life of Paul. Paul felt that thankfulness
"depends largely upon our use of the gifts ’which God has given
us' whether these be grace, or daily bread, pardon, or bodily
healing." In fact, enjoying "their use, with thanksgiving, runs
6
parallel to using them to the glory of God." It is not only
1 2 Cor. 4:15.
2 2 Cor. 9:12.
5 2 Thess. 2:15.
4 Rom. 1:8; 7:25; 14:6; 14:4; 1 Cor. 1:4; l:l4; 10:50; 11:24;
14:17; 14:18; 2 Cor. 1:11; Eph. 1:16; 5:20; Phil. 1:5; Col.
1:5; 1:12; 5:7; 1 Thess. 1:2; 2:15; 5:18; 2 Thess. 1:5; 2:5;
Phm. 4.
5 Andrews, C.F., 0£. cit .
,
pp. 141-142.
6 Stewart, G.S., 0£. cit . , p. 66.
-
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blessed to give thanks, but it is also of vital importance to our
prayer life in general. "This is especially fitting because
we receive
. , .
'exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or
think' (Eph. 5:20). " We neither know of “all the things we need
each day, not do we have the will to pray for them. But God gives
them to us nevertheless. What gratitude this should awaken in
1
our hearts!"
In the matter of thanksfulness, as elsewhere, Paul felt his
utter dependence upon God. This "consciousness of dependence",
says Heiler, "crdates a feeling of profound gratitude to God from
Whom come all knowledge, assurance of salvation, and redeeming
2
grace. Prayer here takes the form of thanksgiving." Because all
blessings are the gift of God, Paul felt that men not only should be
grateful for past mercies; they should also give thanks for mercies
to come. Consequently, he urges the Philippians "in everything by
prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be
5
made known unto God."
For Paul the prayer life was a ceaseless one. He urged
4
the Thessalonians to "Pray without ceasing. 11 He tells the
5
Romans "how unceasingly I make mention of you always in my prayers"
The Ephesians are encourgged to pray "always with all prayer and
6
supplication
. . . .
" The Colossians are reminded that "We
1 Hallesby, 0., op . ci
t
.
2 Heiler, F., op . cit .
,
5 Phil. 4:6.
4 1 Thess. 5:17.
5 Rom. 1;9.
6 Eph. 6:18.
, P- 159.
p. 255.
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give thanks to God the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ praying
1
always for you. u
For Paul there was no end to praying. For him the Christian
life was one of "incessant prayer ascending to heaven. The ideal
2
to be attained is communion of the soul with God." In trying
to combat the immoral pagan influence among, some of his Gentile
converts, Paul stressed continual prayer as the best way of filling
their lives with a consciousness of communion with God through
Christ. By the command to "Pray without ceasing," Paul, accord-
ing to Montizambert, was trying to create within the minds and
hearts of hi3 readers a consciousness of the Christ-God so vivid,
so overwhelming, that it would exclude all memories of the pagan
deities in the Grecial Pantheon, and so lift them out of the
temptation to succumb to the lure of the coincident immoralities."
"If they . . . were truly to be Dead indeed unto sin, but alive
unto God through Jesus Christ • . . then they must somehow become
obsessed of the awareness of His Presence every instant of their
5
lives.
"
Nevertheless the command for continual prayer was not an
easy one. The Apostle and his converts were immersed in the cares
of business, and were struggling to earn a livelihood. Some of
the Christians at Thessalonica must have been slaves whose time
was hardly ever at their own disposal. Their full energy
1 Col. 1:5.
2 Paterson, W. P. and Russell, D., op . cit .
,
p. 226.
5 Montizambert, Eric, The Thought of St. Paul . New York: More-
house-Gorham Co., 19^+1
» p^ 17**.
. . .
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1
of mind and body was required for their secular concerns. Under
such conditions the command for continual prayer might appear to
be difficult. Thus the question confronting one attempting to study
the prayer life 6f Paul is what the Apestle means by ceaseless
prayer. Chadwick expresses the opinion that Paul meant the "spirit
2
of prayer must rule the whole aggresive Christian conduct . . . ."
Campbell, on the other hand, says that these "words must not be
watered down to mean. Be always in the spirit of prayer." Their
obvious meaning is "Offer unceasing supplication to God; let prayer
flow upward to him in a constant stream; live in such unbroken
connection with him that the most widely scattered prayers shall
5
be as one." According to him there are three things implied
in the command. Men should pray: (1) so that the whole life itself
be an unceasing prayer; (2) so that there is a sense of cherishing
a feeling of unbroken dependence upon God; and (5) so that there
4
is endless trust in one's prayer life. Individuals may be so
busy that they can not always pray with words, but if theirs is
a continual spirit of trust in God they are praying without
ceasing.
In view of Paul's prayer life it is apparent that ceaseless
prayer for him meant endless trust in God through Christ. As
a maker of sails and tents, it was impossible for him also to
engage in continual verbal prayer all of the time. Moreover,
1 Stoddard, J., o_j_. cit .
,
p. 20.
2 Chadwick, W., o£. cit .
,
p. 276.
5 Campbell, J. U. , op . cit . , p. 197
•
4 Ibid
., pp. 198-201.
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in light of his Judaistic background, where he had recited the
Shema and Shemoneh Esreh daily he could see the foolishness of
repeating words. His Damascus experience had made him see more
clearly than ever that it was the spirit of trust and a sense of
dependence upon God that lay at the very heart of prayer. Through
prayer men should seek the divine will. Moreover, there were
occasions when no words could be found to express the thoughts
and desires within the hearts of men. Consequently, Paul's
command seems to have meant more than merely walking in the spirit
of prayer, and it seemed to mean more than the mere repetition
of words. For Paul it meant a continual spirit of divine trust.
It meant a continual stream of prayers ascending to God, "audibly
1
or silently, as circumstances throughout the day permit."
That Paul believed in the efficacy of prayer there can
be no doubt. For the most part the Jews had always thought that
their prayers were answered. In general they believed that the
more righteous a man was the more likely was his prayer to be
granted. In fact, some even held that prayer could reverse the
high judgment of God, although this view was not commonly held.
The Talmud claimed that prayer was of more value than even
sacrifice, and the prayer of the poor was es valid as even that
2
of Moses himself. Moreover, Jesus himself had taught the valid-
ity of prayer, when he had urged his followers to ask,
1 Hallesby, 0., op . cit .
,
p. 146.
2 Eisenstein, J. D.
,
o') , cit
.
,
p. 146.
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1
"and it shall be given you." It was natural, therefore, that
the Apostle himself, should believe in the power of his prayers.
As one studies the letters of Paul it becomes very apparent
that he thought that his prayers were answered in some way or other.
Often he expresses his conviction in the shape of a statement that
2
something will assuredly take place. Ke tells the Corinthians
that he is sure that God himself will "confirm you unto the end,
5
that ye be unreproveable in the day of our Lord Jesus Christ."
To the Philippians he writes:
I thank my God upon all my remem-
brance of you, always in every
supplication of mine on behalf of
you all making my supplication
with joy, for your fellowship in
furtherance of the Gospel from the
first day until now; being confid-
ent of this very thing, that he
who began a good work in you will
perfect it until the day of
u esus Christ. 4
Even in the case of his petition for the removal of the thorn
in his flesh, Paul believed that he had received an answer,
for although the pain remained God had given him the grace to
bear it. Prayer "stands in a relation to character-making which
5
other forms of worship cannot claim. " When a man like Paul
has come to look upon prayer primarily as trust upon God and as
a means of seeking knowledge of the divine will whatever the result
1 Matt. 7:7; Luke 11:9a.
2 Weinel, H.
,
op . cit .
,
p. 127.
5 1 Cor. 1:8.
4 Phil. Is 5-6.
5 Holmes, A., op . cit .
,
p. 251
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of his prayers may be he will believe it to be the will of God and
as such an answer to his petitions. It was this basic attitude of
faith that enabled the apostle to say, "I have learned in what-
1
soever state I am therewith to be content.
"
At the root of all of Paul's prayer is a desire for the
coming of the kingdom of God. Ke prays that the Thessalonians may
2
be preserved “without blame at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.
"
His desire is that the Philippians may be “sincere and void of
5
offence unto the day of Christ." Again in his epistle to the
Colossians he speaks of God the Father, "who delivered us out of
the power of darkness, and translated us into the kingdom of
4
the son of his love." In his early days Paul had looked forward
to the kingdom's being ushered in on earth by the second advent
of Christ, which he felt would occur within his own lifetime.
As he grew older in years and wisdom, however, this conception
of the kingdom gave way to a spiritual one. The kingdom was that
place wherever God ruled. As such it began in the hearts of men,
was manifested as such men joined together in fellowship, and was
consummated in eternity. Thus as Weinel says, "Paul's prayers are
like the prayers of Jesus in that his petitions are first and
foremost for the coming of the kingdom of God, taking this king-
dom in the apostle's sense of peace and joy in the Holy Ghost."
1 Phil. 4:11.
2 1 Thess. 5:2^.
5 Phil. 1:10b.
4 Col. 1:15b.
5 Weinel, H., 0£. cit .
,
p. 128 cf. Rom. 14:17.
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He urges the Colossians to let "the word of Christ dwell in you
1
richly". He tells the Ephesians of his prayers that "Christ may
2
dwell in your hearts through faith." His prayer for the Thessa-
lonians is that "the name of our Lord Jesus Christ may be glorified
5
in you." Again and again he prays that his converts may be filled
with the grace and peace of God and that their hearts may be filled
with love of God and love of men. For Paul prayer was the constant
spirit of trust in God and because this spirit lay at the very
heart of the kingdom, at the root of all of his petitions there
4
was an earnest desire for the kingdom of Goa.
1 Col. 5:16.
2 Eph. 5:17.
5 2 Thess . 1:12.
4 Rom. 1:7; 2U0; 5:17; 5:1; 8:6; 10:15; 14:17; 14:19; 15:15;
15:55; 16:20; 1 Cor. 1:5; 7:15; l4: 55; 16:11; 2 Cor. 1:2;
15:11; Gal. 1:5; 5:22; 6: 16; Eph. 1:2; 2:14; 2:15; 2:17;
4:5; 6:25; Phil. 1:2; 4:7; 4:9; Col. 1:2; 5:15; 1 Thess. 1:1;
5:5; 5:25; 2 These. 1:2; 5:16; 1 Tim. 1:2; 2 Tim. 1:2; 2:22;
Titus 1:4; Phm. 1:5*
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CHAPTER VI
PAUL'S CONTRIBUTION TO CHRISTIAN PRAYER
Although the conflict between the legalistic and idealistic
aspects of Paul's prayer life had been resolved at Damascus in
favor of the latter, yet as we have seen, Paul still continued
to observe a number of Jewish prayer customs. Like many of the
early Christians, Paul associated fasting with prayer. He attach-
ed significance to the postures used while praying. He worshipped
in thd synagogues and the proseuchae, and in the temple at Jeru-
salem. Many of his prayers themselves were closely patterned
after those of Judaism, tfhile Faul had found a spiritual spontaneity
as a result of hi9 conversion, which for so many Jews had been
smothered in Pharisaism, still much of his prayer life like that
of the other Apostles was cast in the molds of his Jewish faith,
and as the shadow of his own spiritual life fell across that of
his Christian successors it was natural that many Christian prayers
would bear resemblances to those of Judaism.
That Paul exerted a tremendous influence upon Christian
prayer there can be no doubt. Faterson and Russell list him along
with Augustine and Luther as "among the mo3t powerful figures
1
in ancient and modem history ... in the art of prayer. 11 Heiler
likewise says that it was not until Augustine that anyone exercised
2
as much influence on Christian prayer. As Weinel, however, points
1 Paterson, W.P. and Russell, D. , op . clt ., p. 6 1.
2 Heiler, F., od. cit
.
,
p. 126.
'.
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out, unfortunately, the very fact which proves haul s prevailing
power in prayer has come to be the reason that we so ofter fail
to recognize it: viz; the fact that to this present day the church
lives on his prayers, and many to thas day simply repeat them.
"That is who so many of his phrases no longer have the genuine
ring for us that they once had. But he that can get rid of this
imoression will find stores of much that is pure, good, strong,
1
and genuinely human in all the apostle's prayers."
It was Paul who firmly established in the church the practice
of praying tn the name of Christ. Jesus, himself, had urged his
followers to "ask the Father in my namei' but it was the work of
Paul who hims&lf had not been one of the twelve which made certain
2
the fulfilment of this command. As Heiler has shown it was because
of this very fact that Paul had not known Jesus in the flesh that
Christ became for him a real mediator between himself and God:
Already in the primitive community
of Palestine the believer had sent up
a wistful prayer to the Lord enthroned
at the Father's right hand — "Come,
Lord Jesus 1" which fiaund its way very
soon into the public liturgy. But
the human lineaments of Jesus had
been too deeply engraved on the memory
of the primitive disciples for
them to be able to commune in the
same way with the Risen One
as with the Father in heaven.
Paul, on the contrary, who was not
one of the original disciples
and to whom the glorified Christ
appeared first on the way to
Damascus would "no longer know
1 Weinel, ojs. cit
.
,
p. 1^0.
2 John 16:23; 2^7"
•t « .
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Jesus according to the flesh? that
is, the human and historical Jesus,
but only the Son of God exalted
to the glory of the Father. His
entire thought, will, and feeling
were so possessed by love to his
heavenly Lord and Saviour that he
could say: "It is no longer I
that live but Christ liveth in
me" ; he had but one longing . . .
to be with Christ. This enthus-
iastic love to Christ must necessarily
issue in personal communion with
Him, in an abiding fellowship in
prayer. 1
There are numerous references in Paul’s epistles to this
belief that Christ was a mediator between man and God. In his
first letter to Timothy he says that "there is one God, one mediator
2
between God and men, himself man, Jesus Christ." To the Colossians
he writes: "And whatsoever ye do in word or in deed, do all in
the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God, the Father
5
through him." He concludes his message to the Romans with praise
4
to "the only wise God through Jesus Christ", The terms God and
5
Christ are frequently associated together in his prayers.
In the years following Faul this practice of praying through
Christ to God was continued, in the Constitutions of the Holy
Apostles there is a petition asking God to "receive the prayers
of Thy people which are offered to Thee with knowledge, through
«
1 Heiler, F., op . cit .,p. 125.
2 1 Tim. 2:5.
5 Col. 5:17.
4 Rom. 16:27.
5 Rom. 5:1; 6:11; 7:25; 8:59; 1 Cor. 5:25; 11*5; 5:17; 2 Cor.
15:14; Gal. 1:5; Sph. 1*2; 1*5? 5:l4; 6:25; Phil. 1:2;
Col. 1:2; 1:5; 1 Thess. 1:1; 1:5; 2 Thess. 1:2; 1 Tim. 1:2;
2 Tim. 1:2; Titus 1:4; Phm. 1:5*
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1
Christ in the Spirit. 11 In the same work another prayer, indicative
of the general spirit of the period is given: "0 God Almighty,
the Father of Thy Christ, Thy only begotten Son,5 give me a body
undefiled
. . . through Thy Christ, by whom glory be to Thee,
2
in the Holy Spirit, forever. Amen." Again in the Didache those
giving thanks at the eucharist are urged to give thanks:
first, as regards the cup: We
thank Thee, our Father for the
holy vine of David Thy Servant,
which Thou hast made known to us
through Jesus Thy Son; to Thee
be glory forever. And as regards
the broken bread: We £hank Thee,
our Father, for the life and the
knowledge which Thou hast made
known to us through Jesus Thy
Son; to Thee be glory forever. 2
§n the year 503 St. Euplus, a deacon who was martyred at Catania
prayed: "I give thanks to thee, C Lord Jesus Christ, who has
5
given me the help of thy name. ... 11
Jesus had urged his followers to pray in his name, but
4
it was Paul who gave a definite impetus to this practice.
The early date of his letters in which he urges the use of it
and the extensiveness of the circulation of such epistles did
much to further the custom. The association of Christ and God
1 Constitutions of the Holy Apostles (The Ante -Nicene Fathers ,
)
Alexander Roberts and John Donaldson, translators and editors.)
10 Vols.; Buffalo: The Christian literature Co., 1886, Vol. 7»
p. W.
2 Ibid
., p. 477.
5 Didache , (tr. Canon Spence.) London: James Nesbitt and Co.,
1888, pp. 59-40.
4 Cabrol, Fernand, Liturgical Prayer Its History and Spirit .
London: Bums, Oates, and V.'ashboume Ltd., 1922, p. 118.
5 John 16:25»26.
..
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as One to Whom prayer is addressed is, of course, very familiar
to us but it ought never to be forgotten "that when the Apostle
penned these words the association was both striking and significant.
For consider: these words were written within twenty-five years
1
of our Lord's earthly life and ascension ... . 11
It was primarily Faul's work among the Gentiles that helped
make the practice of prayer in the name of Christ so extensive.
I'fleiderer says that "from his conversion Paul saw there was no
Jew nor Gentile, but a new creature in Christ. Through Christ
men had found a new way to God and regardless of race or creed
2
all had the equal opportunity." Viewed in this light it is at
once apparent that for these Gentiles, the name of Christ would
have perhaps an even greater significance than it would have for
those Jews, who felt that because of their racial and religious
heritage they held an advantage over all others in matters of
salvation. Consequently, it would not be surprising that the
idea of Christ as a mediator in prayers should take root so quickly
and so completely among these Gentiles. Moreover, among the Greeks
mystery religions were quite prevalent with their belief in the
dying and resurrBCtion of a god into whose fellowship one was
initiated by certain rites. Fauline Christianity bore some
resemblance to these religions. According to Paul baptism was to
be given in the name of Christ and the one baptized thereby entered
1 Thomas, W.H., 0£. cit. ,p. 4.
2 Pfleiderer, 0,, op . cit . , Vol. I, p. 114.
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1
into a mystic fellowship with him in his death and resurrection.
The eucharist also became the medium of a like fellowship. These
facts would suggest that just as those Greeks who became Christians
had, prior to their conversions, felt themselves in a unique re-
lationship to the particular god of the mystery religion to which
they belonged, so now as Christians did they feel themselves in a
similar special relationship to Christ, himself. Klausner says:
The entire Pauline point of view
rests upon the foundations of
Judaism. But the structure built
upon these foundations . . .
came from pagan influence; and to
some extent it came from a strong
desire on the part of Paul to make
himself understood by the Hellen-
ized Jews . . . and by the natives
of Asia Minor, whose mystical
beliefs had been affected . . .
by Judaism and by Hellenism. 2
Morgan similarly feels that "Paul himself sets the Lord Christ
5
over against the lords of the pagan religions."
If the custom' of praying in the name of Jesus spread
rapidly among Paul's Gentile converts, it must also be pointed
out that the Jews of the same period were also prepared for its
use. As we have seen the log03 doctrine of Philo was being
widely discussed. Angels had always played a prominent part in
Biblical history. The Messiah was to be sent as an instrument
of God. As has been pointed out, that God visited man by the
1 Rom. 6:5.
2 Klausner, Joseph, From Jesus to Paul (tr. William F. Stine-
spring.) New York: The Macmillan Co., 19^2, p. ^82.
5 Morgan, W., The Religion and Theology of Paul . Edinburgh:
T. and T. Clr-rk, 1917, p. 49.
..
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instruments whom He had created or chosen was "a familiar form
of thought to the Jews of the Christian era; and when Paul speaks
tf Jesus as the power by which the union between God and man was
achieved, he is using language which was perfectly intelligible
1
to his hearers." Paul had rediscovered God at Damascus, through
Christ, and henceforth Christ to him was a very real mediator in
his prayers. Those who became Christians through his efforta
were likewise convinced of this unique relation, botVi Jews and
^entiles alike, but because his work was concerned mostly with
Gentile churches, it was there that the practice probably spread
most rapidly.
There are times in Paul's discussion of prayer when he
mentions the part which the Spirit plays in our prayer life.
In his letter to the Romans he says that "he that searcheth the
hearts knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit, because he maketh
2
intercession for the saints according to the will of God."
Again he speaks of the Spirit which "helpeth our infirmity: for
we know not how to pray as we ought: but the Spirit himself
maketh intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered."
Commenting on these passages Puglisi says that here Paul is attempt
ing to explain “to the Romans in what prayer actually consisted,"
and as a result he identifies "it with communion between the spirit
4
and the divine." Paterson and Russell go on to define what Paul
1 Graduate, A., Paul of Tarsus . Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1872,
pp. 198-199.
2 Rom. 8:27.
5 Rom. 8:26.
4 Puglisi,
,
op . cit .
,
pp. 41-42.
.•
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meant by the spirit: "The spirit here meaneth not God but a ray
of His consciousness, a centre of His Omnipresence, a seed of His
Being .-sown within the field of matter .... which hath taken
on our identity and is destined to grow into the likeness of the
1
Parent." Hoyle also expresses a similar belief: "Paul never
thought of" the spirit "as absent from the Christian heart; in
i
the heart He dwelt, for it was His shrine; His influence was felt
2
when it moved b6 offer service to God . . . . " In summing up
the matter Dodd says:
Paul believed in a "life-giving
Spirit" who all through the ages
was the fountain of life to men,
and was manifested at last in an
individual human person, Jesus
Christ. In accordance with this
belief he held the Spirit, which
the early church believed it
possessed, to be no other than
Christ Himself, now liberated from
the necessary limitations of His
human life and entering by direfct
fellowship into the Christian.
He goes on to say:
There are two sides to Christian
experience as Paul knows it. On
the one side it is a life of trust
and love towards "the Son of God"
who loved me and gave Himself for
me; on the other hand it is a life
renewed from within by an immanent
Spirit; Yet the Lord we trust is
none other than the indwelling
Spirit that is the inspirer of our
thoughts, our prayer, and our
moral acts. Christ without, our
1 Paterson, W.P., and Russell, D., o£. cit .
,
p. 2^5.
2 Hoyle, R. Birch, o£. cit .
,
p. 85*
.
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Saviour, Friend, and Guide; Christ
within, the power by which we live. 1
It is thus apparent that when Paul prayed through the Spirit,
he was again praying through Christ, who to him was a very real
mediator between himself and God.
Paul not only gave a tremendous impetus to the Christian
custom of praying to God through Christ, but much of the sjiyle
and many of the words and phrases of his own, prayers and epistles
were to find their way into the prayer life of later Christians.
His intercessory spirit is revealed in Folycarp's epistle to the
Philippians in which he gives instructions for “the widows to be
discreet as respects the faith of the Lord, praying continually
2
for all." Later we find Ignatius urging the Ephesians to "pray
ye without ceasing in behalf of other men. For there is in them
5
hope of repentance that they may attain to God." Centuries later
we find Madame Guyon praying in the same spirit: "All I ask
is, that Thou wilt be with and save those who love Thee: so that
neither life nor death, neither principalities nor powers, may
i
ever separate them from the love of God which is in Jesus Christ."
Throughout the history of the Christian church we find
9
1 Dodd, C. Harold, The Meaning of Paul for Today . London:
The Swarthmore Press Ltd., 1920, p. 127.
2 Polycarp, Epistle to the Philippians (in The Ante-Nicene Fathers
,
Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson, translators and editors.)
9 Vols.; Buffalo: The Christian Literature Publishing Co.,
1585, Vol . I, p. 59-
5 Ignatius, Epistle to the Ephesians . (in The Ante -Nicene
Fathers) op . cit
. ,
Vol. I
,
p. 54.
4 Butterworth, Hezekiah, The Story of the Notable Prayers of
Christian History. Boston: D. Lothrop and Co., 1880, p. 80.
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typical Pauline words and phrases reoccuring in the prayers of its
saints and martyrs. ^n one of her meditations ^dame Guyon
expresses her concern “not for myself, but of Him who is my life,
so that I can say with the Apostle, 'It is no more that I live,
but Jesus Christ liveth in me!'"l ^ne language of Lafly Jane
Grey's prayer while in prison also reveals Pauline influence:
Therefore do for me in all things
what Thou wilt, and visit me with
affliction in what Thou wilt; only,
in the meantime arm me, I beseech
Thee, with thy armor, that I may
stand fast; my loins being girt
about with truth, having on the
breastplate of righteousness . . .
and taking the helmet of Salvation,
and the sword of the Spirit, which
is Thy most holy word; praying
always with all manner of prayer
and supplication, that I may
refer myself wholly to thy will
.... Hear me, 0 merciful Father!
for His sake ... to whom, with
Thee and the Holy Ghost be all
honor and glory. Amen. 2
Although Paul greatly affected the spontaneous prayers
of later Christians it was in the liturgy of the church that his
influence was to be most felt. Many of the benedictions still
used today are taken from hi6 epistles: "The grace of our Lord
5
Jesus Christ be with you all. Amen." "The peace of God, which
passeth all understanding, keep our hearts and minds through
4
Jesus Christ." "Bow the Lord of peace himself give us peace
1 Ibid
.
,
p. 84; cf. Gal. 2:20.
2 Ibid
. ,pp. 114-115; cf. Eph. 6:14-18.
3 Phil. 4:23; cf. Butterworth, H. , o£. cit . , p. .
4 Phil. 4:7; cf. McCutchan, Robert G. , editor. The Methodist
Hymnal . Hew York: The Methodist Publishing House, 1959 » P» 519;
The Book of Common Prayer . New York: Oxford University Press, 1929>
p. 84^
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1
always by all means. The Lord be with you all. Amen." "The
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of C-od, and the
2
communion of the Holy Spirit be with us all evermore. Amen."
While the church borrowed many of its liturgical expressions
from Paul, he in turn owed much to Judaism. All verses of the
Shemoneh Esreh conclude with a cry of praise: "Praised be Thou,
0
Lord!" This expression, slightly modified is to be found at
5
the beginning and end of Paul's letters. Very early in its
history the church adopted the use of the doxology as a way of
concluding its prayers, although in the process it simplified
it. Bedause in its liturgy Judaism hed seemed bound to the Law,
Jesus had urged a new spontaneity, and yet there was the same
danger that his religion might become liturgical and stereotyped.
As Puglisi, however, has shown, the individual should be carried
along in the enthusiasms of collective prayer. "Paul understands
collective prayer in this way when he assigns to it the task
of awakening religious thoughts and feelings in the soul of
individuals," thus being "the first in Christian theology to
4
recognize the
. . . value of collective prayer." In his book
on Prayer
,
Heiler also comments upon this influence of Judaism
upon the prayers of Paul:
1 2 Thess. 3>:l6 ; cf. Butterworth, H., o p . cit . , p. 501.
2 2 Cor. 15:14; cf. McCutchan, R.G., op . cit .
,
p. 519; She Book
of Common Prayer
,
op . cit
.
,
pp. 20, 54, 295.
5 Rom. 16:27; Eph. 5:21; Phil. 4:20; 1 Tim. 1:17; 1 Peter 4:11;
5:11; 2 Peter 5 J 18; Jude 1:25; Rev. 1:6; 5:15; 7:12; 19:1.
4 Puglisi, M.
,
oj3 • cit
.
,
p. 128.
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As the eucharistic prayers of thanks-
giving in the Didache are connected
with the Jewish blessing at the
table, so the prayers of praise and
petition which in the Christian
service follow the reading of
Scripture are in closest contact
with the Jewish synagogal prayers.
The general prayer of intercession
hich Clement the Roman bishop
inserts in his letter to the
Corinthians and which may stand
as a type of early congregational
prayer, shows an unmistakable
similarity to the main prayer of
the synagogue, the "Schmoneh
Esreh. " In a similar way, the
basic form of the "Anaphora 11 in the
Eastern liturgies of the fctass shows
clear points of contact with the
framework of the "Sheraa" and the
various literary documents of the
early congregational prayer.
All the early Christian liturgies
demonstrate how clearly the prayer
language of the nascent religion
is dependent on that of the Syna-
gogue. Nevertheless the devotional
language in the worship of early
Christianity reveals creative
originality as compared with the
traditional Jewish terminology. It
was Paul who radically changed the
stereotyped doxologies of the
synagogal liturgy, who gave them a
Christian stamp, and breathed into
them the power of his Christian
experience. 1
In time as the centuries passed by even the rel igion of Jesus
tended to become stereotyped in much of its liturgical worship.
That it did not become so sooner is due largely to the work and
t
and spirit of the Apostle Paul.
1 Heiler, F., o£. cit
. , pp. 200-301.
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Many Pauline expressions which were borrowed from
Judaism and slightly modified by the Apostle himself have found
their way into the prayers of the Christian church today. The
ancient Jews frequently us°d the term "Emmanuel" as a form of
greeting, meaning "God with us." Boaz hailed the gleaners with
the words: "The Lord be with you," and in reply they called out:
1
"The Lord bless you." This salutation appears frequently in
the ^ld Testament under these different forms: "May the Lord our
God be with you"; "The Lord be with you"; "The Lord will be with
you"; "The God of Jacob be with you"; "The Lord God of Hosts be
2
with us." In the nativity story of luke the angel greets Mary
5
with the words: "The Lord is with thee." Under Paul this salutation
is expressed in various ways: "May the grace of our Lord be with
you." "The God of love and peace will be with you." "The God
4
of peace will be with you." Eventually these blessings, thus
altered/ found their way into the liturgy of the church.
Another Jewish phrase which came into Christianity largely
through the prayers of Paul was the blessing: "Peace be with you."
Originally it had been used as a form of greeting among Jews.
In Genesis we are told how Joseph greeted his brothers with the
5
words: "Peace be with you, fear not." In the New Testament,
1 Ruth 2:4.
2 Num. 6:24; Deut. 1:11; 15:10; Ruth 2:4; Jer. 51:25; etc.
5 Luke 1:28.
4 Rom. 1:7; 15:55; 1 Cor. 1:5; 2 Cor. 1:2; 15:11; Gal. 1:5;
Eph. 1:2; Phil. 1:2; 4:7; 4:9; Col. 1:2; 5 : 15 ; 1 Thess. 1:1;
5:25; 2 Thess. 1:2; 5:1^; 1 Tim. 1:2; 2 Tim. 1:5; Titus
1:4; Phm. 1:5.
5 Gen. 45:25*
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greets his Apostles after his resurrection with the words: "feace
1
be to you." Under Paul this formula becomes: "Grace bo you and
2
peace." This greeting is found in all liturgies, and as Cabrol
points out it was sometimes used before the collect in the early
church in place of the "Dominu3 vobiscum. " In 56 $ the Council
of Braga ordained that bishops and priests should use the same
greeting: "The Lord be with you;" Elsewhere, however, the "Fax
vobiscum" was used only by bishops. St. John Chrysostom reports
that as the bishop entered the church he saluted the faithful
with the words: "Peace be to you," and in response the congregation
answered with the words: "And peace be with your spirit."
Another liturgical formulary of Paul which has been adopted
4
by the Christian church is the phrase; "Thanks be to God."
At a very early date it became familiar to Christians as an
expression of gratitude and thanksgiving to God. When St. Cyprian
was told that he was to be 3truck with a sword, he replied,
"Deo gratias." Several other martyrs used the same words when
facing desbh. There is the record of a person taking "Deo gratias"
5
as a name, and in Africa, there was a saint by this name.
One of the best known chants in Christianity is the
1 John 20:19.
2 Rom. 1:7; 1 Cor. 1:5; 2 Cor. 1:2; Gal. 1:5; Eph. 1:2; Phil.
1:2; Col. 1:2; 1 Thess. 1:1; 2 Thess. 1:2; 1 Tim. 1:2; 2 Tim.
1:2; TitU3 1:4; PJ?m. 1
:
5 Cabrol, F., o£. cit . , p. 48.
4 1 Cor. 15:57; 2 Cor. 2:l4; 8:16 ; 9:15.
5 Cabrol, F., 0£. cit ., p. 51.
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"Gloria in Excelsis" :
•
Glory to God in the highest, and
on earth, peace to men of goodwill.
We praise thee, we bless thee, we
adore thee, we glorify thee, we
give thanks for thy great glory,
0
Lord God, heavenly King, God
the Father Almighty. 0 Lord
Jesus Christ, the only begotten
Son: 0 Lord God, Lamb of God, Son
of the Father, who takest away
the sins of the world, have mercy
on U3 . Who takest away the sins
of the world, receive our prayer.
Who sittest at the right hand
of the Father, have mercy upon us.
For thou only art holy; thou only
art the Lord; thou only 0 Jesus
Christ with the Holy Ghost, art
most high in the glory of God the
Father. Amen. 1
In commenting upon this hymn of praise, Cabrol says:
All of these formulas are very
ancient, closely resembling expressions
used by St. Paul. For instance we
find in his epistles: "Grace be with
you, and peace from God our Father
and the Lord Jesus Christ" ; "Blessed
be the God and Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ" . "The grace of our
Lord Jesus Christ and the charity
of God and the communication of the
Holy Ghost by with you all. Amen." 2
No Christian prayer would be complete without the "Amen."
Originally it, too, was a hebrew word used by Jews in very ancient
times. When at the command of Moses the Levites pronounced the
1 Ibid. ,p. 101.
2 Ibid
. ,p. 101. cf. Rom. 16:20; 16:24; 1 Cor. 1:5; 2 Cor. 1:2;
1:5; Gal. 1:2; 1:5; Eph. 1:2; 1:5; Phil- 1:2; 4:25; Col. 1:2;
1 Thess. 1:1; 2 Thess. 1:2; Phm. 1:5«
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curses against idolatry, theft, and adultery the people answered
1
with an "Amen" after each malediction. The term as such meant
"So be it", "Verily it is so," and in this sense Jesus used it in
2
hi9 prayer. The Apostles continued the custom and handed it down
to the church. Both Paul in his epistles and John in his Apocalypse
used the word as an ending to their prayers and formulas. Paul
is particularly emphatic in his insistence upon the use of the
"Amen" as a response to a blessing or a prayer: "Else if thou
bless with the spirit, how shall he that filleth the place of the
unlearned say the Amen at thy giving of thanks, seeing he knoweth
5
not what thou sayest?" In Christian prayers the terra came to be
understood sometimes as an affirmation, "It is so" sometimes as
4
a wish, "Iv!ay it be so."
That Paul contributed much to the doxologies, chants, and
liturgicsl prayers of Christianity is very apparent. To be
sure much which we have taken from him has its roots in his
Judaistic heritage, from which Christianity itself sprang, but
into them the Apostle breathed the freshness and spontaneity of
his own Damascus experience when the legalistic aspect of his own
prayer life had bowed before the spirit of prophetic idealism.
The forms of many of his prayers were still nearly the seme but
_c
1 Deut. 27:11-26.
2 Cabrol, F., ojq. cit
.
,
p. 44; cf. Iviatt. 6:1%
5 1 Cor. 14:16.
4 Cabrol, F., op . cit
.
,
p. 44.
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the spirit within them was new, and because of their vitality
they made a profound impression upon the early Christians who
came under Paul's influence either through his missionery endeavors
or through his numerous epistles. From these early Christians
in turn have we incorporated these prayers into the life of the
Christian church today, since as Cardinal Pitra has pointed out
these prayers of the Christian soul, "have come down to us through
1
the ages as a heritage from the early Christians . . . . "
A third contribution of the Apostle Paul to the prayer
life of Christianity was his own spiritual spontaneity which breathed
the freshness of his own religious life into the devotional life
of his followers. To be sure many of the prayer customs of ancient
Judaism were continued by the early Christians, somewhat modified
to make them conform to the new faith. The insistence of the
Didacne and the Constitutions of the Holy Apostles upon the
recitation of the Lord's Prayer thrice daily bears close resemblance
2
to the Jewish observance of the Shemoneh Esreh. The Stromata
tries to justify the Christian practice of praying with one's
face turned toward the East as part of the worship service, another
Jewish custom adopted by Christians:
And since the dawn is an image
of the day of birth, and from that
point the light which has shone
forth at first from the darkness
W'
increases, there has also dawned
1 Ibid .
,
p. 55.
2 Didache, o p. clt .
, pp. >5-57.
Constitutions of the Holy Apostles
,
op. cit., Vol. 1 , p. 490.
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.
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on those involved in darkness
a day of the knowledge of truth.
In correspondence with the
manner of the sun’s rising,
prayers are made looking toward the
sunrise in the east. 1
Tertullian commends the observance of regular hours of prayer,
"the third, the sixth, the ninth — which ws may find in the
2
Scriptures to have been more solemn than the rest."
Nevertheless, that Christianity never became as steroetyped
and liturgical as Judaism in these first centuries is also apparent
from the earliest writings of this period. Tertullain expresses
his opinion that it is the ppirit not the posture of prayer that
is important. Men should pray in whatever circumstances they may
5
find themselves whenever they so feel moved. In fact, in regard
to the mrtter of washing hands before praying he maintains that
unless “any defilement contracted in htiunan intercourse be a
conscientious cause for washing them they are otherwise clean
enough, which together with our whole body we once washed in
Christ." He goes on to say that not "merely from anger, but
altogether from all perturbation of mind, ought the exercise of
prayer to be free, uttered from a spirit such as the Spirit unto
4
whom it is sent." Tertullian is most emphatic upon the need
for spontaneous prayers in addition to the regular observancd
1 The Stromata, (in The Ante-Nicene Fathers) op. cit., Vol. 2,
p. 555.
2 Tertullian, On Frayer
,
(in The Ante-Nicene Fathers) op . cit .,
vol. 5, p. 690 .
5 Ibid . , pp. 686-689»
4 Ibid
.
,
p. 685.
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of the Lord's Prayer thrice daily:
Since, however, the Lord, the
Foreseer of human necessities,
said separately after delivering
His Rule of Prayer, "Ask and ye
shall receive;" and since there
are petitions which are made
according to the circumstances of
each individual; our additional
wants have the right — after
beginning with the legitimate and
sustomary prayers as a foundation,
as it were — of rearing an outer
superstructure of petitions, yet
with remembrance of the Master's
precepts. 1
The Stromata says that "if any occasion of converse with God
becomes prayer, no opportunity of access to God ought to be
omitted," end it goes on to explain that prayer "may be uttered
without the voice, by concentrating the whole spiritual nature
2
within ... in undisturbed turning towards God." Ignatius
frequently employs the Pauline request for intercessory prayers
in his behalf from those to whom he writes, ^n his epistle to
the Ephesians he asks that they "remember me, as Jesus Christ
remembered you. Pray ye for the church which is in Syria . . . . "
His letter to the .Ephesians likewise closes with the plea that
they be "mindful of me in your prayers, that I may attain to God
4
. . . .
" The Didache also reveals the interdessory spirit of
1 Ibid
. ,p. 685.
2 The Stromata
,
op . cit ., Vol. 2, p. 5^4.
5 Ignatius, Epistle to the Ephesians (in The Ante-Nicene Fathe rs )
Vol. 1, p. 58.
4 -i-bid
.
,
p. 65.
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Paul when it urges its readers to "hate no man, but some thou shalt
reprove, and for some thou shalt pray, and some thou shalt love
1
more than thy own life." That the spirit of Paul's prayer life
pervaded the early church there can be no doubt.
I»lany of the prayer customs and prayer forms of Judaism
found their way into Christianity. It was natural that they should
in view of the origin of the latter. They had been a part of the
prayer life of Paul himself. But as in Paul's own life they were
always secondary to the spirit of prayer itself, so was this same
thing true in Christianity which was to bear so completely the
stamp of Paul's own religious life. With Jeremiah Jewish prayer
had become somewhat truly individualistic. Under him it was no
longer concerned only with the nation of Israel as a whole, although
the social aspect continued to dominate the prayer life of Judaism.
With Uesus the inwardness of Jewish prayers became more liynamic,
more intimate as a Father-to-son relationship. Upon his death,
however, Christianity divided into two groups. Those at Jerusalem
under the leadership of James sought a revival of the more legal-
istic aspect of religion. Those under Paul sought liberation
from these restrictions. The council of Jerusalem resulted in a
compromise between these two factions, but indirectly it resulted
in a triumph for Paul and his Gospel of freedom. Henceforth
Gentiles were admitted to Christianity without having to enter
2
by <the legalistic doors of Judaism. In view of these facts it
1 Didache
,
op . cit.
,
p. 15.
2 Acts 15: l-JO.
--
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was natural that as more and more people fell under the influence
of Paul, they, like him, were to feel a unique union in their prayers
to God through the Risen Christ, Through Christ, not the Jewish
Law were they free, and this dynamic spirit of vitality was to
breathe new life into their prayer life.
Nevertheless alongside of this religious spirit of freedom
there also had developed, especially among those Christians who
had been Jews, a continuance of many of the customs and prayers
of Judaism. Some of these practices and prayers were to find
their way into the devotional life of the ssrly Christians, and
ultimately into the liturgies of the church today. First and
foremost, however, it was the spirit, pot the Law, that was of
prime importance. Paul's Damascus experience had resulted in a
spontaneity and freshness in his own prayer life that had
previously been smothered by the legalistic regulations governing
prayer. As Paul's influence increased in Christianity this spirit
of his own prayer life wss also to become more and more prevalent.
Paul contributed much to the development of Christian prayer,
but most of all he gave himself, and as the years rolled by the
stamp of him who had known only the Risen Christ was to become
more and more pronounced upon the prayer life of those Christians
who came after him.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
3ecause prayer is the heart and center of all religion
it is in the prayer life of Paul that we are able to catch a
glimpse into the inner soul of the great Apostle. Nevertheless,
like all men, Paul was a child of his own environment. Judaism
and the Graeco-Roman world did much to shape the life of Paul
socially, politically, and religiously, and perhaps nowhere more
than in his attitude toward prayer.
From the Hellenistic world Paul inherited a high regard
for the worth of the individual before the sight of God, a sense
of inward fellowship with the divine, a desire to establish
communion with God, a belief in the importance of prayer for
obtaining moral values, and a pious and poetical adoration of the
deity.
Within Judaism, however, there were two streams of prayer
life. On the one hand, there was that spirit of idealism which
had come down from the prophets, which stressed as the primary
need of all that a man set his heart right with God. Along with
this prophetic idealism there had also grown up a legalistic spirit
which had been fostered by Fharisaism. That both of these spirit-
ual aspects of life were prevalent in the prayer life of the Jews
during the period in which Paul lived is very apparent in the
Talmud itself which shows a conflict of these two elements.
'
tVhile men are cautioned not to let their prayers become routine
f-
'
'
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and mechanical, still the numerous rules and regulations governing
one's prayer life by their very nature tended to stifle the spirit
of spontaneous prayer. This conflict of these two elements seCT-a
to have been present in the life of Paul as it was in the lives of
many of his contemporaries.
From Judaism Paul received his sense of social consciousness
in prayer. To be sure, there had been those like Jeremiah who
had stressed the individualistic aspect of religion, but for the
most part the Jewish faith was concerned with the salvation of
Israel as a people. The recitation of the Shema and the Shemoneh
Esreh, the use of the zi^.ith, the mesusa, and the tephillin, the
rules for saying grace before meals, the worship services of the
synagogue and temple all contributed to this sense of a bond of
religious fellowship with others and helped to foster the desire
for intercessory prayer. Furthermore, the daily practice of prayer
developed within Paul the habit of its continual use and awakened
within him a sense of its earnestness. From the prophetic stream
of Jewish religious thought Paul gained insight into the love and
Fatherhood God, who could be very near in moments of spiritual
meditation, and there was developed within his prayer life a
spontaneity and freshness which the Pharisaical legalism could not
smother.
Both Judaism and Hellenistic thought alike contributed to
Paul's later belief in Christ as a mediator between God and him-
.MS 3 i
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self. For some time the Greeks and Romans had equated the emperors
with deities, frequently directing some of their prayers to them.
Although the monotheistic theory of Judaism discouraged the belief
in intermediaries between God and man, there are many stories
in the Old Testament in which angels appear as divine messengers.
Moreover, around the time of Paul the logos doctrine of Philo
was familiar to many, setting forth the idea that because God
is perfect he can not come directly into contact with a material
universe which by its very nature is imperfect. Consequently,
according to Philo, there are intermediate beings between God
and man. These beliefs did much to prepare Paul for his later
conviction that Christ is a mediator between God and man.
Vith his conversion the idealistic aspect of Paul's prayer
life triumphed overfhe legalistic, and henceforth the stamp of
this victory was manifested in the Apostle's prayers and in his
teaching upon the matter. Since at Damascus Paul had re-discover-
ed God through Christ, from this moment on his prayers weee
directed to God through Christ, because of what had happened to
him he looked upon Christian baptism as an initiation into a unique
and special relationship to God through Christ, and he saw in the
eucharist a constant renewal of this fellowship.
To be aare, there were many customs and practices of Judaism
which Paul continued to observe. He still continued to pray in
the temole, to worship in the proseuchae and synagogues, and to
celebrate certain Jewish feasts and festivals. He still used
..
.
.
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certain postures which the Jews had traditionally regarded as
symbolic of a reverent spirit. He often combined fasting with
prayer. Much of his prayer life was still cast in the molds of
Judaism, but after his Damascus experience Paul breathed into it
the freshness and spontaneity of his new religious life.
Ever after his conversion Paul looked upon prayer as a
means of finding an intimate fellowship with God. He regarded
his many visions as revelations of divine guidance. Like the Lord's
Prayer itself the prayers of Paul are concerned first with the glory
of God and then with the needs of men, for out of a knowledge of
God's will came right conduct. The petition for material benefits
occupies a very small place in h33 religious life. Paul prayed
for love because he ssw that it was basic to life. Love of God
would be manifested in love of men. Spiritual power was another
thing for which he prayed because he saw that men needed it to
realize the ideals of their faith. Gratitude for the many divine
blessings wa3 expressed in prayers of thanksgiving.
Paul also made considerable use of intercessory prayers.
To be sure there was some dissension within the early church, but
its very compactness and smallness as well as the growing opposition
to it irom without did much to develop within it the practice of
mutual prayers of intercession. Moreover, from Judaism Paul had
learned that men should pray for one another. First and foremest
however, Paul was a man of God and he prayed for other men primarily
because he believed that here as elsewhere it was the divine will
..
_
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that he should.
For Paul prayer was a continual spirit of trust in God
through Christ. Looking upon it as such he regarded whatever
the result of his prayers might be as the will of God. Realizing
that this very same spirit of trust lay at the heart of the kingdom
of God, at the root of all of his prayers there was an earnest
desire for the coming of the kingdom.
Paul's influence U'?on Christian prayer has been tremendous.
He firmly established in the church the practice of praying in
the name of Christ. The early date of his letters in which he
urges its use and the extensiveness of their circulation did much
to further the custom as did his work among the Gentiles who had
found in Christ a new means of salvation which had previously
been denied them by the Jewish law.
lluch of the style and many of the words and phrases of
Paul's own prayers were to find their way into the prayer life
of later Christians. While they were to be found in the spontaneous
prayers of later saints and martyrs, it was in the liturgy of the
church that his influence was most felt. Many of our liturgical
expressions such as the "Dominu3 vobiscum, 11 the "Deo gratias,"
the "Gloria in Excelsis," the "Amen, 11 and some of our benedictions
have come down to us through Paul. To be sure, much ohich we have
taken from him had its roots in his Judaistic heritage, but into
such phrases and prayers he breathed the feeshness and vitality
of his Damascus experience.
..
.
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Paul's own conversion had resulted in a new spontaneity
in his prayer life that had previously been smothered by the
legalistic regulations governing it. As his influence increased
in Christianity this spirit of his own prayer life became more
end more prevalent in that of those Christians who came after him.
.'
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The important part which prayer played in the life of Paul
can be seen from the extensive use which he made of it as revealed
in the Acts of the Apostles and in his own epistles.
He not only prayed much, but he contributed greatly toward
shaping the prayer life of the Christian church by putting inter-
cessory prayer at its very center, by giving impetus to the
practice of praying in .the name of Christ, by giving much of his
style and many of his phrases, and by helping to preserve the
spontaneous spirit of Jesus.
In view of the importance of Faul for Christian prayer
life, it is surprising that so little work has been done on the
subject. Heiler and Phglisi have drawn some attention to Paul's
significance in the ganeral development of prayer, but for the
most part, they have used him primarily for illustrative purposes.
Other writers on prayer like Buttrick, Mylne, Paterson and Russell
have paid even less attention to him. Campbell, Chadwick, and
Thomas have analyzed beveral of his more outstanding petitions,
but have made no attempt to study his prayer life in detail, and
Cabrol has concerned himself only with Paul(s contribution to the
development of Christian liturgy.
For the most pert Paul's biographers have been even less
helpful. Coneybeare and Howson, Deissmann, Holmes, Lowstuter,
Ramsay, Robinson, Robertson, Spencer, and others have done commend-
able work on his life, but they have scarcely mentioned his use
of prayer. Weinel has pointed out some of the principles behind
'.
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his prayer, but he has made no attempt to study them in detail
nor the part which his own religious and social background played
in shaping them.
It is, therefore, the purpose of this dissertation to show
the early environment of prayer in which Paul grew up, his use
of prayer as a Christian, the meaning which it held for him,
and his contribution to its development in the Christian church,
in order to reveal that largely through the influence of Paul
Christianity was able to free itself from the legalistic mechanical
prayer life of Judaism.
From the Hellenistic world Paul inherited a high regard
for the worth of the individual before the 3ight of God, a sense
of inward fellowship with the divine, a desire to establish communion
with God, a belief in the importance of prayer for obtaining moral
values, and a pious and poetical adoration of the deity.
Within Judaism, however, there were two streams of prayer
life. On the one hand, there was that spirit of idealism which
had come down from the prophets, which stressed as the primary
need of all thst a man set his heart right with God. Along fcith
thi3 prophetic idealism there had also grown up a legalistic spirit
which had been fostered by Pharisaism. That both of these spirit-
ual aspects of life were prevalent in the prayer life of the ^ews
during the period in which Paul lived is very apparent in the
Talmud itself which shows a conflict of these two elements.
While men are cautioned not to let their prayers become routine
,«
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and mechanical, still the numerous rules and regulations governing
one's prayer life by their very nature tended to stifle the spirit
of spontaneous prayer. This conflict of these two elements seems
to have been present in the life of ^aul as it was in the lives of
many of his contemporaries.
. From Judaism Paul received his sense of social consciousness
in prayer. To be sure, there had been those like Jeremiah who
had stressed the individualistic aspect of religion, but for the
most part the Jewish faith was concerned with the salvation of
Israel as a people. The recitation of the Shema and the Shemoneh
Esreh, the use of the zizith, the mesusa, and the tephillin, the
rules for saying grace before meals, the worship services of the
synagogue and temple all contributed to this sense of a bond of
religious fellowship with others and helped to foster the desire
for intercessory prayer. Furthermore, the daily practice of prayer
developed within Paul the habit of its continual use and awakened
within him a sense of its earnestness. From the prophetic stream
of Jewish religious thought Paul gained insight into the love and
Fatherhood of God, who could be very near in moments of spiritual
meditation, and there was developed within his prayer life a
spontaneity and freshness which the Pharisaical legalism could not
smother.
Both Judaism and nellenistic thought alike contributed to
Faul ' s later belief in Christ as a mediator between God and him-
• -
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self. For some time the Greeks and Romans had equated the emperors
with deities, frequently directing some of their prayers to them
Although the monotheistic theory of Judaism discouraged the belief
in intermediaries between God and man, there are many stories
in the Old Testament in which angels appear as divine messengers.
Moreover, around the time of Paul the logos doctrine of Philo
was familiar to many, setting forth the idea that because God
is perfect he nan not come directly into contact with a material
universe which by its very nature is imperfect. Consequently,
according to Philo, there are intermediate beings between God
and man. These beliefs did much to prepare Paul for his later
conviction that Christ is a mediator between God and man.
With his conversion the idealistic aspect of Paul's prayer
life triumphed over the legalistic, and henceforth the stamp
of this victory was manifested in the Apostle's prayers and in
his teachings upon the matter. Since at Damascus, bau i had re-
discovered God through Christ, from this moment on his prayers were
directed to God through Christ. Because of what had happened to
him he looked upon Christian baptism a3 an intiation into a unique
and special relationship to God through Christ, and he saw in the
eucharist a constant renewal of this fellowship.
To be sure there were many customs and practices of Judaism
which Paul continued to observe. He still continued to pray in
the temple, to worship in the proseuchae and synagogues, and to
celebrate certain Jewish feasts and festivals. He still used
.
Vcertain postures which the Jews had traditionally regarded as
symbolic of a reverent spirit. He often combined fasting with
prayer. Much of his prayer life was still cast in the molds of
Judaism, but after his Damascus experience Paul breathed into it
the freshness and spontaneity of his new religious life.
Ever after his conversion Paul looked upon prayer as 9
means of finding an intimate fellowship with God. He regarded
his many visions as revelations of divine guidance. Like the Lord’s
Prayer itself the prayers of Paul are concerned first with the glory
of God and then with the needs of men, for out of a knowledge of
God’s will came right conduct. The petition for material benefits
occupies a very small place in his religious life. Paul prayed
for love because he saw that it was basic to life. Love of God
would be manifested in love of men. Spiritual power was another
thing for which he prayed because he saw that men needed it to
realize the ideals of their faith. Gratitude for the many divine
blessings was expressed in prayers of thanksgiving.
Paul also made considerable use of intercessory prayers.
To be sure there was some dissension within the early church, but
its very compactness and smallness as well as the growing opposition
to it from without did much to develop within it the practice of
mutuel prayers of intercession. Moreover, from Judaism Paul had
learned that men should pray for one another, ffirst and foremost
however, Paul was a man of God and he prayed for other men primarily
because he believed that here as elsewhere it was the divine will
.
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that he should.
For Paul prayer was a continual spirit of trust in God
through Christ. Looking upon it as such he regarded whatever
the result of his prayers might be as the will of God. Realizing
that this very same spirit of trust lay at the heart of the kingdom
of God, at the root of all of his prayers there was an earnest
desire for the coming of the kingdom.
Paul' 8 influence upon Christian prayer has been tremendous.
He firmly established in the church the practice of praying in
the name of Christ. The early date of his letters in which he
urges its use and the extensiveness of their circulation did much
to further the custom as did his work among the Gentiles who had
found in Christ a new means of salvation which had previously
been denied them by the Jewish law.
Much of the style and many of the words and phrases of
Paul's own prayers were to find their way into the prayer life
of later Christians. While they were to be found in the spontaneous
prayers of later saints and martyrs, it was in the liturgy of the
church that his influence was most felt. Many of our liturgical
expressions such as the "Dominus vobiscum, 11 the "Deo gratias,"
the "Gloria in Excelsis," the "Amen", and some of our benedictions
have come down to us through Paul. To be sure much which we have
taken from him had its roots in his Judaistic heritage, but into
such phrases and prayers he bresthed the freshness and vitality
of his own Damascus experience.
."A i
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Paul's own conversion had resulted in a new spontaneity
in his prayer life that had previously been smothered by the
legalistic regulations governing it. As his influence increased
in Christianity this spirit of his own prayer life became more
and more prevalent in that of those Christians who came after him.
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